
Spectrum 
and tonic 

‘What's yours? Now, whatever 

nsure that 
The man 

0 help 
et therightch 

consultant 
computers. 

He h 
inside a black 

Spectrum, ZX 
volt car battery 

for use 
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Mr Mercer said the idea came 
to him when he was thinking of 
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The Rabbit 
that roared 

Software boss Alan Savage took 
a yan to a firm of Mayfair 

and dumped 4,000 
¢ tapes, 
part of a dispute 

based Rabbit || 
had the UK Software which 

franchise for eight gam 
V ry Software, of 

tory's solicitors, Offenbach 
DIO and Co, say they 
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Game) 
De@>igner 

By John Hollis 
Author of Time Gate, Aquaplane and Meteor Storm. 

Invaders format Asteroids format 
Defender format & Beserk format 

8 GREATGAM 
INCLUDED” 

Turbo Spider-Tanks 
| @lot-Halloween. 

Attack ofthe 
(dutant Hamburgers 
Cyborg-Reflectron. Splat and QBix 

out 108: En (BM und ff moves oad % Missi desl ACKgtOSs Ful ye aN tape! 

ae 5 
Marketed exclusively by Quicksilva Name » ee 
Games Designer £14.95 Address. hor 
Time Gate (48K Spectrum) £26.95 OO Pane Aguaplane 48K Spectrum) £698 OOM ON 
Meteor Storm (16K Spectrum) £4.95 Cheques payable to Quicksilva Ltd. s Y Ry 2 ne ee ee 
enclose cheque/P.O for Send to Software Studio, = CRC Arey 
Please send me details of the Quicksilva Mail Order, f} A ee™ oe? tho 
Quicksilva Game Lords Club C) P.O. Box 6, > KW! Postado 
My Game Lords Club membership Wimborne, Dorset BH21 7P' Wi? OM 

Te number is. 6 of ? yw? Ry ie Seapets Sec ; Sy? creXo8 
Oo ny) 2. 4 
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24 PAGES OF 
SPECTRUM BEST 

Send 50p stamp to: 
Software Supermarket, 

87 Howard's Lane, 
London sw15 6NU 

Winning ways 
with words 

Our readers are certainly good 
with words — the competition in 
issue No. 28 proves that 

We offered software prizes 
from A&F totalling £1,000 to 
entrants who made the most 
number of words out of the 
company's new titles, Chuckie 

id Cylon Attack 
al exceeded the 2,000 

rk but many were not in the 
specified, The 

‘Oxford Paperback Dictionary 
We said you could enter as 

many times as you wished — pro: 
Vided each entry was on the 
official coupon 

So Mr A.J. Wood, of South 
ampion, wins two" p 
£25-worth of softwa 
Spectrum, And (wo entries fron 
the same address in Farnham, 
Surrey, means that J.A, and S.A 
Flood’ each receive Spectrum 
software 

ARF Software is sending a 10 
per cent discount voucher, re- 
deemable by mail order only, to 
all entrants. 

ASF is despatching the prizes 
and the vouchers to arrive within 
28 days. 

The complete list of winners: 
A.J. Wood {two prizes), of South 
ampion: JA, and S.A. Flood, both 
of Farnham; Mrs A. Clarke 
Carlisle; Les Gibbins, Plymouth 
S.F. Rhodes, Auchleven: Douglas 
Andetson, Glasgow; Brian Gray 
Corby; MJ. Trumper, Harrow 
Barry Crook, Blackbur: Stephen 
Chattaway, Belvedere 

D, Howard, Trowbridge: Inde 
Advani, Southgate; Raymo 
Terty, Shoeburyiiess; Sue Osborne 
Romney Marsh; R, Howell, South 
Shields: Neil Erench, Darifor 
Steven Truville, Birmingham; 
Goodfellow, Newcastle upon Ty 
John Moss, Coventry 

David Meredith, Portsmouth: 
Sean Kilvington, Saltburn; Roger 
Smith, Portsmouth; M.J. Swallow. 
Lowdham: B.P.A. Andrews-Howe 
Swindon; Nigel Lowe, Ashton: 
‘under-Lyne; Michael Siive, Stoke 
Newingion: 

Mark Munro, Edinburgh; Miss S. 
nan, Dawlish; Maurice 
, Ballynachinch; Anthony 

MeDermoit, near Chorley; Graham 
Furniss, Chesterfield; Mark Ashley 
Frome; B. Bates, Gateshead: Simon 
Wharton, Ashby-de-la-Zou 
Henry Shades, Glasgow; Russell 
Whitington, Wigan; Mrs E. Dadd, 
near Wadhurst; Mrs Lesley 
Buchanan, Isle of Wight 

€ for his 

HONG 
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BUY THIS SPACE 

To advertise 
your latest products! 

Ring Coleen or Barry on 

01-437 1002 NOW! 

Your Dragon can help young 
sters sharpen up their English 
and arithmetic. Just type in 
program that starts on page 1, 

Play something, simply, with 
Alan Blackham’s program for 
the VIC-20. Turn to page 22. 

Mazes made easier on the ZX81 
The program that does it be; 

page 60, 

In the centre of this week's 
Home Computing Weekly is a 
free 24-page guide to computers 
costing under £400. We plan 10 
make your Christmas gift buying 
easier. Or you could leave it open 
around the house as a heavy 
hint . 

Page 3 
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Pub Spectrum 
From front page 
how small shops could be helped 
by comput 

Busines ros were out of the 
question because of the cost. And 
home computers had too little 

\ory for the thousands 
fs even smaller shops 

kept in stock, he said. 
But pubs were ideal customers 

because most had 80 to 110 pro- 
duct lines, including items like 
crisps and sandwiches. 

Mr Mercer said: **I did quite a 
bit of research from the cus- 

le of the bar. Whenever 
a pub I started chatting to 

the landlord.” 
When you place an order at a 

pub equipped with a Spectrum 
cash tll the barman/maid presses 
‘one or two keys and the drink and 

appears on the screen, 
Big rounds can be :d for. 

in fact, one transaction can 
0 different drinks, and 

of the day the land- 
les and stock report 

from the printer. It can even tell 
him which staff sold most drinks. 

It could show, for example 
that the better-looking made 
more sales. He commented: 
“The landlord could then employ 
more bar staff that look like that 

‘ho pays the piper 

faced was 
nvincing publicans that his 

£650 system was as good as 
sophisticated purpose-made tills 
costing around £3,000, 

He said: “1S a bit like st 
ing on a street corner selli 
notes for £2 each. I's the old 

ves you. They 
2 Inn sure 

won't fit in with my sys 
Landlord John M 

‘The Gloucester, West Croydon, 
has had one of the Spectrum tills 

‘There's a Spectrum inside this 
new-style cash till for pubs 
on test for a few weeks and — 

training — was due to 
* today. 

He said: “11's tremendous and 
'yone will be able to adjust 0 

ad to replace my three tills 
and they would have cost at least 
£1,000 each. This system for 
three bars will cost me a total of 
£1,600. 

Ir Mercer and h 

the Spe 
Mr Mercer reckons the 401K 
BASIC program took him the 
equivalent of 114 years to write. 

The couple's daughter, 
Pamela, aged 34, helped to test 
it. Hesaid: “Wehanded it over to 
her for destruction testin; 
she hasn't been able to breal 
yet. 

In fact, the unit 
plastic cover over the Spectrum, 
keyboard to avoid that age-old 
Pub problem — spilled drinks. 

Mercer Computer Systems, 22 
Baird Road, Farnborough, 
Hants GUI4 SBP 

Oric makes a 
quick 

recovery 
Production of the Orie is nearly 
back to normal after the re 
fire that destroyed nearly 7,500 

he fire was at C 
production plant at Kenure 

Plasties in Felth 
But according to Orie’s MD. 

arty Muncaster, production 
up and running again by 
ock on the day following 

the fire 
\caster said: “The Orie 

ide in Kenure’s main 
plant, but then we moved it to 
their new factory over the road, 

was the one affected by 
the fire, 

“Fortunately, the moulds 
needed to make the cases were 

still secure in the old building. 
“We should be 

by the second week in November, 
thanks to staff working overtime 
to make good the losses. People 
have been beavering away at 
weekends making new labels and 
stuff, 

Jur main problem is not so 
much the fire — it’s that orders 
have been coming in faster than 
we expected. From October to 
December we have orders for 
130,000 units 

he High Street shops wait 
until the last minute to place their 
orders rather than ordering well 
ahead — they don’t have any 
comprehension of the problems 
of producing home computers. 

“It isn't like making ordinary 
electrical goods — some 
components have a lead time of 
26 weeks.” 

Games 
dispute 

From from page 
But then Rabbit stopped 

marketing the games and Rabbit 
director Mr Savage delivered the 
remaining 4,000. 

Mr Savage said his company 
had distributed four VIC-20 
games out of the eight and there 
Were programming faultsin three 
of them, 
He said: “It’s very sore point 

with us. There were eight games 
and we could only get four 
working. They did not provide us 
with bug-free versions. 

‘We witheld the roy 
r. Now we are be} 

action for loss of profit. 
I did not think there was 

much we could do in the courts 
over there because of the cost 
But we are very pleased that 
Offenbach has brought the 
action to this side of the Atlantic 
because we were going to let it g 
“don't know what the solici 

ties as a 

nusing.”” 
The four titles which Rabbit 

ted were the arcade game 
Annihilator and three adven- 
tures, rave Robbers and Ad- 

LOOKING FOR SPARE 
TIME EARNINGS? 

Then why not sell software to your 
friends and workmakes. 

There are probably hundreds of 
micro users in your area looking for 
software who are wary of mail order 
and cannot find a local dealer. You 

can become that local dealer. 
We are looking for agents in all areas 
to sell software for the Spectrum, 
2X81, VIC-20, CBM 64, BBC, Dragon, 
Atari, Oric 1 and Lynx. All the latest 
titles in stock. Write now for full 
details or telephone if you prefer. 
Joysticks, joystick interfaces and 

Spectrum sound boosters along with 
CBM 64, Spectrum and Lynx 48K 

Computers also available. 
If you are interested in becoming a 

Bytewell agent in time for the 
predicted boom in sales this Xmas 

then write or telephone now. 

BYTEWELL, 203, COURT ROAD, 
BARRY, S. GLAMORGAN, CFG 7EW 
Telephone (0446) 742491 

venture Pack 1 and Adventure 
Pack 2. 

Rabbit says that the three ad- 
ventures had bugs, but only at the 
higher levels which meant they 
were not spotted until dealers 
began returning them. Rabbit re- 
placed them with its own titles, 

Victory's main action, still to 
be heard, claims royalties on 
sales, subject to Rabbit's 
accounts. 
Meanwhile, the UK. 

and Scandinavian 
Annihilator have been acquired 
by newcomers Mogul Software 
which saysitis planning to “rush- 
release" the game, 

A US best seller, it will cost 
.99 for both the VIC-20and the 
mmodore 64. 

Coincidentally, one of the 
directors of Mogul is the general 
ccretary of the Computer Trade 

ion, Nigel Backhurst, 
Rabbit is bringing out a game 

alled Protector, which Mr 
favage described as an enhanced 

ion of the Defender-style 
arcade games, 

& 

Rabbit Software, 380 Station 
Road, Harrow, ‘Middx. HAL 
2DE 
Mogul Software, 90 Regent 
Street, London WIR SPA 
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Users of TI’s home computer — 
which goes out of production this 
month — are blaming the 
company for a series of failings. 

They say the TI-99/4A, first 
out here two y 

newer computers, market 
advertising was not strong 
enough and that software cor 
panies, user groups and dealers 
had difficulty getting informa- 
tion out of Th. 

Several, however, said it came 
as no surprise that Texas Instru- 
ments, in Dallas, announced that 
home computer production was 

Cashon 
cartridge 

Richard Shepherd, best known 
for his adventure tapes, is deter- 
mined to be the first with a pro- 
gram designed for the new Spec- 
trum Microdrive, 

ding new features to a 
k account program called 
th Controller, including an op- 

tion to save both program and 
data onto the Microdrive's tiny 
cartridges, 

Mr Shepherd, a certified ac- 
countant before starting Richard 
Shepherd Software with his wife 

laine, said that at present Cash 
‘ontroller took 2 minutes to 

load and a similar amount of time 
to load the data, 

This would be cut to 10-20 
seconds using a Microdrive. 

Cash Controller, the 
company’s only non-adventure 
program, costs £9.95 on cassette 
and would be priced at around 
£14.95 on cartridge. 

The new version, now being 
worked on, will inc 
number of budget hi 
ight to take account of the extra 
storage. 

Richard Shepherd Software, Elm 
House, 23-25 Elmshott Lane, 
Cippenham, Slough, Berks 

rage 6 

Ti: users hit out 
toend. 

The company stressed that it 
would continue making higher- 
priced business computers. 

Tt has pulled out of home 
computers because of growing 
losses. Third quarter figures 
show a loss of £66.8m after the 
£200.4m it will cost to close down 
the home computer side. 

It will mean bargains for some 
‘computer buyers, for Tliscutting 
the price of rem: stocks to 
clear them off the shelves. 

‘Author and ex-official of the 
ld group, Pete Brooks, said: 
“TI didn't do. themselves an 
favours. Information was always 
scarce. They refused 10 discuss 

, ies — they refused t0 
acknowledge that there were an 
And it was 18 months before th 
responded 10 the market and 
brought the price down, 

Stephen Shaw, head of TI 
specialists Stainless Software, 
said: “I've been expecting this 
ever since it came out — their 
marketing is so atrocious. 1 think 
i’s a damn good computer; 
there’s nothing to touch it. The 
processor is marvellous and 
you think of any other computer 
that can sing’ 

Vince Apps, of Apex 
Software, said: “I'm annoyed. 1 
didn’t think they would do it so 
suddenly. It wasa bit of ashock. 1 
thought they would hang on for 
about 18 months and bring out a 
new machine.” 

At the company’s UK head- 
quarters in Bedford, Richard 
Mann, for TI, denied claims that 
TI failed to help third party soft- 
ware companies, pointing to 
deals with Milton Bradley and 
Fox 

Ti would continue servicing 
support, including warranty 
work, “indefinitely.” The com- 
pany ‘was still servicing watches 
and they went out of production 
three to four years ago. 

Manton lane, Texas Instruments, 
Bedford MK4l 7P, 

....is coming 
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Computer 
dating ala 
modem 

This week's leader amounts to nothing less than the announcement 
of the most off-beat computer bulletin board system (CBBS) that I 
hhave ever heard of. 

Not that 1am surprised at its existence; actually 1am surprised 
that it took so long to be created. What Lam talking about is nothing 
less than a computer bulletin board called (ready?) Dial-A-Matcl 

You guessed it, A CBBS for the lovelorn, Created Dy 4 
gentleman named Gregg Collins, dialling the number in Los 
‘Angeles (where else?) can put you in touch with people in a similar 
predicament from all over the country — even from all over the 
world! 

It’s true. As documented by Mr Collins himself, affairs are be- 
ing arranged, spouses are being cheated upon, gay lovers are being 
introduced to each other, and all via modem and CBBS, Amazin; 

Ifyou want (or need) more information, call 213) 840-8211, in 
beautiful downtown Burbank, No computer necessary to call for 
information. 

tt 
When it rainsit pours department. I mentioned in an earlier column 
that I had finally encountered a decent word processing program 
forthe VIC. Well, this week Ihave found one that also comes hight 
recommended. 

1 is called Worderaft 20 and comes from the makers of the 
already successful Worderaft Ultra. Compared with its big brother, 
the junior version is no slouch, It comes with an extensive list of 
commands, is easy 10 use, versatile, and takes xood advantage of 
the color capabilities of the VIC. 

Iisa screen based processor, which means that what you see 
on the screen is what will be printed by the printer. 1 feel this 
best type of processor. Especially for people like me who have 
ble visualizing things. 

The processor has two modes, one for the entering of text and 
the other for entering formatting commands. Either can be entered 
by a single keystroke. 

Instead of cluttering up the screen with command lists and/or 
help screens, you must learn all the commands. This should not 
prove (00 difficult as the commands are mnemonic, and most of us 
tend 10 use the same commands frequently 

For assistance, the top three or so lines on the screen list where 
you are in the document, and what the processor thinks you are do 
ing. 

Since the VIC cannot display 80 columns, and the processor 
can handle up 10 99 characters, the screen will automatically seroll 
horizontally as the 25th character is typed, Otherwise, the screen 
width can be set at 23 columns to prevent scrolling while entering 
text, then reset to full width prior to printing 

In addition to the regular version, an optional version is 
available with 8K of RAM built into the program cartridge. Thisex 
tra memory is necessary if you plan on doing any serious writing, 
other than short letters. It vou have already expanded your VIC 
above minimum memory, you will not need the optional version. 

The manual is 31 pages long, well laid out, easy to read and 
understand, and includes a tutorial that should get you up and run- 
ning within an hour or two. The program is written in assembly and 
is therefore a fast runner. 

This may be more value for the money than Quick Brown Fox, 
but it also costs more. The regular version costs $99.95 with the 8K 

AM version costing $100 more. In the UK contact: Audiogenic, 
34-36 Crown Street, Reading, Berks (0734) 386334. 

Guess what? Out of space again! See vou next week 

Bud Izen 



pectrum 

ion (3) 
1 Flight Simulation Untimate (-) 
2 Lunar Jetman ocaan Cl 
3. Kong Imagine (1) 
4 Zz00m Quicksitva (-) 
5 Ant Attack ces 
6 Pool Ultimate (7) 
7 TranssAm Imagine (7) 
8 Zip-ZaP Quicksilva (-) 

9 Bugaboo Uitimate (6) 
10 Pssst 

kets are last 

Jed by WH. Smith. Figures in brac 
Compile 
week's positions 

or the Commodore ad 

Merbourne House (-) 

n Audiogeni 
Sein Master Chess Llamasoft a 

Bower Llamaso 
Mretock +f che Mutant Camels tere 3) 

8 Frogge' MCP ar (6) 
g  Escal 
to Motor Mania Se aeak 

7 

Compiled by Boots: 
Figures in brackets 2 

us 

Top Ten programs for the VIC-20 
1 Gridrunner Llamasoft (1) 2° Arcadia Imagine (2) 3 Wacky Waiters Imagine (4) 4 Catcha Snatcha Imagine (3) 5 Laser Zone Llamasoft (—) 6 Escape MCP Rabbit (—) 7 Abductor Llamasoft (—) 8  Paratroopers Rabbit (—) - 9 Frantic Imagine (—) 10 Bonzo Audiogenic (6) 

Compiled by Boots, Figures in brackets are last week's positions 

compiled by Boo
ts. Figures in bra 

positions 

BEST SELLERS 

1 Manic Miner Bug Byte Spectrum 
2 Jet Pac Spectrum 
3 Trans-Am Spectrum 
4 Cookie Spectrum 
5 3D Combat Zone Spectrum 
6 Zzoom Spectrum 
7 Chuckie Egg Spectrum 
8 Johnny Reb —_Lothlorien Spectrum 
9 Krazy Kong Anirog vic-20 

10 Horace Goes 
Skiing Psion Spectrum 

11 Pssst Ultimate Spectrum 
12 Cuthbert in the 

Jungle Microde Dragon 
13. Penetrator Melbourne House Spectrum 
14 Frogger Microdeal Spectrum 
15 Cuthbert Goes 

Walkabout Microdeal Dragon 
16 Frogger CTech BBC 
17 Space Shuttle Microdeal Dragon 
18 Splat Incentive Spectrum 
19 Gold Mine dk'tronies Spectrum 
20 Labyrinth Commodore CBM 64 
21 Intergalactic 

Force Microdeal Dragon 
22 Hall of the 

Things Crystal Spectrum 

23 Horace and the 
Spiders Psion Spectrum 

24 Redweed Lothiorien Spectrum 
25 Jumpin’ Jack —_Imagi Spectrum 
26 Kong Ocean Spectrum 
27 Hunchback Superior BBC 
28 Devils of the 

Deep Richard Shepherd Spectrum. 

29 Sargon Chess Commodore ViC-20 
30 Dungeon Master Crystal Spectrum 

Compiled by PCS Distribution (0254 691211) and 
sanctioned by the Computer Trade Association. Chart 
is for retail sales in individual outlets in the UK and 
Northern Ireland for the fortnight ended October 22 

addictive (1) 
yy Manager ‘clair (2) 

1 Foor simulation Sincait (4) 
2 Ehace Raiders inca) 
3 Bepionage Island Quicksilva 
§ seramble sincla 

K Games Sinclait 

5 Ship of Doom ae \ i 
cla 

8 weciey Games uicksive 
k's 

res in brackets are [9st weel 
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ror every 
Tom Dick. 

and Einstein. 
Thinking about a personal computer? 
Clever person. Your timing’s perfect. 

f You can now buy one from Asda. 

There's every chance we stock just 

the one for you. And the peripherals. 
And the software. 

} Better still, they're all at Asda Price. 

And you don’t need to be a genius to 
sce the benefits of that. 

® se 

£48.95 
Mattel Aquarius 

Texas Instruments 

instruments Alpiner £22.95 
us fron S195, 

Sinclair Flight Simulation 9795 

(SW Sinclair 7X Spectrum 

AOGETHER BS 
> 



re eam git 
Csi bets ag ~) + 

The battle could be yours.. 
$ .. but worse 

PARTICIPATION — that is the name of OUR game. All our software contains a unique score Verification 
mechanism allowing us to add anew dimension to computer games. Every July and January we will be 
publishing a ranking list of the top 1000 scorers in each game with the overall top 100 ‘grand masters’ each 
receiving certificates of merit bearing their position. 

September is the last month to qualify for the Black Hole championship. However, from October the 
sender of the highest valid score each month will win software of their own choice to the value of £50. 

Mf 
Totally original game plan. Addictive, YOU are looking for nein challenging and offering a complete FEEP YOU Up aitrign, eta that, 

cx Hole 88 wee ects. vey eof visual experience with its animated : rekon hair out, send yoy mae top 
Ne and violent e» i ‘ery, then. With its ‘THe BEE of SPEC ert gra Saab ‘eapabitis this game” YOU really shout ‘Compatible with ALL leading joysticks. 

The mystery of THe 
take You a few aa 

despatched by retum first class post together with a membership 
‘on our forthcoming blockbusting software. 



DRAGON PROGRAMS 

Alongside uames, education was 
probably the main reason you 
bought your Dragon, 

Education in the field of com 
puting falls into wo cat 
computer literacy (increasing 
your knowledge of computers in 
general) and academic education: 
With this in mind 1 will cover 
We fopics of the latter 
Although your Dragon can be 

used to aid the learning of a 
number of different subject area 

is particularly for 
tics, because the residnt 

we BASIC contains a lot of 
hematically related com 

mands. One of particular impor 
nce is the pseudo rand 

humber generator, RND. I 
be used 10 ereate'a lot of data 
which is needed in educational 
maths prog 

A progr 
such as E ish necessitates a per 

the bulk of the son_providin 
data 

go Make learning less of a chore 
With these three programs 
youngsters can use at home to 

sharpen up their skill with 

So two of my f 
orientated 

However, the Dragon's string 
handling Tacilitiey are not put 
Waste as the remaining program is 
to atid @ young person's English 

My aim is to assist children of 
and 14 to 16, And 

ners may pick up some 
techniques by studying the 
listings. 

The first two programs are for 
he benefit of the younger a 

The first, Tables, was 
nally for my six year 

old sister, Gemma who was leat 

‘oups. 

ing her times tables at school. It 
seems to have done the trick as 
she is getting 10 out of 10 in tests, 

Although a lot of contem: 
porary educationalists, disap: 

Thave spoken 
» still stand by them and feel that 
when pupils are at home without 

ateacher the compute 
role of a test provider 

However, that doe 

How it worl 
10 it 
WW) dati 

program 
110-150 menu for choo 

ing 
230-500 fun test 

ship/sub movemer 

portunity for the p 
imes table of thei 

learned it they -may 
Fun Test” on a spec 

a mixture of them all. 
akes the 

Your ship from on 

160-220 display tables 

ween twoand 12, When theyh 

numbers and English. Tim 
_ Copsey wrote them for the 

Dragon 

ercan fillthe 

S not mean 
that the tests can not be i 

esting and exploit the facilities 
tranpastindtic Airtiiawethauyaal 
fact that when education is con: 
veyed in an interesting way, peo: 
ple learn more, Consequently my 
Program has two modesof opera 

jon: Table Learning and Fun 

ks 

graphics in 
osing test or 

for learn: 

ing provides an 
pupil to list 
hoice bet 

then have 
ific table or 

form 
ct is to get 
side of the 

Turn your Dragon into 

ai teacher Hints on conversion 
Thie best way to convert this and 
all the other programs is 
transport the idea to your par 
ticular micro. A considerable 
amount of the code could remain 
unchanged but the random 
number routine may have to be 

Up: altered if your micro does 
port such an extensive range of 
siring handling commands. 

Also, remember that the 
Dragon's PRINT@ is not of an 
(X,¥) co-ordinate nature but in 
siead uses one number for the 
position of a sereen location, O 
being the top lefi hand corner and 
511 being the bottom right hand 
corner PRINT@ position 

sereen to the other before the sub: 
m1 A sum will be 
displayed and if answered cor 

iv 
however, the sum is answered in 

ectly the submarine will ad 
ance and the correet answer will 

be displayed for a little while 
At the beginning the computer 

will providean option forthe Fun 
Test io be timed. 

To start with you may find it 
advisable 10 not use the timer so 
that the child does not feel rushed 
or under pressure, but later as the 
childs ability improves the timer 

ndin 

rine does 

an extra challenge, thus ew 
the usetul life of the pro 

Now for the program that give 
help to primary pupils with their 
English, 

Variables 
IS.A input variables 

sorrect answers 
DY,N loop counters 
BAC Nags 
Time in seconds 
$3,T3 ship, sub PRINT@ pos 

itions 
A correct answer fo sum 

ICE":C81F C)2 THENIS 

AR CAS) CTH Ne 
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DRAGON PROGRAMS 

2b" INES: 

Opposites n Hints on conver knowledge of words and the ex Converting this should be a fair responding words that ha’ ly simple process, as the 
posite meaning. T 

works by wevtin 
characters used 10 create the 

and an 
ly all micros. The rest of this 

although 
the 

ng face can be 

Program use 
effective, stein 

simple 

about the random 

handling 
valent «of which can 

hhine 
note what T said. previously 

number 

Also 

RINTTAB (a 
f NEXT EF 

TRINGS(18," ") 
PRINT@A36, “YOU SCORED 
RINT#OGE wat 

Vsti LEFTS(YS, 1 1 

aN S177 
1D, SOFT, 

NERGET ¥, IN, OUT, BACK, FRON 
Re=O8 THEN PRINT@292,CHRE(I34)" "CHRE(L37 

PRINT@S25, CHRE(151)CHRE (131) ;ELSE PRINT@292, CHRS 
137) ARS (134) #PRINTAZ61, CHRE (140) CHRE (140) 

AS (N) 1 RE=B4 CW) SPRINTED 

OLD, BLACK: WHITE, DAR) 

1 poor 
AnD (LOW, ABOVE, BELC 
FOLLOW, LEAD, REMEMBER, FO 

ENT, DESTROY, CONSTRUCT. F 
ENTRANCE, INNOCENT, GUILTY 

How it works 
10 clear string space and 

dimension array 
20-70 menu 
80-310 explanation of numb 

Variables 
P,AN input variables 
C2 loop counter 
BI,N1 random numbers 
C,AJ6.MS all used in line 420 

Hints on conversion 
Examine the formula Ihave used 
to change a number from one 
base to another, asthis forms the 
heart of the program and per 
form the necessary changes 10 
make it work on your micro. 
Once you have done this the re 

andar, 
1s in any of the 

hove ui PLAY command 
which has several parameters, It 
has octave, tempo, note length 
volume and note name (B is the 
note By Be iy B Mat), HF apart 
from the note name is omitted: 
then a default value is used, You 
will have 10 lake this into a 
sount when converting 10 other 

‘maining code is fairly 
Musical e 

and then gives a method of con 1 ay part of a formula for base || {0 |)'e" SNS 4 Method 
spel , SEATON, nto another, Final 

pe Ms bala his prancipsal 
F comp 

How it works, the cor x 
10 clears string space ' 
20 dimensions arrays 
30 reads word data into arrays Variables 
40-70 provides opposites ests AS.BS string arrays, containing 
80-160 prints face minus mou words and opposites 
CSRS | | A.T.Y loop counters mn PREY 

another testis required SC score 
PISS VENCIRRS | | SS,RS,0S word randomly chosen, ‘ old 

prints appropriate mouth, corresponding opposite, in ; : mee ile/ Frown put word _ YSTEN 

1m AS (35), Be s ‘ (1S NUMBER W 

é a we, A8 R 
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DRAGON PROGRAMS 

PSHE FABULOUS ~ 
| CASSETTE 

- DONT MISS THIS: 
INCREDIBLE OFFER 



ATTENTION! 

- all ZX81 (16K) and Spectrum (48K) users - 

get this, the . 

Micro-Myte 
60 L 

Only 

£48.00 
complete, inclusive of 

VAT, post and packaging 

in the UK only. 

It's the high speed computer phone link you have been waiting for: No fuss, no hidden 
Transmits/receives at 1,000 Baud: Three times the speed of most other extras, no rental 
acoustic modems (including professionals). costs 
Economic to use: Communcates data direct between compatible users kit comprises an 
Typically 120,000 bits per two minutes of telephone time. (Cheaper than a first lc modem, 2X81 and 
class letter.) Also twelve times faster than a telex. etrum software on Sette, connection cable Simple to operate: Connects directly to your cassette input/output sockets. Gperalng, Instrdston 
Use your home computer like an on line terminal. Link up with your friends by ther with a twelve month 
telephone or cable. quarantee. 
The Micro-Myte 60, in its sturdy moulded plastic housing, complements your 
home computer equipment. 

YOU CAN PRE-RECORD PROGRAM OR SCREEN 
CONTENTS ON TAPE. YOU CAN TRANSMIT 1 
OFF TAPE OVER THE PHONE AND YOU CAN STOP PRESS! 

RECEIVE ON TAPE. 
Micro-Myte 60 wil 

with all nake 

| Micro-Myte 
1 Communications Ltd 
' Polo House 
' 27 Prince St YOU CAN NOW 

Name Telephone 1 Bristol 1 TRANSMIT AND 
Adsress 1 spaannmne Oa a RECEIVE 

H elep! e (0272) 299373 OFF TAPE! 

Ln 1 Callers welcome 

o 
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ViIC-20 PROGRAM 

you're a snake — and 

those diamonds are lethal | | 
EE ee 

byes. its called Snake and | Hitt the stars but avoid the 4=190 het te si rutis on the unexpanded Vic20.]  @@adly diamonds in Maurice ‘ation down fromzop oY seven Youhavetomissthe diamonds Robey’'s game for the aed aon 
and hit the stars. If you collide 
with a diamond you blow up and unexpanded VIC-20 stars 43, tail $8, head 22, dia 

monids 90 lose one of your five lives. This is 
accompanied by a tune and a 
change of colour 

You could change lines 70-90 Hints on conversion 
so that you can fire and thrust in All you havetodoischange the A 

5 and D screen locations for the stead of hitting target avxd 1 screen locations for th 
puter and add randomise 

)-240, which play music 
would have 10 be changed along 
with the sereen colours in 1, 260 

How it works 
Includes explanation of control 
character 

and 2 1 POKE sereen colour, tithe 
CLS, eyan, yellow 

2ayks namic, then goes to instruc 
tion 

1W home cursor, CLS 
124 randomise siary and dia 

mons, time = seor 
50 POKES tail on snake 
0.90 move snake 
100 POKEs head of snake 
200 POKEs “bang” when dia 

‘monds are hit 
210-240 music when diamond: 

are hit 
260-265 change colour of sereen 
300-400 score, 300 CLS, white 

380 CLS, home cursor 
reverse field 

432-515 instructions. 435 reverse 
reverse off; 450 home cursor 
CLS, reverse; 452 cursor 
right; 480 home cursor, CLS, 
reverse; $10 reverse: 51S home 
cursor, CLS 

WE3E879.8: PRINT ““AAY"PRINTTARCZ)" @SMEWE™ PRINTTADCOD Pernt vou KIT" FOrSTAR I! INT TNPUT=T¥PE. VOUP. MAME OOTOSOR FoRT=1 7910000 ext 
TReCcS0 CRMs D008THENSCO e790 B11 boBiGy TFFE~G01T0190000RNS~3000T0 | O80900THENSOTOD t 19 2-0 Cates TFCMOTMEN END PRINT EY Bo ! iTeRND( 199100041 Detnr-car PRINTTART) soe Pan 
Paints 
PRINT* VOU HAVE FIVE LIVES 
Peter PRINT IF You HIT THE DIAMEND-sc4)+ 
PRINT-YOU MILL LOSE A LIFE, atig Hing 6 Geta PRINT“IF YOU HIT THE cRoSeES: f 22 ienew=stwensco Peint=» 
PRINT-VOU MILL ORIN POINTS ce PTRENE Bet ein: 

toa POXEACB. 22 PRINTS | ——— 5 195 TRPEEY.(ArB~22 990 THENONSUEZOS Prine 16 coreao PRINT“PRESS “R: TO START" INPUT“ (RENENEER TO PRESS - SPETUPNIT AE PORECR+G? 2 POKECROT), 1 Tere =on THEO, ie PoREDG8"7 220 eno. 220 FoRLs13TOesTEr-9) FOKEI6876.L FORM=1TO300 NEXTHYL BRUNT "Ay /PRINTTAB(7) “SGN” 2 POEDG877.0. POFEDES79- 98 PRIntTABC 
Bie poresears. tz Se 224 Fomtsssorocée ster~s PoKesse76.4 4 CONTROL THIS CHARACTER 2s Forneitose ERINTTABCL)""" PRINTTABLIO>* SF ferret HO)> © PRINTTABCIOD°V 

POVE (Rea), 14 POKE(RYS3.7:FORECRSI@D 29 

PRINT PRINT vou UKE Te INSTRUIONS. <¥/ 
eur: 
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IE - 16/48 2x 

| LUNAR JETMAN - F: 
| Sinclair 2X Spectrum 
| LUNAR JETMAN _ The Ultimate 

ergalactic G.A.S. (Graphic 
if Arcade Simulation) venture 
| Space Ba 
| LUNAR JETMAN Arcade 

machine code. 
ts, amazing 
graphics, 

ive concept 
a features you 

;@ ULTIMATE games 
peor 
Design. The ULTIMATE PLAY 
‘THE GAME design (eam 

PLAS TH GAME 

ATIC ARAL 

TRANZ AN- 15/48K 2x 
‘Spectrum 

PLAY THE GAME. 

JET PAC- 16/48kzx ATIC ATAC- 48k 2x Spectrum 
Spectrum or 8K Expanded 
vic 20 

These games si SMITHS, BOOTS, 
JOHN MENZIES, vs, ‘SPECTRUM CENTRES, large 
department stores and all good major software retailers 
Aternatvel upon toULTIMATE PLAY THE GAME 
immediate dispatch by return, subject to availa 

£5.50 each including VAT, first class postage and | 
packing within UK. 
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ARRAN RRS St Bey: |. NOES nee ACEI 
SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Bring the 

arcade 
home 

The question is: are 
good as the arcade cess 

Our reviewers have the 
| answer 

frogs 10 

Frogger 
within a time h 

52K BEC E795 “a larceninnnennl 

Saperiog Software, 62 es eracodies.
 gcross the Fiver is a6 

Road, Brambone, Leeds 
complished using the floating 

cory cartes — bul watch Out
 

Trica aint impferenration {he rye when he) IN 

Hshich must 
of the areswoming a bit Ok! Bal r imssing. oma fy Scores EXER 

ache and the game increases 

wo ee itis cerainly 25 £009 
iriculty a cE a 

gs any other FOB 
Sifficull 

smely 

eMC BED. aac in two 4 ne eS Amore 

Le Ape 
detailed and im pressive 

ee Te probe 
although at time: the sereen 

waht 
atonement overcrowded 

the Keyboard (Of instructions 
got 

playability 
graphics 
tle (oF MONEY 

and full 
pntained 

vse eit 
Use sick to operate the game, The 

eyree of keys. for, keyboard 
sn is, sensible, unlike 

Che other games around 
Tr you are not familiar with 

Frogger the idea is to guide Your play you are confronted with five 

Meteor StOriMm foci oF iiccor teu 
@ roman spowetpon eter youve 

(Ceeonded = mocrhatotihen 
ara, 

WOASIE) E10 iatnge rumner of maori 
ings pagan endin a0s 8 

iis, Wa Intersoft, from, Stainless, Soft 
Ware, 10. Alstone Road 
Brockport, Cheshire Sk SAH 

the event of a 
Jhoice Of 10 skill 
plenty of 

The hp dhe ladder 

Your objective ist Control 
meteors as they me wand the 
me\eOrs as ring your shipio | MeYCO eihes the in 

pevormed enon Tonal. feature, for 
The ship m 
ni mi Be ces win chilean whereby 3A oe avoid calision 

ight uhrouwwine iuens, and ac MOTTE ite the hip 

erated. The latter’ feature he ch 

fakes the game exciting, as the 
uw 

Taster you are travelling when & 
meteor ‘raved, the higher instructions 9s 

P 

your score playabilit 85 

Where are two modes of play, Brat 50" 

Air Attack
 

is according the 

1199/40 £5.25 
Hy ce isplaved 

Microsonic, 85, Malmsebars 
equi et 

Meee cheadle Hume, Cheshire 
ane, THe 

Eee 
€ Hough there a 

ion of the 
ir Attack is. varia the 

re Bomber. But instead 

game fe a city 10 en
able YOu Te avon! 

vo enable YoY of ty. number oes Vatue an ine 

splayed. As this &P. 
rogram error al 

1 of apa 
the. proses 

you bats oy using, OPS ane 
ailing — messane 

is @ 
pears to De & 

nd not just a fall 12 
Bpyr it would need 19 

yotne tapes are retailed 
antity DB ‘seo 

@ attacking aireratt 

ia amay be launched OM, 
be lnumetceabered out beta 

if you destroy any aus 

ono poms 
nwarded if @ instruction’ 60% ny wg 100 points are 

bomb is hit 
When ait y is completely 

Yes can nO VODEET 
vom it. Each city 

ene gimnited number of 
“vailable and this 
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SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

Ski to the limit and 
don’t slope off 

Test your skill on the slopes with 
my Ski-Run_ game for either 
model of the Spectrum, 

You have to guide your skier 
down the slope avoiding the flags 
and trees, Sometimes you will 
survive a collision, if you are 

to hit them 

n you have passed 1,000 
flags the game finishes and a tune 
is played, 

You have three lives and there 
are nine skill levels. 1 have only 
reached the bottom of the third 

Even Paul Maddock, who wrote 
this program for either 

Spectrum, hasn't been able to 
get further than the third of 
the nine levels. Strap on your 

skis and see how well you 
do... but beware of the 

electric trees 

appear just in front of you The slow printed messages 

How it works 
1-3 ask if instructions wanted 
3,4,189 set up and use skill levels, 
S'width of ski-run 
10-40 user-definable graphics 

lise skier’s pos: 100-110,150 
ition, scor 

160 gets position of Nag: 
185,187,190 PRINT trees, ski 

Fun, flags 
191 reduces width of ski-run, if 

needed 
195,188,238 check fo 

235 PRINTs arrow 
240-260 move ski-run left or right slope. The upward scrollingisdonein | show the power of the| BOSS MewnantN 

The ski-run narrows for every | one command in line 230: LET | Spectrum's string slicing. k to 155 
100 points you score. And, also | Z=USR 3280. It scrolls the | _ Entering the graphics: line 185 | FY CO] ERE eu omTnS 
after 100 points, “electric trees" | whole screen up by one character | graphic A, 190 graphic B, graphic | (UO SISiaeagear ous 

— green on white background — | square. A, 7020 graphic A, graphic B. | [QMACEUURSTey 

1 BORDER PRINT AT 10,0," FP = mess PS8ACeE’ FoR INSTRUCTIONS 338 Ter TRKENE THEN RUSE © 
PRUSE O. IF INKEY $= THE? 250 IF R>.S AND Y<23 THEN LET Y GO" SUB 7000 =¥4¢1 

NT A | 269 IF Rc=.5 AND Y>7 THEN LET Y 
IK “260 IF SCREENS (2,A)¢>" " oS THEN GO ToS. of INKEY$="2" Sno ABT Emme eeex”! 5 LET o$= THEN GOTO 19 

& Cartes LES INSNZSe 290 IF SCREENS. (2 Ata) ¢20 4" AND 8 LET Liss INKEY$="X" THEN G6 TO 1000 
20 FOR Fe FOR bao 7 Seo 1! Sceseen: PRINT Br 802 ‘a? NERO NESTE RUSH CHRS (F) +0) | ABER O; INK 7; “SCORE, "750 F : a a 

wonto re Gettneseeseeegsttaegeae|| sO8E. pee or ott gttvergs aos 
Y@4122100,BIN 04111100,5IN 1412 1828, 26. ScREENS da°BS225e8" BNO 
1118, BIN 06010000 SSS’ Er ScrEEN® (s,Aacire eh” AND 

30"OATA BIN @0001100,61N 00111] | INKEY§e"X" THEN GO'TO 1001 108,BIN 01121100,B5IN 06111100,61 316 IF SCREEN€ (2,A-1) ="A" AND 
§,99201100,61N 6000100,5IN 0600] | INKEYgE"Z" THEN GO'TO 1000 | 

48” DATA BIN 00010000,BIN 00010] | rakeygenSs THEN OO’ To ees WN? 
49O,BIN 00010000,6IN 06010000,5r 350 BEEP -92 INT F/SO: NEXT F 
1 06910000,5IN @1010100,51N 0617|| 398 Beep 62 DEES a oe BEEP 
ACER TEIN SaOLbeRS 224¢' gBE go! _BEE -$,0: PAUS 2 i : +324; 80 REN VARIABLES £85. BEER 245s, BEER s48a DEEP SQ REM seeeereeeee 368' crs 
190 LET 355 FOR F<1 TO 100 110 Ler 360 BORDER ©: BORDER 4: BORDER 
220 REM HERE RSE 7: BORDER 4: BORDER ©: BORDER 4: 
130 REM T GAME BORDER @: BORDER 4: BORDER 7: B 140 REM eeeP EEE ORDER © 
145 BORD! 370 NEXT F LET D £25) Oo 380 PRINT AT 10/0; “YELL DONE!!! De Pere er thi aeet 2 

390 FOR F=o BEEP .001,Fy 
10: PRINT AT ngAT Tae Soe 

NEXT oF 
400 LET _K$="PRESS ANY KEY FOR A 

NOTHER GAME _* 
495 PRINT AT_10,0 
410 FOR Fei TO 42: “PRINT AT_10, 

FU K$(F_TO_F): PAUSE 7: NEXT F 
420 PAUSE _@: RUN 

1010 LET LI=L3-2: IF LI=O@ THEN 
oro 1014 
1911 BEEP 1,-10: LET F=5C: GO TO 
160 
$14 PRINT AT 10,0; “HARD LUCK!!! 

21015 BEEP .2,5; BEEP .1,5:; BEEP 
3, PAPER 63 72.2: BEEP .i.7: 6EEP'.3,5: BEEP 

Tt @,A+1; PAPER ar t “FAT O, 72 
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SPECTRUM PROGRAM 
TO_31: PRINT _AT_S, 

e°: BEEP .005,F+i0 

" i CF) © 
eso FOR F=1'70°S9 pRINT AT_10, gi 2 PRINTUSE 82, ia =o PAUSE 6. NEXT F: © NrazN-SKI-ING pOuG°S,8NY Key 5 
RIN INVERSE 1;"SCORE:"; 715; er GgUSE o MEMOTECH Hou 

358 BORDE REHPER_7: INK.@: © perbetee onan 3 R_@: PAPER 7: : ; 5 oa 
ee? BRINT AT Q,12:"SKI-RUN"S OU a. SE OS NEXT st, 28-F 
R 1:AT @,13; Es T aSgF+asu 8: Bar 910° PRINT 7" "VOU HAVE TO GUIDE ST aet, 10: "REN YOUR MAN (1) DOWN THE SKI SLOPE EX 
@2@_PRINT_‘" THERE ARE SOME » 

BSTACLES THOUGH PRINT 
2)....TREES th) 2 
B) LIL ELAGS (~ 

SOMETIMES YOUR 
r YOU INTO 
5 S__ YOU CAN J 

RUIVE HITTING AF mt | 

AT THE END OF THE 4 
BE_ A COLOURFU % 

RECEPTION (AND SOME MUSIC) .* * 
| Rete BRANT CorLasH a; PRESS A 

NY_KEY FOR MORE INFO. “ 
2050 PAUSE O 

SUPERCHESS I For Sseian atk SPECTRUM 

18k SUPERCHESS £6.95 The Dest 16k Soecrum Ehexs repin 3 

i.) BRIDGE TUTOR COLOSSAL CAVES 

Seca syteminckng En ine omne ane 

‘SNAIL LOGO 

ona 

SORTALK W Spaceonmes 80 pus morte 

ching Despatch within 48 hours of receipt of order Send SAE for catalogue Also available rom WH Smith - Compute’ Branche ‘UK add 808 Tor postage) ~ CP SOFTWARE, Dept. Hicwis Orchard Lane, Prestwood, Bucks. HP16 ONN postal order to, 
TOP RATES PAID FOR HIGH QUALITY PROGRAMS - SEND YOUR MATERIAL FOR EVALUATION AND PROMPT REPLY. 

Send chogu 
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0 0 KS 

Enter The Dragon 
Thirty exciting programs that wil tun 
your Dragon 32 into a complete arcade 
of action-packed games including 
Lunar Lander, Oragon Invaders and 
Meteor Storm. Includes many 
professional tips and hints 
‘Ambitious and intended to improve 

your grasp of computing in general and 
the Oragon 32 n particular 

Dragon 32 Programmer's 
Reference Guide 
The complete Dragon reference. From 
simple BASIC to advanced machine 
language routines including sound and 

~~" Melbourne House Publishers 

This complete collection of books explains 
everything you need to know to get the most out of your 

Dragon 32. The most exciting games, the latest 
programming techniques and the most practical 
step-by-step instructions — everything necessary to 
make your Dragon roar. 

traps. Each acy of the Dragons 
fly explained withthe al of 

een ae reerate, | detonation programs, A must or machine language tor | Crome yoo was mun 
performance from ther Dragon 32 
Dragon Machine Language 
For The Absolute Beginner 
Follow the logical tps and practical 
examples to cmpete mastery 
Dragon machine language Wate in 
easy tofllon "no jargn tye Nw 
You can write fate, more exciting 
Drograms. Takes you ght fom the 
beginning oful understanding ineasy 
steps, each fully explained and 
istatd wth clear examples, 

j 

Books 
Enter The Dragon Wow Low Price £4.95 

Dragon 32 Programmer's Reference 
Guide 
Dragon Machine Language forthe 
Absolute Beginner 

Wow Release £5.95 

Wow Release £6.95 

Cassettes from the Book 
Dragon Super Cassette A 2 here applicable Correspondence to 
Dragon Super Cassette B ase a4d por post Melbourne House 

free 48 page catalogue Church Yard Tring 

Orders to: 
Melbourne House 
131 Tratalgar Road 
Greenwich London SE10 sud VAT 

Hertfordshire 

Trade enqunes 
welcome EY 
A Metoune House cass 
safaris uncontionaly gu 
agai malin 
Aces eres can be telephoned thou ono 

—_——— 2 hransatone (01) 858 7397. 



SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

These programs r wil 
micro into a frult msenes 

challenge 
writien in BASIC — if you 

Spectrum 
the computer answer wrongly 

there will be a lengthy paus 

£5.95 
‘higher and Lower is a same 

frente TV show compered PS 

rome Foresight. You are given & 

Brucend you have to say whether 

Saute card is higher oF lower, 
cneks wrongly and you Lose 

money, but guess correctly {out 

money yd you collect & golden 
Mort, You can, also gamle 

Pay innings in the chance of & 

“Temptation Software, 27 Cinaue 

Ports Street, Rye, Sussex 

Challenge brings you two well 

Chan games. Mastercode 

AGiaxe is simply Mastermind (NO, 
dees one with Magnus 

Magnesium). 
aeetpe cave-dwellers amongst 

pinball ta 
Fou won 

ble, and more. son am Bese Ay ne rani 

the colours and seavens of four — are 
realistic, but somehow it 

Interested? Se e 
reviewers chougit OF tniert 

Pees, The computer indicales 

Minick pegs were ‘at each 

ques, so you goon to deduce (HE 
tacks real excitement CC 

playability 
13 graphics 

70% 
for money 60% 

code for your silicon, chu 
Sess. There are 1wo skill level valu 

te screen display is effective rE==
3 

ur the game suffers from being 
Romik Cube js.a timed cube which changes the 

Romik cube, vse oe 

Av 

Everyone has heard of the i. 
famous Rubik's Cube, 
frustrating cube of plastic 
be 

to one of the long list ‘of com 24 
a 

Suto 
AaltOO Spring Sistem ‘00 

owt ua 
tions fal 

instructions 60% 

There are (wo other rer games on playabili 350% 

the cassette, if you find the stan- graphics 70% 

tie Gemabe too easy. The first one value for money 10% 

Teas VEGAS 
rte same whit oti td 

Spectrum = 
cei, ser ng 10 HOY pout te ea 

£5.95 
with some of his 

ps. 

sempaion Sofware, 27 0008 
rei Saye, SSE at gam rr eng Ba 

Lig 
on 

me that it may be a good side 

me thal its 10 NE 
For addicts of the one 

For ats this will prove a0 ¢ Tunds, 

joyable tape s mids nly criticism is that when 

ior ales 
\ iy aly haying Ful 

trie with Hos, Machin i piaijack without 

samble 
te eu loa he roar, aN 

S'The machine 1s well laid there are no insirus 

She mains anaine YON" con i eond tae 

he 
‘hou 

wm 08 gS 
‘ 

mate gee Mt 
a 

a 
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Vi¢c-20 PROGRAM 

Inthe bad old days, writing music 
con the VIC-20 was slow and bo: 
ing. Bur now those days have 
gone, thanks to my Music Aid 
program, 

The program starts by display 
ing a musical stave with letters in 
dicatin the positions of the 
notes. You the note you 
want and enter the appropriate 
letter 

When you have entered all the 
oles you want, you then press 
the back arrow on the top 
he keyboard, and 
he spacing and timing by press 

It you go 

‘on to en 

ing the space bar 
wrong, just press the back arrow 
and you can start a 

After all that, you ean listen 
jon, and if it’s what you 

the data for 

How it works 
20-80 print some insiructi 
100-195. print 

able 
0-295 enter the ne 

30-460 input the timing 
500-595 fet you hear the une 
{600-660 enter Your option 
WW-9380 list the dar 
1000-9000 is. the 
KN-9070 wait fy 

pressed 
91100-9160 invalid inp 
4000-40040 data Fo 

Hints on conversion 
This program would be quite 

hard to convert (o another micro 
because it uses wlot of commands, 
and POKEs only the VIC has. 
POKE 36879 screen colour 
POKE 36874 — 36877 sound 

‘channels 
POKE 198,0 clear keyboard 

butter 
SYS 64802 erase program 
‘TIS real time clock 
‘TL timer updated every 60h oF it 

second 

155 PRINT" acu" 
168 PRINT" ———#F i+ 
165 PRINT" acu" 
170 PRINT" ——@#—_—_—___——»; 
174 PRINT" ac 
476 PRINT " 
178 PRINT 

Play 
something, 

simply 

This Music Aid program by Alan 
Blackham takes the blood, 

sweat and tears out of making 
music on your VIC-20 

1@ POKE 36879,29:POKE 808,127 
15 DIM NC1@8>,D¢10@>, 1(108) 
1? X=@ 
20 REN 
22 REM ANMNH INSTRUCTIONS wemnwe 
38 PRINT’ aN 
95 PRINT" 
48 PRINT" la J 
45 PRINT" # 
5@ PRINT"KWFIRST ENTER THE NOTES" 
55 PRINT"XFOR YOUR TUNE." 
60 PRINT"MBENTER THEM BY THE" 
65 PRINT*HLETTER UNDER THE NOTE” 
70 PRINT*WOU NEED." 
75 PRINT" 
88 COBUB 9008 
18 REM 
103 REM smwRNS PRINT LINES wemmae 
107 PRINT" am em nee 8 
11@ PRINT" THE NOTES AVALIABLE. 
145 PRINT* alt ——— . 
117 PRINT" on” 
128 PRINT® antl” 
125 PRINT" aa" 
13@ PRINT" aft"; 
435 PRINT* aki 
$42 PRINT’ + _—_—_— 
145 PRINT" 
15@ PRINT" —————#Htt———__"; 

You'll notice some 
Commodore control char 
in the listing. The functia 
these are as follows: 

5 oF 

W clear screen, set black, move 
cursor down 38 cursor down, set 
blue 40 cursor down, set green 
reversed text, normal text 45 sel 
reversed text, normal test $0 cur 
sor down, set red 60 cursor down, 
set green’ 65,70 cursor down 73 
cursor down twice 107 clear 
sereen, sel green, reversed te 
normal text HH0 ser black 11S set 
Feversed text, green, normal tex! 
117-170 set black, green 174 set 
black 176 set green, black, green 
178 ser black 185 st green, revers 
ed text, normal text 190,195 set 
black 220 cursor home, cursor 
down 20 times 230 set blue 232 set 
black 260 set rev 
normal text 275 cle 
‘or down five times, set red, cur 
or down twice 310 clear sc 
et green, reversed (ext, nd 
ext 320 set black 330 set rev 

text, green, normal text 338 cur 
sor down, set red 340,345 cursor 
down 350 set black, cursd 
385 cursor down, sel gi 
reversed test, normal text 360 

set black, set 
i screen SIS 
ext, normal 

sed lent, green 

cursor down Iwice 
red, set black $07 cle 
set green, reversed 
text S18 reversed text 

(edt 520-525 set black 5.0 set 
reversed test, normal text 

{607 sci black, clear sereen, cursor 
down four times 610 set black 620 
cursor down, set red 622-625 cur 
‘or down 630 cursor down Iwice 

set blue 635 set red 710 cleat 
creen, set black 715 cursor 

down, sey red 770 cursor down 
wice, set black 840,865 set black 
9) sex red 940 clear screen 1010 
clear screen, cursor down three 
Imes, set red 1020 cursor down 
1030 Cursor down, set blue 920 
set black, reversed text, normal 
{ext 9110,9150 cursor home, cur 
or down 11 times, set red 

[236 Nonen 

265 POKE 36876,220 

267 POKE 36876,2 
270 IF XC1@8 THEN 100 
275 PRINT" Togo 

260 PRINT‘ | ——— ——— ——— 

266 FOR Rel TO SO:NEXT R 

OUT OF MEMORY 110" 
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165 PRINT"HS oe ee ee 8") 
190 PRINT"M PLEASE ENTER NOTES 
195 PRINT*M CENTER “#” TO END)" 
200 REM 
203 REM #MWH ENTER NOTES Hammnn 
205 REM 
218 POKE 198,0:XeX+1:NSs 
220 PRINT ONMoNoRRRNNEENNOONG" 
230 PRINT"SNOTE "x; 
232 INPUT"§" NS a—_—— — fs 

235 IF LENCNS><D1 THEN GOSUB 91@8°X=X-1 GOTO 10¢ 335 PRINT'MMPRESS THE SPACE BRR" 
236 IF NS="e" THEN 308 34@ PRINT"XFOR EACH NOTE TO SET" 
237 N=ASCCNS) 
238 
250 RESTORE 
255 READ AS,R'IF ASCNS THEN 255 

IF NCES OR ND79 THEN GOSUB 91@:XeX-1 GoTo 1¢8 

200 FOR 1=128 TO 245 
285 POKE 36877, I°NEXT I 
290 POKE 36877,@ 
295 GOSUB 9000 
308 REM 
3@3 REN wkwwwH INPUT DURATION #aannK 
385 REM 
31@ PRINT" MIS a a ee 

GET TIMING CORRECT" 

345 PRINT" ITHE DURATION ." 
352 PRINT"MXPRESS “+” TO RE-START” 
355 PRINT" XI) om a 
360 PRINT"XOMITHERE AREM" ;X-1) "MNOTES" 
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40@ FOR Tmt TO X-1 
418 POKE 198,:T1s="eeeeee" 
420 OET AS:IF AS="*THEN 420 
425 1CD=TL 
430 IF Ass"e" THEN 300 
435 TIs="90eee0" 
448 POKE 36876,N¢I> 

516 PRINT" Mt —amme — —nee Bj 
520 PRINT"® PRESS ANY KEY TO" 
S25 PRINT*@ HEAR THE TUNE !* 330 PRINT'¢ ——— ——— ——— 
535 POKE 198.8 

SRRSTSSESITE 
2 s 

622 PRINT" 
625 PRINT"M 3, «RE-ENTER TIMING" 
690 PRINT MMEPLERSE ENTER 1,2 OR 3." 

T AS:IF ASCO"L"AND ASO"2"AND ASC"S"THEN 650 
1 VA.CAS) GOTO 708,17.900 

710 PRINT*2RTHE PROGRAM TO USE* 
712 PRINT*THE DATA SHOULD BE” 
715 PRINT*LIKE THIS xe" 
720 PRINT" 1@ READ N,D,I" 
725 PRINT" 20 IF Ne-1 THEN END” 
790 PRINT" 3@ POKE 96876,N" 
735 PRINT" 48 TI$=’eaee0e"" 
748 PRINT" S@ IF TICD THEN 5@" 
745 PRINT" 68 POKE 36876,0" 
758 PRINT" 7@ TIs=’@gee00" 
755 PRINT" @@ IF TICI THEN 60" 
768 PRINT" 98 GOTO 10" 
778 PRINT"XOMPRESS ANY KEY TO SEE THE DATA <* 
775 POKE 198.0 
780 GET ASIF AS="" THEN 780 
822 NL#O:N=@:PRINT*" 
818 FOR I*1 TO X-1 
620 NaN+1:NLBNL+1 
630 IF Ne19 THEN Ne@:GOSUB 900 
848 PRINT"MDATA"NCID", "CTD", "1C1) 
960 NEXT 1 
865 PRINT'MDATA -1, -1, -1* 
878 GOSUB 98@:GOTO ieee 
900 PRINT" — PRESS ANY KEY" 
910 POKE 198,0 
920 GET ASIF RS="" THEN 920 
930 PRINT"2" RETURN 
1@@ REM 
1003 REM same END OF PROGRAM tehinnee 
1005 REM 
1010 PRINT"*2O@RMO YOU WANT TO DO” 

1028 PRINT*MRNOTHER TUNE" 
1@3@ PRINT" CY OR ND?" 
1040 POKE 198.8 
1050 GET AS: IF RSC"Y"AND ASC"N” THEN 158 

23 

40003 REM seweEH DATA FOR NOTES saainn 
40005 REN 
40010 DATA A,191,B, 195,C,201,D,207 
49828 DATA E,: a9 1215,0/219+Hh 223 

A. S. N. COMPUTER 
SERVICES LIMITED 

ANNOUNCE 

Top USA Software at Discount Prices 
At least 20% Discount from Top Selling US 

Software 

Just Look at These: 

RRP 
Zakkon — Datasoft — Atari 33.00 
Jumpman — Epyx — Atari CB64 33.00 
Miner 2049ER — Big Five — Atari 41.70 
Temple of Apshai — Epyx — Atari, 

CB64, IBM 33.00 
Zork 1 to Ill — Infocom — Atari, 

CB64, IBM 33.00 25.00 (each) 

All Prices include VAT and Post & Packing is Free (UK 
mainland only). This is just a selection. We have over 
$00 Games/Utilities/Educational and Business _pro- 
grammes to choose from. To obtain up to the minute in- 
fo on any programme, telephone our Hot Line — 07842 
$7599. 

(Export Orders Welcome) 

Send all orders with cheque P/O etc to: 

A.S.N. COMPUTER SERVICES LTD, 
Dept. H.C.W., 89 Station Crescent, 

Ashford, Middx. 
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OFFICIAL BBC 
COMPUTER 
DEALER 
MODEL AAVALAGLE S200ine VAT 

SERERER 

EREREREREERS 

} 

FOR RELIABILITY 

£479" VATS 550.85, ss "VAT = £0325 208 VAT 90895 

. . SEIKOSHA 
DOT MATRIX 

100% BBC COMPATIBLE MITSUBISHI PRINTERS WITH 
‘AND TEAC SLIMLINE DISK DRIVES HIGH-RES. 

GRAPHICS 

42 COMPLETE WORD PROCESSOR 
io FOR ONLY £1,099 + VAT 

POCKET COMPUTERS AND CALCULATORS 

Akhter Instruments Limited 
DEPT nic EXECUTIVE HOUSE, SOUTH RD. 

TEMPLEFIELDS, HARLOW, ESSEX CM20 2BZ. UK. 
TEL: HARLOW (0279) 443521 OR 412639 TELEX 995801 REF Av8 

‘ORDERING INFORMATION, 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTSTI 99/44. 

THE AFFORDABLE DAISYWHEEL 
PRINTER, 

THE NEW SHARP MZ 711 
COLOUR COMPUTER 

£199 + VAT 
£228.85 (Iree 10) gar us 

a £33 - VAT 
£37.95 

£109 + VAT ~ £125.35 

‘OPENING HOURS: MON-FRI Sam-5 30m, SAT tOam-2pm, weicome callers, no parking problems. 
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£100 TO BE WON PLUS MANY OTHER PRIZES 
Mf you are skilful enough to help Snaker on his deadly mission. 
To penetrate the hidden depths of the egg plantation and 
discover the secret symbol which is your key to success and 
fortune. 
Scavenging the egg plantation Snaker grows by munching 
multi-coloured eggs. With powerful laser venom for protection 
Snaker must battle with vicious aggrenoids, kill poisonous 
viproids and avoid pulsating chrystoids. Then journey through 
the many mazes to reach the power stones of regeneration. 
How far can you take Snaker on his mission? 
LASER SNAKER features challenging arcade action, 100% 
machine code, superb graphics, colour and 
progressive aitticulty I 
eyboard or Kempston Joy 

up prize 
FULL COMPETITION | 

£100 PRIZE 
TO BE WON 

Dealer Enquiries Welcome 

See ae 
The Close, Common Road, Headley, Newbury, Berkshire 



BUYERS’ GUIDE 

‘The computers in How to alphabetical order 

use the Ar ox 999 
g U id e Atari 800 £299.99 

Atari 600XL £160 

ice: This is the recommended | Operating system: Used by Atari 400, £149.00 price. tis often possible to finda | computer as a common core 10 
lower price by shopping around. | control itself and what your soft Aquarius £59.95 The guide is in price order.] ware asks of it. Most are 
Memory is given next. First isthe | machine-specific. Similar BBC model B £309 
total random access memory, | operat systems make it easy 
followed by the amount you can | for experts to convert software. Colour Genie £168 actually use for your programs | 1/0 stands for input/output 
after the computer has taken | the sockets through which the Commodore 64 £229 ‘what it needs. Then there is the | computer communicates with the size of the read-only memory | outside world. Allcomputerscan | Dragon £175 which ean be used but not chang- | interface to cassette recorders, 30 
ed, The size is a fair indication of isnot mentioned. Sockets for Dragon64 £25 
the complexity of the built-in] domestic TVs are not given for 
language. the same reason. RS-232 and = 

PW iesbourd:1¢ you area typist you | Centronics are the industry Electron £199 
may feel you need a typewriter | standard interfaces for a wide ® 
style keyboard which puts up the | range of printers, Genie 116K £330.05 
price of the computer, Many of | Number sold in UK is an estimate ‘ 
the popular computers have | from the maker Genie 148K EMSS 
button-like keys cach of which | Speed: a general indication only a 
performs several duties. Add-ons: a guide to the devices Genie 148K £365.70 eee TRUER BEES you can plug into the computer, | 7 4 Seren Tn numba of alums | From extra memery 16. | Genet 16k 20.09 Of lines of text on the eereen, | Sophisticated printers. The com 

ade in Which images can be { slvertisements from makers of modes in which Images can be | oitons: Study them ifyou want EEE £09.95 oursandovheroten eats are | £0 86 the somputer for apa Yt gy ie 
wee ware, after price and 
Sound: the more the better, par- | memory, is probably the major Lynx 96K £299 
ticularly for arcade-style games. factor in choosing a computer 
Languages: most micros have | The difficulty is that the newer, Memotech MTXS00 £275 BASIC built in, and others | more sophisticated computers available at extra cost. Microsoft | generally have less software | Memotech MTXSI2 01 BASIC is the most popular and if | available. After all, independent 
you know this you can switch | software houses are inclined to 
fairly easily to another computer | produce programs for micros Nascom 2 £327.95, 
using it, But this does not mean | which have sold in thei 

OD rosrarcs wil nan unchansetion |ukonsende in ceany’ ote Orie 16K £99.95 
different computers. Except in | however, micro makers commis: 
rare cases they will not sion software for new launches. Orie 48K £139.95 
Processor: One of the most im- | Opinion is mine alone. Do decide portant things in acomputer. The | why you want a computer before | Sharp 12700 £249.95 most popular are 6502/6520 and | going into the shop and then en. the 280 and Z80A, The 6502 is | sure you get a demonstration. | Sord MS £149.95 
probably the best and fastest, | Members of your local computer 
although this depends on the ap- | club (details at libraries) will also Spectravideo SV 318 £198.95 plication. be glad to help. 

Spectray 3 274. * This guide will appear again. Any gi iN ares 
amendments should be sent as soon as 
Po: ible to Micro Guide, Home Com- Spectrum 16K £99.95 puting Weekly, 145 Charing Cross Road, 
London WC2H GEE Spectrum 48K £129.95 

Tandy MC-10 £90.95 
Tandy Colour £239.95, 

99/44 £90.95 
VIC-20 £139.95 
7X81 £39.95 
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JUST AROUND THE CORNER, A NEV 

BLACK CRYSTAL 

BLACK CRYSTAL 
The Classic, six program adventure THE CRYPT by Stephen Renton 
game for the 48K Spectrum and 16K ve $xa1 computers. No soltware Prepare yourself for the many 
Eollection is complote without it challenges that shall eontrort yaw Black Crystal lient graphics when you dare to enter THE CRYPT 
Adventure a ought out You will bat with giant scorpions, 
Package. Sinclair User, April 83 Hell spawn, Craners, Pos - Negs and 
Biack Crystal nas impressed me by {f youareunlucky enough — the 
Ns sheer quantily and generally high Cyclops in this arcade s 
Quality of presentation. | am alraid | ‘adventure Rave become an addict. Home 

feokly, April 83 Available now for the 48K Spectrum 
3K 180K of program in ‘at £4.95, 

sixparts only 
‘ZxBI 16K over 100K of program in 
Seven parts only £7.50 , € 
WHY PAY MORE FOR LESS OF 
AN ADVENTURE? 

THE ADVENTURES OF 
‘ST, BERNARD STARFORCE ONE 

| An oxciting. i Take on the robot guardians of the 
‘central computer in a superbly 

stylised three dimensional battle 
" cy wastolands 10 rescue me. 

rom the clutches of the (400% machine code arcade action) 
abominable snowman 

Available for 48K Spectrum £5.95 
Available for 48K Spectrum £5.75 

2x81 COMPENDIUM 
Alien Intruder. Wumpus Adventure, 
Numerology. Hangman, ‘THE DEVIL RIDES IN AiO winJoten KORUCREeT ERA a \ itor ta ist incanatons the The dea! software package for ae stuek nigan Al fe sia ve Gt BR 28h comer: Siar ‘oxeopt fora fain rustling in the v Broome om ime cannes or gore am uta esha ne bry e530 Same’ a ls ary nadine nab 
Alien Intruder/Mieroglyphics —Both ‘was not defenseless unt the Angel 

bres pograns make good use of graphics of Death, astride a winged horse; 
Jind words to make avery entertain- joined the battle. Avoiding is bolts ing package Sinclair User Aug 82 ‘of hell fire, | took caretulaim. My 

vy, Alten Hieraglyphics/Wumpus/Movie Chances were slim, but il my luck 
‘A varied mix trom Carnell, all held 

twaturing imaginative responses and 
‘andall of them good games, (Fast moving. machine code, all 

‘ages (Hieroglyphics Is ‘action, Arcade game) 
movie moout FANGRAN particularly good for children). 

Popular Computing Weekly Aug 62 Available for 48K Spectrum £5.95 

The above are available through most good computer stores or direct from: 

CARNELL SOFTWARE LTD., 
North Weylands Ind. Est., Molesey Road, Hetsham, Surrey KT12 3PL. 

DEALERS: Contact us for your nearest wholesaler. 



' COMING SOON 
“THE WRATH OF MAGRA” 
The first born has been destroyed. The 
Black Crystal of Beroth has been 
banished. The alliance of Evil has been 
defeated by the armies of Lord Fendal. So 
ends the Third Age. Now we invite you to 
write your name in the history of the 
Fourth Age of the Third Continent. 

You will meet friends and enemies, old 
and new, in the long awaited sequel to 
Volcanic Dungeon. Using high resolution 
graphics and combining the best qualities 
of “Black Crystal” and "Volcanic 
Dungeon”, we will allow you to become 
part of this tale of revenge. 
The Wrath of Magra” comes as three, 

48K programmes on cassette, boxed with 
instruction manual and book detailing the 
history of the Third Continent and the 
many spells you will be using throughout 
the game. 
NOTE: "The Wrath of Magra” is a com- 
plete adventure. You need not buy 
“Volcanic Dungeon” or "Black Crystal” to 
play it. 

CARNELL SOFTWARE LTD 



Defeat the flock of 
marauding FIRE HAWKS. 

Escape from the SNAKE PIT. 
Ride the mighty SHADOWFAX 
Prepare to repel t emy 

in SIEGE 
Defend our planet from 

destruction in 3 DEEP SPACE, 

The colourful Postem range is available on a variety of micros. Write 
quantity of each game required in the boxes provided. 

Spectrum Céd/Vic 20 BBC'B' 

| 3 Deep space £7.95 
| 1s — or Access No. 
Name 

= POSTERN | Aastess — — 

POST TO: Postem iid. P.O. Box 2, Andoversford, Cheltenham, Glos GLS4 SSW. 
(OR PHONE: Northieach (04546) 666 Telex 43269 Prestel 3745 



BUYERS’ GUIDE 

2x81 £39.95 

1K RAM (0.3K useable) 8K ROM 

Keyboard: flat membrane-type, 40 keys, no space bar or 
special function keys or dedicated cursor control keys, five 
functions per key, F 
Screen: 32 columns by 22 rows, only 20 rows useable. Black 
and white display, no hi-res or colour but 64 by 40 plotting of 
points is supported. Display is reverse of most, i.e. letters are 
black on white. 
Sound: none. 
Languages: BASIC, very simple and very non-standard. Pro- 
cessor: Z80A.. Operating system: Sinclair. 1/0: none included 
but can beadded via an expansion port. ZX Printer requires no 
interface, Number sold in UK: 500,000. 
Add-Ons: A 16K RAM pack is available at £29.95, A printer 
that works by electrostatic printing on unetallised paper 44 in 
wide costs £39.95, but this is only really useful as a cheap 
means of listing a program. 
Add-ons: Interfaces are available for almost every application, 
due to the large amount of users. This also applies to other 
add-ons, such as better keyboards, RAM packs and joysticks, 
Software: likewise available in great quantity and for the same 

produced now because the ZX81 has 
been overtaken for most purposes by the new generation of 
colour computers. A starter pack of ZX81, 16K RAM pack 
and games tape costs £45, 
Opinion: An old design at a low price, The keyboard is very hard to use and soon wears out, although extension keyboards 
ccan be added. Sereen display quality is poor and tiring to look 
at for any length of time. Editing is very minimal. All inputs, 
whatever they are, must beon the bottom line, Key words must 
be entered with assigned keys. The ZX81 is useful as an in- 
{troduction to computing and even then itis hard to move on as 
the BASIC is so non-standard. It is compatible with a small 
sub-set of the Spectrum's more basic features. The ZX81 has two speeds of operation: very slow and slower stil. 
Sinclair Research: Stanhope Road, Camberley, Surrey GUIS 
BR 

‘Camberley (0276) 685511 

4K RAM 16K ROM 

Keyboard: 45 Spectrum-like rubber keys, but more widely 
spaced, Up to four functions per key. 
Screen: 32 columns by 16 rows or 128 by 64 in graphics mode, 
96 characters. Eight foreground colours in textmode, four col- 
ours for graphik 
Sound: single channel. 
Languages: BASIC, with optional single key entry, built in 
and more promised. Processor: Z80A. Operating system: 
custom. 1/0: Centronics port for printers etc and expansion 
slot, Number sold in UK: no figure available — computer was 
Jaunched in July. 
‘Software: 15 titles available from distributors with more pro- 
toed Distributor says three software houses are writing for 
the Laser. 
Add-ons: 16K RAM pack available now. To follow soon: 64K 
RAM pack, joysticks, light pen, RS232 interface, four-colour 
printer/plotter, 
Opinion: Aimed squarely at first-timers, the Laser 200 is easy touse for beginners. However, the 16K RAM pack costs about 
£30, taking it into the hotly-contested Spectrum/Oric bracket. 
Screen resolution is limited and so is the colour display. Stylish appearance. The Laser 200 is made in Hong Kong and known 
in the US as the VZ200, 
‘Computers for All, Southfields Industrial Park, 30 Hornsby Square, Laindon, Essex. 
Basildon (0268) 418414 

iser 200 £69.95 

Keep our guide 
with you when you are buying 
Christmas gifts. Or you could 
leave it open as a hint to the 

rest of the family... . 

Aqu is £59.95 
iseable) 8K ROM. 

Keyboard: hard rubber mat type similar to but slightly better 
than the Spectrum's. 49 keys, no user definable keys, no 
dedicated cursor control keys, no 5 
Screen: 40 columns by 24 rows text with 16 colours. No hi-res 
graphics or definable characters, but hi-res is claimed with ex- 
pansion although no details of this are available. 
Sound: single channel sound generator. 

inguages: Microsoft BASIC included. LOGO and Extended 
IC planned. Processor: Z80A. Operating System 

custom. 1/0: none included except expi 
sion bus. Number sold in UK: new machine so no figures yet 
available. Speed: medium, 
‘Add-ons: mini expansion box 

mn, tWo cartridge slots. Joy pads are available 
which are similar to Mattel’s Intellivision joy 
recorder is an option but a normal cassette recorder can be us- 
ed although Mattel say there have been problems and re 
mend their own recorder. A 40-column thermal printer c 
attached without extra interfaces. A modem and a maxi ex- 
pander are planned. Since this isa fairly new computer there is 
nothing forthcoming from independant suppliers, 
Software: available from Mattel. About 15 cartridges. None 
known from independants, 
Opinion: this computer appears to be a sort of colour ZX81 

lot of other capabilities. The big problem sits 
Even so a lot can be done with this amount 

and it does have the advantage of a cartridge slot, sound of a 
sort, colour graphics, and the keyboard is slightly better than a 
Sinclair effort. 
Mattel, North End Road, Wembley, Middx HA9 0AB 
01-900'0311 

BA 

Jupiter Ace £89.95 
19K RAM (17K useable) 8K ROM 

Keyboard: rubber mat similar to Spectrum, 40 keys, no space 
bar or special function keys or dedicated cursor control keys, 
three functions per key. 
Screen: 32 columns by 24 rows, black and white display, all 
characters are user definable, no hi-res or colour but block 
graphics are included. 
Sound: internal beeper. 
Languages: Forth is standard. Processor: Z80A. Operating 
system: custom. 1/0: none included but can be added via ex- 

‘Add-Ons: 48K RAM pack is £79.95 although this price is cur- 
rently under revision. Printer interfaces etc. are available from 
independent manufacturers, One enables Sinclair's ZX 
Printer to be used. BASIC and disc drives are under develop- 
‘ment although nothing is known about these except that the 
discs are of the three inch real disc type (none of your con- 
tinuous loop tapes here) and a full disc system will cost around 
£300. Number sold in UK: 5,000. Speed: fast. 
Software: available in limited quantity. 
Opinion: a good computer that suffers by having a langua, 
that differs from most others. The manual is clear and concise 
and will explain most of the oddities of Forth. The program. 
editor is unusual because itis orientated towards the editing of 
Forth words, which is good for this kind of application but 
may confuse some people. Fast speed is mainly due to the 
Janguage the computer uses. The Ace would be useful for peo- 
ple who want an introduction to Forth, a fast computer or 
simply want to be different. 
Jupiter Cantab, 22 Foxhollow, Bar Hill, Cambridge CB3 SEP 
Cambridge (0223) 313479 
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BUYERS’ GUIDE 

Keyboard: rubber mat type, 40 keys, no space bar, definable 
function keys or dedicated cursor control keys, five or six 
functions per key 
Screen: 32 columns by 24 rows, but only 22 rows are available 
to the user. 256 by 192 high-resolution graphics supported by 
BASIC, two colours froma palette of eight are available in 704 

feas on the screen. Foreground and background colours for 
‘ach of these areas can be selected as well as whether the con 
tents of the area are flashing or not. Two levels of intensity are 
also supported. 21 user defined characters are available. 
Sound: internal beeper. 
Languages: Sinclair BASIC. This version is an extended form 
of the type used in the ZX81. The extensions do not cover 
structured programming or aid functions and only deal with 
the graphics and file handling. This BASIC is very non 
standard. Processor: 280A. Operating System: Sinclair. 1/0: 
none included but the ZX printer can be added without an in- 
terface. Number sold in UK: 400,000. Speed: medium, 
Add-Ons: ZX Printer (sce ZX81 for description). 
Microdrives, fast continuous loop tape recorders. costing £49.95, need the ZX Interface to beattached. This costs £29.95 
when purchased with a Microdrive or £49.95 when boug 
separately. The interface also providesa printer interfaceand a 
networking system, ZX Interface gives two Atari-type joystick ports and a slot for ROM games cartridges. This costs £19.95 
with 10 cartridges at present available at £14,95 each, Many 
other add-ons are available from independant suppliers. 
Software: a lot of software is available for almost all applica- 
tions, particullary games. Despite the business. software 
available, the Spectrum cannot realistically be considered as a 
business machine 
Opinion: when the Spectrum first appeared it was quite an in- 
novation as the lowest priced colour computer. But new 
designs have arrived recently with better technical specifica- 
tions and more useable memory at similar prices. The colour 
display is not good and a colour display cannot be produced on 
a few colour TVs. For editing and the method of keyword e 
try see ZX81, With the Spectrum there are more keywords to 
be fitted on the same size of keyboard. Sound is though a 
beeper only. The range of software available is enormous. See 
also Spectrim 48K. 
Sinclair Research, Stanhope Road, Camberley, Surrey Gi 
3PS 
Camberley (0276) 685311 
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ic 16K £99.95 
16K RAM (14K useable in text mode, 7.5K in graphics mode) 
16K ROM 

Keyboard: raised key, similar to calculator type but better, $7 
keys, space bar, dedicated cursor control keys, no definable 
function keys, {wo functions per key. 
Screen: 40 columns by 28 rows Teletext compatible text 
display, two user definable character sets, eight foreground 
and eight background colours, Gouble height, flashing, and in 
verted attributes available for each character. Graphics screen 
gives 240 by 200 resolution, colours and attributes. are 
definable on a grid of 40 by 200. In each of these areas the 
foreground and background can be defined in eight colours, 
flashing and inverted output is also supported. In graphics 
mode three lines at the bottom of the screen also appear, and 
these are the same as the text mode lines. 
Sound: sound generator with three channels and noise 
generator. There is acertain amount of envelope control. Pre~ 
Programmed sounds produce pings and zaps etc. Sound is pro- 
duced through an internal speaker although hi-fi output is 
available through a DIN socket. 
Languages: Extended Microsoft BASIC built in, Forth 
available, BBC-like BASIC planned. Processor: 6502A 
Operating System: custom, 1/0: Centronics parallel printer 
Port, user port, monitor port, expansion connector, Number 
sold in UK: 200,000, Speed: fast 
Add-Ons: from Oric, a four colour printer/plotter using 41 in 
Paper to give very good quality output up to 80 columns, A 
communications modem and three-inch disc drives are to be 
available soon. Joystick interfaces and other such items are 
available from independant suppliers 

quite a lot, more appearing every day 
Opinion: This computer has always been compared to the 
Spectrum, and this is justified as they are outwardly similar 
and prices are the same. Looking at the two computers 
though, the Oric wins. The Basic is easier and is a structured. 
form of the de-facto standard Microsoft BASIC. The 
keyboard is better, the graphics are better, it has real sound 
which is lacking in the Sinclair machine. Interfaces are built in 
that would normally cost extra. The edge that the Spectrum 
has is more software.See also 48K Oric 
Oric Products International, Coworth Park, London Road, 
Ascot, Berks SLS 7SE 
Ascot (0990) 27686 
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TI-99/4A £99.95 

16K RAM (14.5K useable) 26K ROM 

Keyboard: typewriter style, 48 keys, including row of function 
keys (not user-definable), space bar. Two furictions per key 
Screen: 32 columns by 24 rows text, 128 characters, all user- 
definable, 16 colours each for foreground and background, 
‘The way colour is handled is rather odd —a colour is assigned 
to @ particular group of characters. There are 16 groups of 
eight characters, so a particular colour can be assigned, for ex- 
ample, to the letter A but will also affect B to H. High- 
resolution graphics only available with TI plug-in cartridges, 
Sound: three channels of five octaves with noise channel. 
Languages: TI BASIC is included, but cannot use machine 
code, so arcade quality programs cannot be written or bought 
on cassette for the standard model. To write or use machine 
code programs, TI's Mini Memory or Editor Assembler car- 
Iridges are needed, Machine code can also be used with Ex- 
tended BASIC, provided 32K is added. LOGO, the teaching 
language, is also available. Processor: TMS 9900, Operating 
system: custom. 1/0: joystick and cartridge ports, Number 
sold in UK: TI would not comment, our estimate: $0,000, 
Speed: slow, 
Add-ons: Apart from joysticks and speech synthesiser, all 
heed a peripheral exparision box. Available: disc drives, 32K 
RAM card, RS232 serial port for printers. TI's own cassette 
recorder includes a cable, your own will need a special cable, 
‘There are very few independent add-ons, 
Software: More software is becoming available — including 
US imports — but you may be forced to buy through mail 
order. TI sells a range of sophisticated cartridge software 
which is more expensive. 
Opinion: an interesting computer which is now quite good 
value at its new low price. And it looks like a real machine with 
its good keyboard, Its drawback is that machine eode cannot 
be used with the standard model so there is not much arcade- 
ype cassette software, although this is slowly increasing. 
However, ifall the games that interest you are from Tland you 
aare willing to pay cartridge prices, then this is a good machine, 
For programmers it has a line editor which, although one of 
the better versions, is awkward (0 use. The BASIC is slow but 
casy touse and comprehensive, Its worst features afe that there 
can be just one statement per line and spaces are essential, 
Maths functions are good but string functions leave something 
to be desired. The computer is very well built and looks attrac: 
tive 
Texts Instruments, Manton Lan 
Bedford (0234) 67466 

Bedford MK41 7PA, 

4K RAM 8K ROM 

Keybourd: 47 hard plastic keys in Spectrum-style layout, in 
cludes 16 graphics keys, space bar, Single key keyword entry 
Screen: 32 columns by 16 lines text, 64 by 32 graphics. Eight 
colours. 
Sound: single channel, five octaves controlled from BASIC 
Languages: Microsoft BASIC. Processor: 6803. Operating 
system: Microsoft. 1/O: RS-232. Number sold in UK: no com 
ment from Tandy, but small because computer launched 
recently, Speed: medium to fast 
Add-ons: 16K RAM pack. Also compatible with Tandy 
printers, 
Softwar F 
Opinion: Tandy is selling this compu 
stores, rising to around 300, so support isexcellent. It has been, 
on sale in the US since May, so imported software fro 
dependents is likely. No UK independent software is k 
You may feel the relatively high price is partly offset by 
Tandy’s reputation for service and advice 
Tandy, Tameway Tower, Bridge Street, Walsall, West 
Midlands WS1 ILA 
(0922 648181 

a small range, but growing. 
through 220 of its 

Tandy MC-10 £99.95 

< 

48K RAM (39.5K useable) 16K ROM 

Identical 10 16K version in every respect except price and 
memory and the fact that more software is available due to in 
creased memory size 
Sinclair Research, ( 
Camberley (0276) 6 

mberley, Surrey GUIS 3BR 
Tn 

48K RAM (46K useable in text mode, 39.5K free in graphics 
mode) 16K ROM 

Identical to the 16K version except for the memory differences 
and certain control lines on the expansion port to allow the 
ROM 10 be switched out and more memory usei 
Orie Products International, Coworth Park, London Road, 
Ascot, Berks SLS 7SE 
Ascot (0990) 27686 

‘0 £139.95 
6K RAM ( useable) 20K ROM 

Keyboard: typewriter quality, 67 keys, space bar, dedicated 
cursor controls, four user definable function keys: 
Sereen: 22 columns by 23 lines, eight colours for text, 16 for 
background and border and graphics, All characters user 

able, lower case, inverted output, two character sets 
High-resolution possible with expansion cartridge or with ex 
tra programming but BASIC does not support this, Two 
modes, 160 by 128 in cight coloursand 80 by 128 in 16colours, 
Sound: three channels and one noise channel covering nine oc 
aves through TV speaker 
Language: Commodore BASIC supplied, compatible with 
PET and Commodore 64, Extended BASIC, at extra cost 
gives access to the hi-res, sound, and user definable function 
keys. Forth, Comal and Pilot are available, Processor: 6502A, 
Operating System: Commodore Kernal. 1/0: IEEE 488 serial 
bus, RS232, user port, cartridge port, joystick port, two padd: 
dle port (two analogue to digital converters), Number sold in 
UK: 500,000, 
Speed: medium to fast 
Add-ons: lots available due to its immense popularity, From 
Commodore alone there are printers, plotters, disk drives, 
modems and, via an IEEE 488 parallel cartridge, access 10 
Commodore, Hewlett Packard and laboratory instrumé 
Dise drives ‘up to a hard disk Winchester holdit 
Megabytes. The computer is sold as a package includi 
Commodore cassette recorder which is needed to record pro: 
grams on tape. Memory expansion up to 24K is available 
Software: Many cassette tapes and cartridges from in 
dependents and Comn 
Opinion: this isa nice machine to get started on and it comes.as 
a package containing a computer, a cassette recorder, a begin 
ners guide to BASIC and a games tape. So the initial high price 
for a3.SK machineis somewhat offset, The BASIC is very casy 
to learn and is Microsoft compatible. This type of BASIC was 
first used by Commodore on the first widely available micro in 
1977 so there is a lot of compatible software around 
Commodore Business Machines, 675 Ajax Avenue, Slough, 
Berks SLI 4BG. 
Slough (75) 79292/74111 
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Atari GOOXL 

16K RAM (amount useable varies with graphics mode used) 
26K ROM 
Keyboard: Full typewriter style keyboard, 58 keys, four func- 
tion keys, space bar but no dedicated cursor control keys. 
Screen: 16 screen modes comprising five text modes and 11 graphics modes. Text is 40 columns by 24 lines in up to 256.col 
ours. The graphics havea maximum resolution of 320by 192in 
the maximum hi-res mode. All characters are user definable 
and come in predefined shapes to start with. Player-missile 
graphics ~ like sprites — are also available 
Sound: four chaninel sound generator with full software sup. 
port 
Languages: Atari BASIC included and these are available 
Forth, Pilot, Logo, WSSM, Pascal, Microsoft BASIC. Two 
\ypes of assembler editor are also available. Processor: 6502A. 
Operating System: Atari OS. 1/0: serial input/output port, 
along with two connectors for two joysticks or four paddles: 
Other interfaces may be added via interface bus. Slot for ROM 
cartridges. Cassette port will only allow connection of Atari 
cassette recorder at £49,99, so this must be taken into account 
when considering costs, Number sold in UK: Atari would not 
comment. Speed: medium to fast 
Software: the XL series is software compatible with older 
models soa lot of software is on sale both from Atari ~ which 
has a library of 500 titles ~ and from independents, including 
US imports 
Add-Ons: Atari's essential cassette recorder uses one track for 
computer dataand the other for audio that can be made to platy 
Uunder program control for purposes such as language tuition, 
Joysticks, paddles, and light pens are available from Atari. A 
dise system using a custom DOS. A CP/M cartridge, a printer 
plotter, a printer with a typeface like a daisy wheel but using a 
new system and a graphics tablet are due soon, 
Opinion: The best of both worlds ~ a new design which can 
un the software for the older range, Excellent graphics and 
much of the software uses this to the full, Can be used by small bbusinesses and the software for this is available, Writing your own programs is made easier by the full screen editor with all 
insert, delete and other functions easily accessible. Second on: Iy to the Commodore system for this. See also Atari 400, 800 
and 800XL 
Atari, Railway Terrace, Slough, Berks SL2 SBZ 
Slough (75) 33344 

24k RAM (4K useable) 8K ROM 
Keyboard: hard rubber mat, 65 keys, no space bar, no 
dedicated cursor control keys or user definable keys. Optional 
single key word entry from keyboard. 
Screen: BASIC I ~ 32 columns by 24 rows in 16 colours. 
BASIC G adds sprites and 64 by 48 medium resolution 16 col- 
our graphics. There are a number of graphics modes but these 
are mainly to do with different ways of handling the sprites. 
Sound: three channel sound generator with one noise 
generator. Sound covers eight octaves, 
Languages: BASIC |, included, is non-standard and has in- 
{eger only arithmetic and not much in the way of graphics com- 
mands, BASIC G, available at extra cost, makes use of 
‘graphics described above, but also has integer-only arithmetic, 
BASIC F allows floating point maths and is designed for 
mathematical and scientific programming. Processor: Z80A. 
Operating system: custom. 1/0: Centronics parallel printer 
port, (wo joypad ports, cartridge slot. Cartridge slot cannot be 
used at thesame time as BASIC because the BASIC ison.acar- 
tridge and thus occupies the port. Number sold in UK: no 
figures available — this is a new release, 
‘Add-Ons: 32K RAM, printers, joy pads, cartridges and an ex- 
pansion bos with three cartridge slots are available from Sord., 
‘As this is « new machine there is not a lot from independent 
suppliers, 
Software: A lot of cartridges from Sord, including a Visi-Cale 
lookalike and the other BASICS described above. None 
available from independent suppliers 
Opinion: overpriced and with an inadequate BASIC, Other 
wise a fairly standard machine with nothing to shout about ex- 
cept for its lack of memory for user programs, and bad 
BASIC. Sprites fairly good, There are much better machines at 
better prices. 
Sord Computer Systems, Samuel House, 6 St Albans Street, 
‘Haymarket, London SW1Y 4SQ 
01-930 4214 

£149.95 

Atari 400 £149.99 
16K RAM (amount useable depends on graphies mode) 16k 
ROM 

Similar to Atari 800 except that memory cannot officially be 
expanded above 16K. “Sculptured” membrane keyboard and 
only one cartridge slot, usually occupied by the BASIC car- 
Opinion: keyboard is better than the ZX81 type of flat mem- 
brane, because the surface is contoured to forma ridge around 
each key area on the keyboard and a beep sounds every time 
You press a key fo reassure you that the keypress has been av- 
cepted. 
‘See also Atari 800, 600XL, and 800XL. 
Atari, Railway Terrace, Slough, Berks SL2 BZ 
Slough (75) 33344 

Colour Genie £168 
32K RAM (30K text mode, 26K hi-res mode useable) 16K 
ROM 

Keyboard: typewriter style, 63 keys, space bar, dedicated cur: 
sor control keys, four user definable function keys, full 
BASIC support for eight with shifts. 
Sereen: text mode ~ 40 columns by 25 rows of text with 16coh 
ours, 128 characters user definable. Graphics mode ~ 160 by 
102 hi-res in four colours with one background colour. The 
BASIC supports the graphics with commands to do aimost 
nything and is very comprehensive, 

: three channels, each capable of noise production, 
envelope control 

Languages: Microsoft Extended BASIC included, Forth 
available. Processor: 280. Operating system: custom, VO: 
two parallel ports, RS232 serial port, cartridge port, joystick 
port. Number sold in UK: not available. Not that many but 
number growing all the time, Speed: slow to medium. 
Add-Ons: from Lowe Computers — Centronics, parallel 
printer interface, joysticks, printers, modem, disc drives. Not 
alot from independent suppliers. 
Software: About 60. Some converted from compatible 
TRS-80 and Genie 1 
Opinion: at first the Colour Genie suffered from too high a 

and too small a memory. But now memory has been in 
sed and the price cut looks like taking off. The BASIC isa 

good implementation and has all the necessary things plus 
some nice additions. Interest is now growing steadily, 
although whether it will be able to stop the assault by new 

ines such as the Electron is questionable as it does not 
he backing of lots of independent software to keep it 

afloat. A shame, as this isa good computer worthy of more at- 
jention 
Lowe Computers, Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire 
DE4 SLE 
Matlock (0629) 4087/4995 
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THREE EXCITING NEW GAMES 
IN THE LIVEWIRE SERIES FOR THE 4 

MICROWARE 
GRIDTRAP 64 
We promise you won't be able to 
{umn it off I's a real skill tester and 
loads of fun to play! 
Play with the Keyboard or Joystick 
‘Choose your own operating keys 
with our User Definable System, 
Compete with an opponent by 
Selecting Two Player Mode... 
Great graphics, super sound 
effects in the Livewire tradition 
including a selectable Molody Mode 
where the tune is available at the 
touch of a key and Melody On is 
indicated by a quaver graphic. 
Program No. LWO4 £8.95 

Not just a game... an Experience! 
Tiasrrauuexcrewenr, JUMPING JACK 64 
HUMOUR... STRATEGY 

Jumpin’ Jack leaps into a totally ‘naw ook for the 64 created by devo Hus 32e0 cup 
Three Dimensional Graphics giving Full Perspective to the 
Game... PLUS... hosts of features ever seen betora! 
Submerging Turtles — Snakes — 
Crocodiles — Otters — Lady Frog 
= Dragonth 

Ws Fun eve 
IT'S FROGRIFFIC ##* 

Program 
No. LW02 £8.95 

TRIAD 64 
NEVER BEFORE HAS A 
COMPUTER GAME LOOKED 

_. SO EXCITING, 
(FELT AND PLAYED SO 

EXCITING... 
Watch astonished as the Triad 

elves towards your 
morsoless battle 

ur intrusion. 
hat blast of thelr anti- 

‘Your pulse laser will have to 
turn white hot before this, 
‘encounter is over. 
Featuring: 
‘Anew DIMENSION... 
Into the realm of TOTAL 
PERSPECTIVE GRAPHICS... 
Program No. LW03 £8.95 <q 
Clip the coupon below and return to Sumlock Microware Dept. PCT. 3 198 Deansgate, Manchester M3 3NE 

or Telephone: 061-834 4233 

£7.95 

ASTRO} oe Aid) 

TRON SPO6 ASTRO FranTeRs SP.13STARSMP Escareacem 

Please send me the folowing Software 
£6.95 * H Hl £7.95 

Hl enclose Cheque/P.O. for £ inc. P+PU.K. only. { 
{To: Name H 
tAddress H 
i Posi Gods H MICROWARE {Also available from good computer dealers and bookshops nation 3 rd 



24 HR. CREDIT CARD SALES HORLEY (02934) 6083, 
PAYMENT BY CHEQUE, P.O., ACCESS/VISA 

8 HIGH STREET HORLEY, SURREY. 

wored 
aig 



KRAZY KONG GALACTIC AsDUCTORS 

9D TIME TREK 

MINI KONG FROG RUN 

DRACULA/LOSTINTHE DARK 

ADVENTURE GAMES 
THE DUNGEONS 16K EXP. 
Enter the realms of fantasy with this super high resolution, multi-colour 
Graphic adventure on the VIC 20. Battle with the fearful fire breathing Red 
Dragon and many other monsters to see if you can find the magickey to escape. 
‘Choose your role as Magician or Fighter. The dungeons comprise one hundred 
chambers, Avoid the traps, gain experience points and collect treasure provided 
you do not get starvad in the process. You can save the adventure and solve i 
‘ver months or quit and have a new adventure. Text and graphical adventure 
that will entertain, frustrate and reward you. £5.95 

DARK DUNGEONS K.B. 16K 
2nd in the series of four. Definitely NOT for the faint hearted 

£5.95 
ZOK'S KINGDOM K.B./J.S. 16K 
Inthe year 2973, your starcruiser, badly damagedin a meteor storm, js forcedto 
rash land on the planet, ruled by ZOK, a time-space generated image of Count 
Dracula, ZOK is evil, cunning and cruel. Your chances of rescue are nil asall 
galactic patrols give this planet a wide berth. You are hungry, frightened and 
know that ZOK is waiching and setting traps. £5.95 
PHAROAH’S TOMB K.B. 16K 
‘The Pharoah’s tomb was desecrated by the tomb robbers and now abounds with 
evil, Only by entering the chamber with TRIANGLE OF GOD can you remove this 
evil, The key to the chamber was smashed into pieces which you must find. 
‘Beware of the traps set by the ancient Egyptians to punish all these who enter 
the sacred tomb, £5.95 

DRACULA/LOSTINTHEDARK K.B. UNEXP. 
Two suparb graphic adventures for the unexpanded VIC 

£5.95 

VIC 20 16K EXP. 
KRAZY KONG K.B./J.S. 16K EXP. 
A very popular arcade game has been brought to life in this all machine code 
presentation with four screens, multi-colour graphics plus features likahi-score 
table. A game to enthral the whole family 

£7.98 
GALACTIC ABDUCTORS JS. 16K EXP. 
Experience the terrifying, relentless sound of the approach of the Cybernetic 
space hawks. While you try to protect yourself from the awesome contents of 
their pods, they feed greedily on the helpless humanoids, All machine 
program that fills the whole of the screen with stunning graphics while itt 
your skills to the ultimate, 

£7.95 
3D TIME TREK JS. 16K EXP. 
A brilliant Star Trek game with a difference. Spectacular 30 graphics, real 
‘arcade action plus a game of strategy against marauding space pirates, 

£5.95 
XENO II JS. 16K EXP, 
This all m/e game is for true arcadians with super-fast reactions and nerves of 
steel under pressure, The fourth screen will test you to the limit as the power 
Source guardians bombard you while your shots are blocked by whirling suicide 
spoce ships, 

VIC 20 UNEXP GAMES 
MINI KONG K.B./J.S, 
Mini version of our famous Krazy Kong. Rolling barrels, lit, handbags, running 
score, hi-score plus expanded screen and brilliant multi-colour graphics. 

£5.95 
SLAP DAB K.B./J.S. 
A {ast moving comical game involving skill and strategy. Sam, the painter man, 
\s chased by woodworms he uncovers while painting a large area, He must now 
paint with skill and planning to isolate them and make frequent ripstofill upthe 

£5.95 
FROG RUN K.B./J.S 
All m/e game inviting you to guide your frogs acro! 
{grassy bank populated by snakes and then as 
ferocious crocodiles, 

very busy highway, @ 

DOTMAN 
Ghosts chase you as you try to eat the dots, Bas ‘on the famous arcade game 
but with a big difference — the ghosts have buen given intelligence and will ry 

£5.95 
SPACE PEDE K.B. / J.S. 
A multi screen and muh skill evel game with fast and furious action 

£5.95 
CAVERN FIGHTER K.B./J.S 
Pilot your ship through the tortuous tunnels and caverns destroying enemy. 
‘missiles, fuel dumps and airborne fire saucers. 10 skill levels, 

£5.95 
CRAWLER JS. 
All m/e version of Centipede withrhoming spidersandmushroom|ayingtleas. A 
fast and furious game with 10 skil levels. 

£5.95 
TINY TOTS SEVEN K.B. 
‘Super games pack for young children with games like Santa, Simon, O'sand X's 
Super Snap, Bomber etc 

£5.95 
SEVEN PROGRAMS (VOL. 1) & (VOL. 2) K.B. 
HIRES games for the whole family with games like OTHELLO, SLALOM, 
BREAKOUT ete. 

£5.95 
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Dragon 32 

32K RAM (30K to 24K RAM useable depending upon 
graphics mode used) 16K ROM 
Keyboard: 52 key typewriter style, space bar, no user definable 
function keys or dedicated cursor control keys. Keyboard 
quality could be improved. 
Screen: text mode 32 columns by 24 rows, text in one colour, 
no lower case or user definable graphics or colour, but there is 
an inverted output option. Text mode does have block 
graphics in colour though. Graphies mode: ranges from 256 by 
192in one colour to 128 by 192in four colours. Text is not sup- 
ported in this mode, 
Sound: one channel music generator covering five octaves, 
good software control. 
Languages: Microsoft Extended Colour BASIC included. 
Identical to Tandy colour computer BASIC. Other languages 
from independents. Processor: 6809E. Operating System: 
Microsoft’s own, modified by Dragon, compatible with the 
Tandy. OS/09 is to become available when Dragon release 
discs, 1/0: User port, Centronics i 
joystick ports, cartridge port . 
‘Add-Ons: joysticks and disc drives from Dragon. Lots 
available from independents, ranging from printers to, disc 
drives. Most Tandy suppliers have peripherals that will fit 
Dragon, likewise Tandy software. But software has only a cer- 
tain amount of compatibility and it is wise to check. 
Software: quite a lot available from Dragon and independents 
and (but check) Tandy. 
Opinion: this micro is limited by its very basic sound system 
and its horrible text mode with very limiting formats. The 
BASIC is very good at manipulating screen graphics although 
it does not allow structuring. An altogether much better buy 
than the Tandy computer to which it is so similar because it 
already has much of the expansion that comes at extra cost for 
the Tandy machine and at a price that is lower than the basic in- 
itial price of the Tandy machine. 
Dragon Data, Kenfig Industrial Estate, Margam, Port Talbot, 
‘West Glamorgan SA13 2PE 
Kenfig Hill (0656) 744700 

Electron 

2K RAM (9K to 21! 
ed) 32K ROM 
Keyboard: typewriter style, 56 keys, space bar, no dedicated 
cursor control keys, no dedicated user definable keys though 
the numeric keys double with the use of a function key. 
Screen: identical to BBC micro, except for lack of Teletext 
mode, although this is available as an option. 
Sound: one channel through internal speaker, otherwise as 

Languages: BBC BASIC is built in and FORTH and LISP are 
available. Processor: 6502A._perating system: BBC. This 
makes Electron very compatible to the BBC and will run most 
of its software. 1/0: none on basic machine though there is an 
expanion slot into which an expansion board can be plugged to 
give the same sort of interfacing options as the BBC but at ex- 
tra cost. Number sold: no figures yet ~ thisis a new machine. 
Speed: medium. 
‘Add-Ons: with forthcoming expansion board the Electron 
should be able to use most of the add-ons that the BBC can ac- 
commodate, Some independent suppliers are producing 
items, but as this is a new computer only time will tell. 
Software: a growing range as software houses convert BBC 
programs. 5 Opinion: as this computer is almost wholly BBC compatible 
with only some minor differences most of what I say for the 
BBC is true here except for the references to price. At this cur- 
rent low price this computer is good value for money. 
‘Acorn Computers, 4 Fulbourn Road, Cherry Hinton, Cam- 
bridge CBI 4N 
Cambridge (0223) 210111 

‘useable depending on graphics mode us- 

SpectravideoSV318 £198.95 

M (16K useable} 

in Keyboard: 72 rubber keys in typewriter layout, plus bull 
joystick. 
Screen: 80 columns by 24 rows text and 256 by 192 in hi-res 
mode, 16 colours and 32 sprites 
Sound: three channels, eight octaves, through external 
speaker, including TV, only 
Languages: The first computer in the UK to use MSX BASIC 
which is being promoted by several major manufacturers as a 
standard. Plus Extended Microsoft BASIC. Operating 
system: custom, Processor: 280. 1/0: two joystick ports, Cen- 
tronics interface, expansion port. Number sold in UK: com- 
puter just launched, supplies limited. 
‘Add-Ons: all the following available now, says importer — 
joysticks, singleand multi expansion units, adaptor for Coleco 
and Atari cartridges, 16K and 64K RAMpacks (to maximum 
of 144K), RS-232 interface, disc drive cartridge which also 
adds the CP/M business operating system, twin S¥in disc 
drives, dot matrix printer (made by Seikosha), graphics tablet. 
Cassette unit, at £39, is essential? 
Software: five cartridges (£16 each) and 15 cassettes (at £5.90) 
available now. Importer is talking to UK software companik 
Opinion: An interesting new computer from an experienced 
Hong Kong manufacturer. Lots of add-ons, a rarity for anew 
micro, the first opportunity to try MSX BASIC and, a nice 
touch, a built-in joystick. Willall this outweigh the rubber keys 
and the fact that, like Commodore, the company’s own £39 
cassette recorder is essential. But then, look how many micros 
Connorors has sold. See also Spectravideo SV 328 priced at 

14.85 
CK Computers, 6 Devonia House, High Street, Worle, 
Weston-super-Mare, Avon BS22 0JR 
(0934) 516246 

48K RAM (13.75K free) 16K ROM 

ypewriter keyboard, 57 keys, space 
bar, optional single k rd entry, no dedicated cursor 
controls or user definable function keys. 
Screen: 40 character by 24 lines text, and 248 by 256 high 
resolution display in eight colours, user defined characters and 
lower case. There are one or two peculiarities: the screen can- 
not scroll and works on a plane system of colour generation 
and the characters are based on an unusual six by 10 matrix, 
The upshot is that any access to the screen is very slow. It can 
be speeded up slightly by only using one of the primary col- 
ours. 
Sound: six-bit digital to analogue converter giving one sound 
channel covering five octaves driven through internal speaker, 
output available to external amplifier. 
Languages: Lynx BASIC (included) is an excellent implemen- 
tation, well structured, good access to machine code with a 
machine code monitor, Procedures are catered for as well as, 
other structured programming functions. However it does 
leave something to be desired with some of the more basic 
functions of BASIC (sorry). For example, arrays can be only 
‘one dimensional. Tape recorder control by the computer is 
also lacking. Processor: Z80A. Operating System: custom, 
although CP/M is promised when Lynx is given dise drives. 
1/0: Cartridge port, serial printer port. Parallel printer port 
extra, joystick interface extra, Number sold in UK: not 
available but not many, though number growing. Speed: fast 
when not accessing screen but slow when printing or plotting. 
Add-Ons: Joystick interface, parallel printer interface, printer 
lead, disc drives promised with CP/M, all available from Cam- 
puters. Nothing much from independent suppliers. 
Software: Little available, but increasing. 

jon: a much underrated machine suffering from having a 
BASIC and odd screen handling. A very nice machine 

on its own merits, itis expandable to 128K or 96K. The 128K 
machine has an 80 column display and has CP/M, opening up 
the opportunity to use a vast range of business software using 
this operating system. The 48K and 96K Lynxes run Lynx 
Dos. 
Camputers, 33A Bridge Street, Cambridge CB2 1UW 
Lang Communications, 01-582 5128 
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Woe youre machine codeadhestaces 

which gives further i 
This demo-casett is 

fis 
ie ot £2.00, and THE QUILL ill x £14.95, 

a: = 

TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 
TI 99/4A Solid State Software 

Some of our Crazy Prices for iD) Software 

s OF DOOM 
SOCCER 
MUNCHMAN 
PARCO SOFTWARE 
THE CASTLE 
(GRAPHIC: s E 

IN EX BASIC) £5.00 

POST & PACKING FREE — VAT INCLUDED 
SE! FOR FULL PRICE LIS’ 

CHEQUES PAYABLE TO 

PARCO ELECTRICS 
4 DORSET PLACE, NEW STREET 
HONITON, DEVON, EX14 8QS 
TEL: HONITON (0404) 44425 

Without any knowledge of machine code whatsoever 

FOR THE 48K SPECTRUM AT £14.95 

Our Software is now available from many computer shops 
nationwide, or direct from us by past or telephone 

SAE for full details of our range 

Dealer enquires welcome. 

GILSOFT 
oitaniora Road 

iter EN = smote 73689 =< 

TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER: 
WITH 

SPECTRUM & ZX81 
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 

VOLUME 1 (rom 6 year) Ts 

vouuae tee 
VOLUME rom 

CALPAC C1 O-LEVEL CHEMISTRY 

ALPAC COMPUTER SOFTWARE fap woe rer StJohe oun buy GU! UF 
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BUYERS’ GUIDE 

Sharp M2700 
61K RAM 8K ROM 

Keyboard: 69 typewriter-style keys including five function 
keys, four cursor keys, space bar 

ns by 25 rows te 80 by 40 graphics. Fight 

Sound: single channel, three octaves. 
Languages: Extended BASIC cassette included in price. Also 
available: Pascal, Fortran, scal, WO 
assemblers. Processor: Z80A. Operating syst sustom. 
1/0: two joystick ports, video, RGB, port for Sharp 
prinier/plotter and other printers. Number sold in UK: a new 
computer which Sharp says has sold 20,000 in first month 
Speed: fa 
Add-ons: four-colour printer plotter, Sharp cassette recorder 
(although most domestic recorders will work), joysticks, other 
Sharp printers. Coming in January: 1/0 box for RS-232C, 
floppy dises ete 
Software: Sharp says 200 titles on cassette are available now 
Starting at an inexpensive £3.95, Ten games are supplied with 
the computer. Four software houses are said to be writing for 
the MZ700, Software for the Sharp MZ-80K is totally com 
patible, although not in colour. And software for the MZ-80A, 
J B needs little modification to work on the new computer 

Opinion: The MZ700isa stylish desi he printer/plotter 
and Sharp cassette recorder slot into the main unit (0 give a 
smart appearance with no trailing wires. It is what has been 
dubbed a ‘clean machine — the language must be added 
before programming can begin. It means that machine code 
programs can use nearly all of the 64K of RAM. It does mean, 
however, that you must wait for the BASIC to be loaded from 
cassette. One 4K ROM handles $12 characters and another 
deals with the monitor. However, the MZ700 faces stiff com 
petition from the likes of the Commodore 64, which is 
cheaper 
Sharp, Thorpe Road, Newton Heath, Ma 
061-20 2333 

st 

ester 10 

SpectravideoSV328 £274.95 

80K RAM (64K approx useable) 48K ROM 

Similar to the SV 318 model (£198.95), but with memory — ex- 
pandable to 256K — and with a typewriter style keyboard. 
Aimed to appeal to small businesses, all peripherals for the 
cheaper model work on this version, 
CK Computers, 6 Devonia House, High Street, Worle, 
Weston-Super-Mare 
(0934) 516246 

Memotech MTX500 £275 

32K RAM (30K useable) 32K ROM 

Keyboard: $8-key typewriterstyle keyboard, plus. 12-key 
numeric/cursor keypad and eight function keys. Set in black 
extruded aluminium casing. 
Screen: 40 rows by 24 columns text, 256 by 192 pixels hi-res, 16 

colours. 
Sound: three channels plus noise, eight octaves. 
Languages: Three languages are built in. MTX BASIC is. 

similar to Microsoft's with extensions, mainly for graphies. 
Logois the easy-to-use language used mi schools. Nod- 
dy is Memotech’s interactive language, Buill-in ROM routines 
include an assembler/disassembler, Operating syste 
custom. Processor: Z80A. 1/0: RGB for a monitor, hii 
‘sound, two joystick ports, Centronics interface, Number sold 
in UK: computer only recently launched. Speed: medium 10 
fast. 
‘Add-ons: available now — RS-232 board, 8K EPROM car- 

Iridge, 64K of plug-in RAM, Promised soon — Pascal on c 
tridge, 80-column board, "Silicon Disc” with megabyte of 
RAM, floppy and hard discs running under CP/M, the 

‘operaling system used for thousands of business programs 
Software: six cassettes available now and Memotech 
dozens more will be availablesoon, on tape and cartridge. 
programs are free with each computer, 
Opinion: Anall-British designed and manufactured computer 
from the people best known for their 2X81 and Spectrum add- 
‘ons. Many of the ideas in the MTX computers came from a 
business micro which an associate company was developing, 
Robust with a lot of features us standard and aimed at the top 
end of the home computer market, also occupied by the likes 

‘of the BBC micro. 
Memiotech, Station Lane, Witney, Oxon OX8 6BX 
(0993) 2977 

Lynx 96K £299 

96K RAM (37.5K useable) 20K ROM 

Similar (o the 48K Lynx except for increase in user RAM and 
the BASIC has extensions to drive a printer and increased 
ability to handle sound, The 48K Lynx can be upgraded for 
£89.95. 
Camputers, 33A Bridge St, Cambridge CB2 1UW 
Lang Communications, 01-582 $128 

16K RAM (ISK useable) 16K ROM 

ted Cur Keyboard: typewriter style, 71 key’, spaice bar, de 
sor controt keys, four user definable Function keys. 
Apart from improved keyboard and lack of intern 
deck, identical to Genie 1 
Lowe Computers, Chesterfield Rowd, Matlock, Derbyshire 
DE4 SLE 
Matlock (0629) 4057/4995 

cassette 

Atari 800 £299.99 
48k RAM (amount useable depends on graphics mode in use) 
16K ROM 

Similar to 800XL and 600XL machines. The differences are 
the screen has only 11 modes instead of 16, it has two more 
joystick ports than the 600XL and the 800XL., the at of 
memory, and the sound is handled slightly differently 
See also Atari 400, 600XL and 800X1 
Atari, Railway Terrace, Slough, Berks SL2 5BZ 
Slough (75) 33344 
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SOFTWARE FOR 
SPECTRUM AND ZX81 

OUR POLICY 
We aim to create programs which you will keep on using until your computer wears out. You won't find our programs in the top ten and you will look in vain for colour adverts and fancy Packaging. Nevertheless we have built up a solid following of discerning users in all parts of the world. Read the reviews of our programs if you can find them. We have been consistently praised for quality, originality and value for money. 
WHAT DO YOU GET? 
The bulk of our cassettes are now made by the factory which produced the Horizons tape. Programs are recorded twice and carry on the reverse side an audio narrative to supplement the Operating instructions. Where appropriate, cassettes are accom- panied by a comprehensive and clearly wrllen instruction manual 
48K SPECTRUM 

“Day of the Match” £5.00 
Fascinating and realistic simulation of an entire football season. 
Name your own teams i you wish (English league provided on cassette). Rale each team from one to nine in various success Categories such as attack, defence, manager, etc. Watch the 
Season unfold, Includes knock-out cup option. 
“Ball by Ball” £5.00 
Simulates a test match series or one day international series. Set Lup your own teams and pool of players (England v Australia provided). Rate each player's capabilities as batsm 
‘n @ one to nine scale for qualities such as talent, 
your teams and play the match, Electronic scoreboard shows Progress of a match, Full supporting score card and series averages. 
“Superplan Generator” £12.00 
Spreadsheet type program with variable column width and 
variable number of columns. Lets you sacrifice columns you don't 
need to get more lines, 
“Superplan Pack 1”. Business Applications £7.00 
Ready made applications programs for sales day book, purchase ‘day book, cash book and pelty cash book, 
“Superplan Pack 2”. Home computing £7.00 
Ready made applications programs for home budgeting, nutrition 
tables, car running costs and bank statements. 
“Superview” £5.00 
‘Simple but effective information display. Up to 42 pages of text 
and low-res graphics. Access pages on demand or run in Perpetual ‘slide-show’ mode. Full facilities to create your own 
Pages and build up an information library on cassette. 

16K SPECTRUM 

“Superdraw" £5.00 
Create ful colour high-res pictures and store them on cassette for Use as titles or background screens in other programs. Or just have fun doodling and build up a cassette library of your Creations. Slide show option allows you to review pictures stored on cassette. 
16K ZX81 
Here is a selection of tts still available for ZX81. Send sae for ilustrated catalogue. These are the 2X81 equivalents of the Spectrum programs described above. Although similar in concept the specifications fall shoft of the descriptions given for the 
Spectrum. 
"FOOTBALL-LEAGUE" Forerunner of “Day of the Match” £4.00 “TEST-MATCH" Forerunner of £4.00 "VIDEO-PLAN" Forerunner of “Superplan” £7.00 *VIDEO-AD" Forerunner of 'Superview" £7.00 "VIDEO-SKETCH Forerunner of “Superdraw” £7.00 
Many independent computer shops now stock our products but we ‘continue to supply by mail order on an off-the-shelt, immediate delivery basis. Prices include VAT, post and packing In UK. Add a bit for postage if you live in Outer Mongolia. (Note: “Day of the Match” not available until late October 1983.) 

Video Software Ltd, Stone Lane 
Kinver, Stourbridge, West Midlands 

Telephone: 0384 872462 

For any VIC 20 (Joystick], 

& 

Trouble is about to drop in on the occupants of ‘Hoppy Valley’ 
in the form of rather cunning swagmen. ‘Ma Hoppy' has a very 
sophistocated ‘lefence set-up and , with your help, could win 
the day. Which is it to be~ a tranquil Hoppy Valley or a 
swagmen takeover? How long will you survive? It gets tough 
‘and hot in the QUTBACK 
Pure Machine Code action. A game which pulls out all the stops 
(on the VIC 20 to give you a deceptively aggressive and addictive 
challenge. It’ a laugh too! 
*5 skill levels. *6 Bonus Score symbols. *2 Bonus Life levels 
“Running score on screen. *Hi Scare display. *Superb Sound 
with 3 different tunes. *Extensive use of colour and graphics 

COUNTDOWN —_£5.50 
For VIC 20. 8K or 16K expansion — Joystick or Keyboard. 

Your next assignment is to 
assist the government of a 
friendly power in averting 
‘8 holocaust, TIME is imp: 
ortant. ACCURACY is 
essential. COURAGE man: 
datory. But, above all, 
NERVE js the prime 
tribute needed for your 

‘mission as an agent in the 
crack S.M.U. 
“Multi Skili/Time levels 
"On Screen score display. 
“Bonus for each screen, 
“Mission Accomplished! 
Bonus. 

“Bonu: Life feature. 
“Hall of Fame. 
“Realistic Sound Etfects. 
*Superb use of Colour and 
Graphics. 
*Keyboard or Joystick option. 
PARAMOUNT is 9 

ENQUIRIES 
Tel 

0642 604470 

To: PARAMOUNT SOFTWARE, 67 BISHOPTON LANE, 
STOCKTON, CLEVELAND, T518 1PU. (ENGLAND) 
Please supply .....’Outback’ at £5.50 each 

see Countdown’ at £5.50 each 

Jenclose cash/cheque/P.0. for E.. 
(Overseas orders add £1.50 for airmai 
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For BBC, 48K Spectrum 
order trom: 

24 NORBRECK ROAD, NORBRECK, BL 
ENGLAND FY 

f 



WHAT ARE MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES? 
MYSTERIOUS: (Adjective “Baffling, full of mystery. strange or unaccountable” 

ADVENTURE: (Noun):~ “An enterprise full of risk or danger. an experience of unforeseen events endangering the participants life, a gamble on failure oF success’ 
To start play on a MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURE is to take a step out of the world of reality and into the world of dre Your computer is your quide on the Heys in time and space where dai solutions t0 problems seldom come easy By typing in simple commands in plain English you can “talk” to your computerised guide and tell it what your next actions ate to be MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES bring a frightening reality to the surreal situations In which you will find yourself, You Will become involved in these strange worlds of the imagination, you will feel anger when things seem to be moving ainst you, vou will feel elated when you overcome obstacles that are set in your way, Eventually vou will feel overjaved as vou reach the climax of your mission and success is yours, Any MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURE is not a mission to be taken lightly. success will never be instant — just as Rome was nor built ina day, so each Adventure can rarely be completed in one session, To this end a “SAVE GAME" feature hav heen incorporated in each of the Adventures. This means that at any given time during play of an Adventure, you can Store on tape your precise whereabouts, your equipment carried, and any ather pertinent details about your present 

status, 

NEW DEVELOPMENTS ON MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES 
Over the past few years, Adventure programs on Computers have almost always been presented in the classic “Text only” mode, For most Adventure players this has indeed heen the way they prefer to play Adventures. The mental imagery generated by such an approach ts limited only bythe plaver’s own imagination. One of the main reasans for the ‘xt only" approach has been the lack of hardware capabilities with regard to Graphics resolution — Pictorial Adventures could at best he only very limited in scope. This situation is changing now however, and Brian Howarth, autivor of the MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES series, has Spent many hours incorporating Graphics into the Adventures. By working in close canjunetion with don Blacow, a professional Artist, Brian has produced a series of extremely vivid and imaginative Adventures. Each MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURE now features, in addition to the Text description, pictorial “views” of your current location and surroundings. As you enter each new location. a high resolution. colour picture is rapidly drawn, The effect of this is to bring much more reality to the Scenario, you can actually see the situation you are faced with and act accordingly. It must be stressed that each picture has been designed so that it will enhance, rather than conflict with your mental Imagery. At the single stroke of a key. vou can erase the picture and carry on with your Adventure in text only if this is vour preference. We are confident that no other Adventure programs can boast such breathtaking realism and Imagination combined with the flexibility and ease of play that have made MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES such a phenomenal worldwide success In addition, the Adventures now features full sentence decoding as standard. These mean that you are no longer restricted to inputting single or two-word commands. You can now type in whole sentences in more or less p Your computer will quickly analyse the sentence and pertorm a whole siting of your commands, Just another designed to maximise your enjoument of these world beating games! 

The “New style” MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES are currently available for the 48K SPECTRUM. COMMODORE 64. More releases are planned this year which will include DRAGON 32, ORIC-1, APPLE I! & Ile, ATARI, LYNX, MATTEL AQUARIUS. IBM PC etc Please write or phone for availability 



AVAILABLE FROM W.H. SMITH, JOHN MENZIES, BOOTS 
AND ALL LEADING COMPUTER STORES 

> | 
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I | 
TR LVANIAN 
TOWER j ii 
A spectacular 3-D maze jij 
adventure for the 
48K Spectrum and Dragon32 

RICHARD: SHEPHERD 

SOFTWARE 

A spine chilling adventure ... enter via the dungeons ... navigate your 
way through 500 3-D rooms ... survive the swooping vampire bats 

reach the terrifying top ... confront and kill Count Kreepie, ridding the 
world of this Transylvanian Terror. 

Can you survive the Top of the Tower? £6.50. 

NEW DEALERS WELCOME — RING JOHN SALTHOUSE ON 06286 63531 

Ts ESO aT ToT CORDON WARY a Ry Way WAGE GF GETANE, BE ICAP SOOT TET UATEG WAU TE WRTET PEMIGOR OF 
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BUYERS’ GUIDE 

Dragon 64 £225 

64K RAM (up to 64K useable) 16K ROM 

Dragon’s new model offers three modes of operation: an 
emulation of the Dragon 32, Extended BASIC with 48K of 
useable RAM or as what the company calls a “soft machine.” 
In this mode the BASIC is switched out for machine code pro- 
grams or to add languages like Pascal. An RS-232 interface is 
Standard and the OS/9 multi-user operating system can be ad: 
ded. A small amount of disc-based software, including business applications, is available at present 
Dragon Data, Kenfig Industrial Estate, Port Talbot, West 
Glamorgan SA13 2PE 
(0656) 744700 

‘64K RAM (40K useable) 20K ROM 

Keyboard: typewriter quality, 67 keys, space bar, dedicated cursor controls, four user definable function keys although 
full use of them can only be had through an expansion pro- 
gram. 
Screen; 40 columns by 25 rows, 16 colours, all characters user definable, lower case, inverted output, two character sets. ‘There are four different text modes but the format is the same for all, the only difference is in the handling of the colour. ‘There are two graphics modes giving 320 by 200 and 160 by 200 resolutions in 16 colours. The diffe todo with the col- ‘our; one mode uses the attribute system, similar to the Spec- trum, the other uses a pallette system where each dot is its own individual colour, similar to the BBC or Dragon computers. Untortunatley the BASIC does not support the graphics so You must write your own routines oF buy a BASIC extension. Modes may also be mixed. Eight sprites are available and although the BASIC does not support these directly instruc: tions are given in the manual on how to achieve them. Sound: three channel music and noise channel music syn- thesizer. Full envelope control and waveform. selection. BASIC does not support sound directly although, like the sprites, instruction js given in the manual on how to wsesound, 
Languages; Commodore BASIC supplied. Simons BASIC, 

Forth, Pilot, LOGO, Pascal available from Commodore along with BASIC compiler. Processor: 6510 (6502 compati- 
ble with memory banking), 780 available as option. ‘Operating. System: Commodore Kernal, VO: IEEE 488 serial BUS, RS232, user port, cartridge port, 1wo Atari-type joystick ports, Four analogue to digital converters for paddles or pro- 
portional joysticks. Number sold in UK: 150,000, Speed: 
medium 
‘Add-ons: all of the VIC-20 add-ons produced by Commodore 
will it, Othersare exclusive to the 64 that involves thecartridge 
port like the 280 second processor with CP/M. There isalsoa 
speech synthesizer using the music synthesizer and several 
other options, including 32 Megabyte hard discs and daisy- 
wheel printers. Many add-ons available from independents, 
Software: there is now quitea lot of software around, both for 
ames and other applications. With business software and the ‘ast amount of decent peripherals, the Commodore 64 is one 
OF the few computers which can be seriously considered as an 
effective business micro as well as for use at home, 
Opinion: an excellent computer and the available commercial 
software makes good use of its features. The big disadvantage 
is that the BASIC is simple, making it hard to write your own. 
programs using the sophisticated features. Simon's BASIC, On cartridge, goes some Way towards curing this. On the other 
hand, its easy 10 use and memory space is not used to provide fashionable features at the expense of the functions you really need. It is almost totally compatible with the PET series of 
Computers ard the massive base of software that provides. 
Commodore's own cassette recorder must be brought at extra cost. Although interfaces to domestic recorders do exist, it is Wise to go for Commodore's retiable recorder. 
Commodore Business Machines, 675 Ajax Avenue, Slough, Berks SLI 4BG 

[__ Stouuh (75) 74111 

_ 

Tandy Colour £239.95 
16K RAM 8K ROM 

Keyboard: calculator type, $3 keys, space bar, no dedicated 
cursor control keys or user definable function keys. 
Screen: 32columns by 16rowsin two colours for text and eight 
colours for block graphics. No user definable graphics. Hi-res 
graphics are only available with Extended BASICat extra cost 
Sound; one channel covering eight octaves. For full control 
over sound Extended BASIC is needed. 
Languages: Microsoft BASIC built in but Extended Microsoft 
Colour BASIC is available and thisis really needed to make the 
full use of the machines capabilities OS/09 is available for use 
with discs giving access 10 many other languages in the same 
way as CP/M but in a smaller way. Operating system: 
Microsoft's own, but compatible with Dragon 32. OS/09 
available for discs. Processor: 6809E. 1/0: Centronics printer 
port, two joystick ports, cartridge slot, Number sold in UK: 
Tandy refused to comment on number sold. Speed: medium 
Add-ons: from Tandy there are printers, plotters, an RS233 
cartridge, disc drives and joysticks. This machine is not well 
supported by independents due to the arrival of the Dragon 
Software: a range from Tandy stores, plus independents who 
also write for the Dragon 
Opinion: this machine, when expanded, is virtually the same as 
the Dragon except Extended BASIC is included in the Dragon 
The Dragon keyboard is a real one, the Dragon has twice the 
memory capacity and, most surprisingly, itisa lot cheaper. So 
if you are considering buying the Colour Computer then con 
sider the Dragon instead. Otherwise my opinion is the same as 
for the Dragon as the machines are so similar 
Tandy, Tameway Tower, Bridge Street, Walsall WS1 1LA 
Walsall (0922) 648181 
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BUYERS’ GUIDE 

64K RAM (62K useable) 24K ROM 

Identical 10 the MTXS00 (£275), but with more RAM. 
Memotech, Station Lane, Witney, Oxon OXS 6BX 
(0993) 2977 

Memotech MTX512 £315 

2K RAM (800 bytes useable) 12K ROM 

Keyboard: 57 keys, typewriter style 
monochrome, 48 columns by 16 rows, block graphies 
none 

BASIC Microsof Operating system: custom. 
eight-way input-output 

also adds Add-ons: 64K and 256K RAM boards, I/O which 
clock and extra RS-232 interface, floppy disc control board, 
video controller to add hi-res and colour, $ in single and twin 
dise drives. Plus Lucas approved products from independent; 
Software: Lucas says a lot is available 
Opinion: This computer is for the serious hobbyist. It comes as 
a keyboard and board. You have to either case it yourself 
the Lucas case costs £100 — or get a dealer to doit for you. You 
Would also have to. add memory; you cannot do much with 800 
bytes. Computer was first made in 1979 and taken over by 
Lucas about two years ago. The Nascom 2can also be bought 
as a kit for £258.75. The Nascom 3, ready-built with 48K of 
RAM, costs £631.35 
Lucas Microcomputers, Welton Road, Wedgenock Industrial 
Estate, Warwick CV34 SPZ 
(0926) 487733 

16K RAM (ISK useable) 13.SK ROM. 

Keyboard: typewriter style, 54 keys, dedicated cursor control 
Keys, no user definable function keys, space bar. 
Screen: 32 or 64 columns by 16 ines, no colour, no hi-res, no 
user definable characters. Inverse available, lower case, pixel 
Ataphics gives 148 by 48. Optional hives board gives 384 by 

Sound: one channel through internal speaker. 
Languages: Microsoft BASIC, Pascal, Fortran, Cobol, Forth, 
APL, and PLI are available from Lowe. Processor: 280. 
Operating System: custom included but various available in- 
cluding CP/M and L DOS for disc drives. Compatible with the 
TRS-80 model II, 1/0: two cassette ports, otherwise none in. 
<luded but expansion box hasprinter interface. Number so 
UK: a reasonable amount, but to this must be added the vast 

number of TRS-80s that have been sold as the Genieis virtually 
identical in operation, Speed: slow to medium. 
‘Add-ons: not many due to the decline of this type of computer 
and the rise of the colour hi-res machine. 
Software: Large selection, mainly from Tandy 
Opinion: this type of machine was very popular in its day and 
as such has a larger user base, and this gives it a wide range of 
software, With the appropriate adaptor Tandy peripherals will 
work. A large sturdy machine that includes its own tape deck 
and is also reasonable for small business use. 
Lowe Computers, Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire 
DE4 SLE 
Matlock (0629) 4087/4995 

Geni 

K RAM (47K 16K ROM 

jock, Derbyshire 
nerease in memory, identical to 16K Geni Except for 

Lowe Computers, Chesterfield Road, Ma 
DE4 SLE 
Matlock (0629) 4057/4995 

Genie 148K £365.70 

48K RAM (47K useable) 16K ROM 

Identical 10 16K Genie I except for the price and memory and 
the ability to run certain operating systems that will not fit on. 
the 16K version. 
Lowe Computers, Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire 
DE4 SLE 
Matlock (0629) 4057/4995 

32K RAM (8k 10 9K useable depending on graphies mode us 
ed) 32K ROM 

Keyboard: typewriter style, 73 keys, 10 user definable function 
keys, dedicated cursor control keys, space bar 
Screen: very complex, The simplest mode is Teletext compati: 
ble and gives cight colours, flashing characters, double height, 
and block Text is 40 columns by 25 lines. There are 
seven other modes of screen operation ranging from 640 by 
256 hi-res in two colours with 80 by 32 1ext 10 160 by 256 hi-te 
in eight colours with 20 by 32 text with eight flashing colour 
All 256 characters are user definable in all but the Teletext 
mode 
Sound: three channel music with a noise channel through in- 
ternal speaker. Full envelope control is available from BASIC 
Languages: BBC BASIC is included —a very comprehensive 
implementation. An assembler is also built in for machine 
code access. Forth, Lisp and BCPL are also available, Pro- 

‘ssor: 6502 A. Operating system: BBC, 1/0: RS432 and Cen. 
tronics printer ports. Four analogue to digital converters for 
joysticks etc, Eight bit programmable user port, The Tube 
Allows connection of second processors and so on to the 1 
MHz bus. Disc interface, Econet networking, speech syb- 
thes be added, Number sold in UK: 150,000, Speed 
fas 
Add-ons: a great deal available from independents. However 
Acorn has been slow to provide support and at present only 
dise drives, Econet and speech synthesizer are available, But 
Acorn are promising other thing! 
Software: a very large well written range available, including a 
jot from Acornsoft, the maker's software arm. Many educa 
tional programs of varying quality 
Opinion: the BBC is an excellent machine if you ignore the 
high price. Support from independent suppliers is superb, but 
Acorn has been slow on the hardware side. The keyboard is 
Very good and there is a useful set of function keys, The screen 
Uses split cursor screen editing which is the next best thing (0 

ill screen editing but not quite as easy 10 use. The BASIC is 
excellent and makes good use of all the hardware features 
This computer is used by about 75 pe cent of all secondary 
schools. So it is good for education as well as games. It also 
makes a 200d business computer, particularly with network 
ing available for the future. A good all rounder 
‘Acorn Computers, 4 Fulbourn Road, Cherry Hinton, Cam: 
bridge CBI 4JN 
‘Cambridge (0223) 210111 
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NEW HOME COMPUTER CABINET 

SPECIAL OFFER- £79.95 
incl. VAT & Delivery 

~~. 

Especially designed for your home computer system, 
whilst also accommodating your video recorder. | 

Our cabinet has been custom designed after intensive 
" consultation with P.C. users to provide maximum 

comfort and convenience during those long hours spent 
slaving over a hot micro. 

The cabinet includes many features not previously 
} available, and as well as combining the very best 
| aspects of modern furniture design, it provides an 

ergonomic and practical layout for all the major com- 
ponents of your system. 

In fact, we are proud to claim that your cabinet will look 
perfectly at home in your lounge, dining room, or even 
bedroom. 
32," height, 36” width, 16%4” depth. 

JUST CHECK THESE STANDARD FEATURES 
‘Smooth sliding shell lacks in position ust where yourequite it — ands 
neatly glides away after use, 

} 2 The computer shelf has been designed to allow adequate ‘Knee 
room’ for you to sit comfortably, and will avoid ‘programmers back 
ache 
Adequate room to position tape recorder. printer, disc-drives, etc 
alongside computer for ease of use 
All cables neatly and safely out of sight, while allowing all unts tobe 
permanently connected # dosed 
Lots of storage space for cassettes, cartridges, books. isting paper. joysticks 
With shelves and doors closed, instantly becomes an elegant piece 
of furniture, 
The lower shelf accommodates all makes of video recorders ' currently available 

8 Smart teak effect finish, 
9 Supplied as a flat-pack. Very simple to assemble, using just a 

+ screwdriver. Full instructions Supplied, 

ers only. Please allow up to 28 days for delivery. Cash with order or charge 10 one of the credit card 
‘not satisfied provided the goods are returned undamaged within 72 hrs of the customer taking receipt 

ORDER FORM. 

Please send me one of your new Home Computer Cabinets as advertised. 1 enclose my cheque for £79.98 or please debit my 

Access/Barclaycard No... seseeeeese sss Name (Block letters) sevtessenaess Signed 

Address cress secre 

MARCOL CABINETS, 8 Bugle Street, Southampton SO1 OAJ. Tel: (0703) 38455 

(24hr answering) 



FORGOOD 
PROGRAMMES 

CDS has built its name on top quality machine code games 

for Spectrum & Oric. 

Weare interested in software which meets these criteria, 
including games for the Commodore 64. 

So if you've completed original programmes or have 

something good in the pipeline, get in touch as soon as you can. 

“3 CDS Micro 
Systems 
Westfield Close, 

South Yorkshire DN11.9LA 
Telephone (0302) 744129 
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Galactic 
Abductor 
Spectrum 

£5.95 
Anirog, 8 High Street, Horley, 
Surrey 
Space hawks fly across the sereen 

nd lay eggs which hatch upon 
landing and tr 
The birds. the 
snatch up a human and attempt 
to fly off with them, 

All you have is a laser base 
with which to shoot them down 
but beware, they need two shots 
‘okill them, although the human 
is freed after the first. If you miss 
then all you see of the poor being 
is his skull fall from the sky 
(yuk), 

Firehawks 

Box 2, An. 
Cheltenham, Glos 

Postern, PO 
doversford, 
GLS4 SSW 
Firehawks is yet ai 
invaders type 
inferior one too, 

game proved to be, 
The problems 1 found were 

that more than half the bullets 
Went straight through the birds 
without leaving a mark, 

After losing all four of your 
es, you have to use the same 

keys to enter your name in the 
high score tabie, which makes it 
a very fiddly business to say the 
Teast. 

The table itself was only 
displayed for a fraction of a se 
cond and nothing 1 could do 
would keep it om the screen lo 
enough to read. 

Although the graphics were 
adequate, I wasn’t much inclined 
to play this gam NB. 

45% 
50% 
60% 
50% 

You can of course choose the 
pace of the game and the faster 
speeds are certainly quite frantic 
F found the laser controls rather 
imprecise even at the easiest level 
though. A league table of s% 
is maintained (oo. 

Loading was faultless, and in- 
deed the program had’ no a 
parent bugs. The graphics were 
quite reasonable The firehawks descend upon 

you in ever-increasing force until 
they finally break through your 
plasma screen, 

blast the 
whereupon you 
with your laser available in a similar vein, much 

it far superior, that | cannot hould land, then honestly recommend. this “one mutates into 
ises from the ashes 

plane 

The instructions 
gram are brief 

zarquon 
T1-99/4A £6 

Software Stainless 
TAiwtone Road, 

t is that all the console 

op en one line alone 

Hagfet weapon, and the dice seem 

The ters 

in the pro 
quite rightly, 

because there is very little to do. 

Jonded heavily 

‘You begin wit 

somethini 
‘lien, allowing an 

humanoi 
to overheat, 
*iller mine 

There are al 
whose presence, is 
hawurally enough, 
deseril 

phoenix and 
‘an impressive piece of 

graphics on the first two or three instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

stsing with 
ae alien ship to 

aloes fo “clobber, 2 
tt fowing sour enue 

Moving eotat by 
Iso “visible 

wa 
bed as ‘Boing, boing’ 

playability raphics 
Sale for money 

Look out — 
there’s an 
alien about 

Regie) 
Those aliens are up to their 
old tricks in this selection of 
games. Before you get your 
laser gun out, though, read 

our reviewer's ratings 

Fe can be Inter Uurgenc (ETSOft, from ¥ about ware, 17M St ainless Sof. Stockport " 
A OU ca Fire in ne Road. but. yo 

volves the defen 
he planet EariP® four bombs ui 

his con ntrOl can a the quite effe le 

Lubbock instruction 
Playability 
&raphics Value for mon ‘see ‘95% 

50% 

Defend the 
Cities 

TI-99/4A (Ex- 
tended BASIC) 

£14 
Intersoft, from Stainless Soft 
ware, 10 Alstone Road, 
Stockport 

overhi but not to worry, 
your “lazer"” starts worki 
again almost immediately 

You can still fly about the 
sereen, although of course the 
controls are not as responsive, 

is a different trick 
at times make a bomb, 

‘miss' the city — very devious. 
If you crash your ship into 

either a bomb oF an alien, or a 
bomb hits the city, the game ends 
and the current highest score is 
displayed. Remember that 
because this module is not 
battery-backed the highest score 
is not retained. PB. 

This is the Extended BASIC ver 
sion of the MiniMemory Defend 
The Cities 11, and is different in 

al respects. 
You have the option of using 

either the keyboard or joysticks, 
there are no skill levels but still 
four levels of difficulty 

Although you 
length of the screen, 
Il, the beam is only visible for 
part of the way. After three or so 
continuous salvoes you are 
momentarily informed “lazer 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 

950% 
80% 950% 40% 
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STATISTICAL LIBRARY 
All tapes carry a DATAFILE program that enables 

the user to INPUT-EDIT-SAVE-READ data on tape. 

TAPE Descriptive Statistics 6.99 
TAPE IL Statistical Tests 14.95 
TAPE Il; Probability Distribution 14.95 
TAPE IV Multivariate Datatile 14.95 

Cross-tabulations and correlation coetficien!s 
TAPE V Step-Wise Multiple Regression and 

Analysis of Variance in Regression 
19,95 

] 

A.J. DENNING 
(DUPLICATORS) 

QUALITY CONTROLLED CASSETTE DUPLICATING 
QUALITY & SERVICE AT COMPETITIVE RATES 

quaury 
Constant Stringent checks Made Throughout Production. 

SERVICE 
Despatched Normally Within 10 Days From Receipt Of 

Master. 

PRICE 
C10 From 28p Including Case. 
C15 From 31p Including Case. 

CONTACT US NOW FOR YOUR PERSONAL QUOTATI 
Ad. DENHING (DUPLICATORS) 

19 The Crescent, 
Henleaze. 
Bristol. 

BS9#RW Tel (0272) 623267 
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TAPE VI: Principal Components 19.95 
TAPE VIL: Factor Analysis 19.95 
TAPE VIII : Time Series and Forecasting 19.95 

Statistical Library 100.00 
BBC-Model B (disk) 125.00 

BBC-B and Spectrum-48K (8 tapes) 100.00 
ZX-81 (7 tapes without Datafile) . .70.00 

Saga Software House 
Scientific and Business Packages for 

BBC-Model B, Spectrum-48K, ZX-81(16K) 

133A High Street, Acton 
LONDON WS 6LY 

Number One For Texas T199/4A 

TOOK NEW LOW PRICES 
Munchman £24.50 Speech Editor £16.80 
Extended Basic $2.50 Editor/Assembler 58.00 
Chess 28.40 Dragon Mix 20.80 
Adventure/Pirate Alien Addition 20.80 
All Adventures Mini Memory 52.50 
Speech Synthesiser Music Maker 24,50 
Tunnels of Doom ders 16.80, 
Terminal Emulator 2. Parsee 24,50 
Touch Typing Tutor Alpiner 20,80 
Soceer 32K RAM Card (Texas) 89.95 

Juding back issues 

LANTERN CASSETTE SOFTWARE 
Battlestar Attack £6.95 Blasteroids £5.95 
Operation Moon 6.95 Character Generator 9.95 
Serolmaster 6.95 Ascot Stakes 5.95 
Pearl Diver $.95 Hunch Back 5.95 
Daddies Hot Rod 5.98 Troll King 650 

Large range of Books now available for TI-99/4A 
COLECO AND ATARI OWN! 

Check our Prices for your 
Games Cartridge requirements 

Remember! There are no extra charges at Galaxy 
All p lide VAT and postage, Send SAE Tor ful list, Send 

Cheque with order or phone of use Barclaycard or Acces. 
aN OTI-USER a new publication with new ‘ams, reviews, competitions, 

advisory service £6.00 p.a 



‘NOW WIN THE POOLS’ 
‘THIS IS MEANT FOR YOU — ESPECIALLY IF YOU USE A SINCLAIR SPECTRUM COMPUTER 

‘or even ANY COMPUTER — OR NO COMPUTER AT ALL. 
HAVE YOU EVER HAD THAT DREAM OR EVER WISHED THAT YOU HAD “WON ON THE POOLS” — 

AT LAST YOU CAN TURN IT INTO REALITY. 
‘THERE IS A SECRET OF “HOW TO WIN ON THE FOOTBALL POOLS” — IT CAN BE DONE. I DISCOVERED THE SECRET 

‘A LONG TIME AGO — NOW, FOR THE FIRST TIME I'M PREPARED TO SHARE IT WITH YOU. 
HOW DOES THIS INTEREST YOU — I HAVE DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE BY WAY OF POOLS WINNINGS DIVIDEND SLIPS/ 

‘CANCELLED CHEQUES, etc, SHOWING MY PRESENT WINS ON THE POOLS AS FOLLOWS: 
First Dividends Second Dividends Third Dividends Fourth Dividends Fifth Dividends Sixth Dividends 

765 1,818 

LAM MAKING THIS VERY SPECIAL, 
REDUCED PRICE OFFER TO READERS OF 

' HOME. COMPUTING WEEKLY FOR A 
LIMITED PERIOD ONLY. 
Do not tet anyone tell you. “WIN ON ‘THE POOLS’ 

Ihave CHALLENGED THE WORLD with my 
fecord of wina and with all the evidence that 
‘omens ~ NO ONE has ever been able to accept the Challenge — I KNOW NO ONE EVER WILL. 
MY SECRET IS NOW PLACED ONTO 
COMPUTER CASSETTE FOR YOU. 
‘THE METHOD IS THE GREATEST TREBLE 
CHANCE WINNER IN THE HISTORY OF 
FOOTBALL POOLS — IT WILL LAST 
FOREVER — BOTH FOR ENGLISH AND 
AUSTRALIAN FOOTBALL POOLS, WITH 
EQUAL SUCCESS, 
| now intend to give a limited numberof people the 
‘opportunity of making use of my method —~ perfected ‘over 25 years and proving itself on EVERY ONE 
(OF THOSE TWENTY-FIVE YEARS. 
You will have noted details of my personal 
achievements vo far, at ven to you above 
AGRAND TOTAL of 8,201, yes 8,201 POOLS 
DIVIDENDS, including 768 FIRST DIVIDENDS. 
‘My Pools Winnings Dividend slips sow number 40 
many, that they fila very lage suitcase and will 
stand as my evidence of all claims ig. ANY COURT 
OF LAW IN THE WHOLE WORLD. 
‘Taking just the past 25 years into consideration, 1 
have wor ON AVERAGE over 328, (THREE. 
HUNDRED AND TWENTY-EIGHT) Pools 

gees iia 

ee 

You have my absolute Guarantee of the complete 
autenticity of every claim, cheque, document, leter, 
e contained herein 

2,942 1,952 

1.do have losing weeks, but ON AVERAGE my winnings show over SIX DIVIDENDS EVERY 
‘WEEK forthe past 25 years 
now that you are now utely Mabbergaste, st 
always happens to everyone with whoa I come into 

TAM NUMBER ONE IN THE WORLD AND 
‘NO ONE DISPUTES IT. 
Fras long as I continue to enter the Football Pools 
‘my wins wil continue. I have already said, they 
‘apply, with equal succes to both English and ‘Aosctain Football Seasons 
‘intend to release a STRICTLY LIMITED, 
NUMBER of copies of my cassette — DO NOT 
DELAY AND FIND YOU ARE TOO LATE, in 
wwhich case { would have to fefund your money. 
1 am so confident of YOUR success that i do not tricot THREE FIRST TREBLE CHANCE DIVIDENDS isthe firs 20 weks of eoeing, {will 
completly caoce the balnce ofthe purchase pice ed you do ot bave vo pay me anoter peny, at my 
tine, oo mater bow vst Your winnings 
{only wish that space wold allow me to give you 
photographs of my wisnings iis, cancelled cheques, is burt is of coune inpeeabie they now 
turber 8,201 dividends. Ihave howeve’ given JUST ‘A FEW EXTRACTS from ORIGINAL LETTERS Told from my sal Cece 
1 am th Inventor an Sole Proper of my method, ‘Regtered ws EUREKA ~ (Tha found i) Lam Known The Profenor in Pols Circles — 1am of the Highest Rankin Forecasting ~ thi is beyood dispute Tam marketing» imted camber of Cetpeier Cnets, under ny Registered Company SPOOTBALL ENTERPRISES 
‘My iii charg for w copy was £75, but for this SPECIAL REDUCED PRICE OFFER | wil end 
You cony ox £20, wet pound ONLY: 
SeONLY IF YOU WIN AT LEAST THREE 

‘otherwise you owe me NOTHING FURTHER. 

631 93 
AGRAND TOTAL OF 8,201 (EIGHT THOUSAND, TWO HUNDRED AND ONE DIVIDENDS — so far). 

1 HOLD THE UNCHALLENGED WORLD'S RECORD FOR POOLS WINS 
‘This is surely proof absolute of my supreme and 
utter confidence ia my own abilities and inthe 
‘capabilities of my discovery. I could easly CHARGE 
{£2000 per cassette on the evidence I possess, but 
‘that would not be fair to everyone, which is what 1 
‘want to do, 
My method is WORLD COPYWRIGHT, any 
infringement and immediate proceedings will be 
‘taken, without prior warning” It truly ingenious 
ad bas stood dhe test of time, 
‘My cassrte is simplicity il to operate and you'll 
be given FULL DETAILS for weehy calculating 
‘Your entry need not involve you in any large weekly 
sakes, you can enter for a litle ws 25p, if you wish, 
1 charge NO COMMISSION on any of your wins — 
‘po matter bow BIG they may be. 
1 realised «long time ago, that it was no good sting down and dreaming about winning the pools 901 
burt the candle at both ends, late io the 
Bight, occasionally RIGHT THROUGH THE NIGHT, T KNEW there was « way, eventually ital 
paid off and as been doing vo ever since, 
{Lam unable o vary my offer wo anyone, x0 please do 
‘ot request it as T shall very ensly dispose ofthe 
cassettes I have prepared and am making available, 
IMMEDIATELY I perfected my method 1 
commenced winning right away, (Gist with just « 
litle £168, the first week 1 wed i), 1 HAVE 

Speci ‘opy of my method, forthe same 
i YOURSELF on to YOUR 

Don't take my word for it, read what people write about me and my method:— 
‘eon om Zetter last weekend twas mot aig sum, but all the same it was avery mice 
‘surprite for me 1, Lancs 
| appreciate she sraghyforward method you adopt, whichis sick a contrast 10 the 
‘bbs of misrepresentation which 10 common onthe Bstong World, by unscxpalos 
‘and seopnionated charlatans. 
Winnings cheque reid tay, sincere thanks. 
Teogreralte you on your achievement 
{shoul ket hank you fora most exiting seazom and look forward to hearing from 
Jeu again TC, Hanes. 
{el ie chmod chpue and ay howe mach I appricit owr ner 

TM, Scotland 
Mary hands for our tem, tial ou say and more 1G, Lanes. 
Your monde! tom won me £3,527. Lite ttt London oo ad wil bale to com ond ou peony (Overseas Chen). PM, Kampala 
‘Mary hans for ying hard ple al, yourbroce shuld thanked as 
On of er dephary WHOSE HUSBAND YOU HELPED ENORMOUSLY, 
‘has just phoned, the four of them have ast spot a lovely Aladin Spain 

K.R lal of Man. 

1st in ey FIRST entry last eck and wo 2nd and rd dividend, as you wil oe ‘rom he enced ceria One morcandT wuld have old oer £40 for FIRST 
‘Seiden Once ve son fair amount Tahal thing fom wing! and at 2p for 
{ng IRST DIVIDEND tr wk his mn abr oe 00, 

1 acs very intron ined and ec £20 ew 1 ape to pep. rou ihe 
‘balance of £55 ONLY if I win a leat THREE FIRST CHANCE 
DIVIDENDS in my fist 20 weeks of eoering — otherwise I owe you NOTHING 
FURTHER st any time — no matter how euch money I win. My Signature below 
is my Undertaking to retain complete and absolute coafidence about the method, 
Name 

Hewss 
Pease tick if case is for: 
Sinclair 2X81 (16K) a 
‘Sinclair Spectrum (48K) Q 
‘Any other Computer oO 
‘No Computer at all i] 
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MXcopy 
BBC £4.95 

Logic Systems, 129 High Street, 
Cherry Hinton, Cambridge 
This program is a multi- 
mode sereen dump for the Epson 
Fange of malrix printers, the 
MX80 type 3, FN8O and RX80. 

The program has two modes 
for dumps — for screen modes 
0,1 and 2 a black and white fast 
dump, while screen mode 3 
allows a grey shading slow colour 
dump. 

raphies program has 10 
few extra lines added, 

These instructions toad and run 
the cassette every time you wish 
to dump a screen and here is a 

ie program has to be 

The 
Generators 

32K BBC £6.95 
Quicksilva, 13 Palmerston Road, 
Southampton SOL ILL 
This cassette ly. contains 
two programs for the price of 

using the 
The instruc 

tion leaflet is professional and 
comprehensive, and the pro: 

am is easy 10 use, Once defin: 
ed, the characters 

nil merged into your own pro: 
The second enables you to 

design teletext sereens (mode 7), 
save them, aud merge them into 
tions 
only, though they 

oe Desig = 
spectrum 48K i 

and 

Palme goad, icksva, Boose. gerampion 

1am tot 

nee scasoae 

‘without 

lo 
fasion present 
Skills 

Tere a 
s so asteroids for ‘options, £0 

scramble Of be 

all of them, 
Everything, but everything. i 

SO} ILL Attack patterns, 

ey are al te 
program “NG only can it 

ecight resident £OMES, instructions 
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Systems recorded the program 
(on both sides of the tape so there 
is no delay in rewinding, 

The instructions supplied are 
fon the cassette insert and are good, but you will need very 
Keen eyesight to read the small ro rams 
printing! The parameters that 
control the dumps are well ex 
plained, and give the user room 
for experimentation. 

instructions on 
how to transfer the program 
This would speed up dumps and 
save the frustration of the slow 
loading of the cassette 

But it’s a good value, adaptable 
and useful utility 10 have around, 

eEaee Ts 
instructions Our reviewer panel finds out 
diay whether these programs live 

ec maser up to their claim to make the 
programmer's life easier 

= 

ee 

be allo, 0 struction: 1 as Ned 10 
discover how to save ber 

Assit ally, the BREAK key Hier thoes 
did not Function as described and : 1 reat 
pecessitated a comple reload, va Computing, 2 Ag faust hae 
losing any screen design . ast Hersig ston irs is Sunderland SR3 sax¢rTington, 

Cryst 

gress. 
Both pro 

labels had been put on the wrong 
sides! Incidentally, there is -no 

; 
Wash tha th le P pressing “an auld. cl + Which iy oy Ke) t0 on 

instructions und av ae gas of we fo Hy instructions Playabitity Braphics Value for money 

. Re-defining 

: a Assembler —_ wsissyounih.tolownete 

ling thei Tomb sounds, shiP ABK Spectrum Ein: the monitor mode, there 
£14.95 Missile and fons are all peo £12.95 is an inbtana decimal hex/ecimal 

Scan maa, 32 ite, rete aad 
pee porate or aa dt tee pe 

directions, scores lead which are easy to tel but the 

mbers. Sunder your control ¢ this revies fam is keen on the correct ie a ; 

nen creations as they are There are two main command 1 routines 

BB. pseudo ops, or directives, in- cannot be used as a stand-alone Fee ec eae amet ‘ See Ee 
Be icacmeisensmama Sere! nearness suet Pe en eee 

assembler on SAVEing. 
Apart froma list of reserved Ladi le ed 

mmmable, 
ation. 

n your OWN LAP. 

layability 
aphics 



ATARI PROGRAMS 

Packet Boat 
You have to cole «pocket of 

layout unl all he pack hasbeen oes The card ae dal three a a 
Pars uyaae fx ply AS The pach Eecemes. ex pasted rodent i's ope 

between two columns. One of the 
me is to try to 

make @ space as quickly as pos: 
sible, then wait until the top card 
of the discards matehes a card in 
the layout. Place this eard in the 
pace and take the 
from the column 

ching card 
to the new 

position 
Two or more cards can be 

moved by placing the cursor on 
the lowest card in a column and 
pressing the trigger 

The pack will continue to bere 
dealt even if you can’t make any 
more progress in a game. If you 
are stuck in this situation use the 
option or start buttons to begin a 
ew game 

Type in the program after the 
initialisation listing. It can also be 

Myyred in directly after last week's 
ame or SAVEd for adding later. 

How it works 
0.96 Juris the pack over for re 

dealing, I is placed near tt 
euinning for faster wurtioser 

1700-1770 Hinks. program 10 i 
ick routing and cont 

2000-2060 sets up yamme and deal 
ards 10 layout and again 

vey D 
2100-2300 deals with card 

2380-2560 ch 

20000-2693 deal 

2700-2810 rep 
al positio 
a mistake 
mind 
display 

Now you can 
prove you're 
an ace at 
cards 

a eee 
You can play these two 
atience games even if you 

missed last week's magazine - 
_., We're re-printing the _ 

initialisation listing. Our series, 
written for the Atari 400 and 
800 by Les Howarth 

next week 
continues 

Variables 
DONE is used in most games to 

check for game completed. 
All variables beginning with T 
are for counting 

D1,D2 are used to remember par 
ticular cards 

UP 3 isonly used in this gameand 
Felers to the three cards 
face up 

SET checks how many cards are 
being moved together 

Special Instructions 
2000 use inverse letters for the 

tithe 
2630 uses cursor control arrows 

in the print statement, D 
ns down arrow, L mean 
rrow — typed as follow 

SPACE DL SPACE DL 
SPACE DL SPACE D L 
SPACE” The arrows are 
printed by _ pressing 
ESC/CTRL and arrow 

2795 The print statement i 
‘CTRL/Q DL Vertical line 

DL Vertical line DL. Vertical 
line DL CTRL/Z 

8109 Alter the variable GM 10 
Read GM (greater than) N2 

The initialisation listing ~ type this in first 

ese Teee 4-AT AB HT=INTe eee 

The idea of this easy-to 
game is to collect all the cards into 
one pile by removing from the 
layout any two cards which add 
upto I 

Picture cards can only be taker 
when Jack, Queen and King are 
all pres the same time 
Spaces in the layout are filled 
from the pack by simply placing 
the cursor in a 
the joystick trigger 

You will often come to a pos 
ition where you cannot make any 
move . . . This can happen any 
time even when the cards are first 
dealt. The only way out is to use 
option or start for a new game 
Success depends on your ob: 
servation and ability to coun 

eand pressing 

How it works. 
3000-3040 seis up game, similar 

3050-3090 joystick and cursor 
3100-3148 deal with picking up 

cards and checking for valid 

3150-3310 picture cards are 
checked 

3500 draws card taken from lay 
at 10 new position 
3540 replace cards which 

have been wrongly taken 
3600-3630 move cards 10 discard 

pile with w bit of mus 
accompany them. Also 
for “ompleied 

3640-3670 deals new cards to 
layout 

Spee 
3000 
3620 PRINT t_contain 

a tab chai before the 
words YOU WIN — 10 prin 
his, press ESC then TAB 

8109 alter the variable GM. 10 
ad GM (greater than) N3 

4h THEN POF 
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ATARI PROGRAMS 
Tem THEN ons Wes Then eon YoNL30 beO BeeN THEN 2-5 Gee THEN RETRY 

2a Le vibe Ha GF NS THEN Y=tee 749 AU Yee 3S MESEPIRE SIONS tHE TURD, 
200 S0uRO m-258.Nia.gzFOR, owl TO NP HENT 12S0UnG) Ma siadotashoe RE TUR eyes AI vieandsStune His geets PRE 

Lo FOR Met 10 S:NEXT HENEXT. 1:500K0 W EA RUUD aes ee hate 
1200" UoPEeK( 783):FOR ome TO HSZFOR HAS TOMie STEP BeSe0N ON GOTO AeiBe totes AB, 2te.t220 219. SiR. 20876 L+6M) ML2ANL2-MEMEXT feu trooroTese 

SUNG. 624826 L468) .HL2-ML2-HEMEXT Sir fears T3se 3 SOUR {ght E+6M He -NI2-HENEXT HEM e010 1288 Flag L6or M10 oht2-WenexT 

EC PICK SEMIBeN 

1240 FOR 1-80 TO MS:POKE 709.1 Hen ToPMt@t sou Lc Nies aati ssio Wectnene)9:FOR HONL” TO. NENEXT 
ie NEXT WIMEXT 1EPOKE” 709, 07FOR T9407 

TS: S0UNO. LaN@ .NOSHOEHERT gta EO et TO WEN Tashi shine tua 
THDat CH SNScAO HH Ht 

Daa 

[2005 NiSeHIZeNIEML4=NLowNoz Hs Bon 7atfyiNe soMo2+NL sHeaenNT PEMEEN OMe: 
Peas Pagani aise 

fen ELAN B48» FLEE. AB 4S OS 

020 F05s"—0 
040. RETURN 
58. HBC | en O"2K S12 y=P@"2 AB 2 6 otne tu 
"oe FOR (oh@ TO. N?2FOR ROWS TO HELD GROW YeRGSHENT ROW:MERT  LERETURH 
3m EMIS MIEPORE 711 1 tPOKE. S596 Pere RENT ete AB RARE hos Tee 
Oe, S320 
Bie? ae 
8182 PORE. Pea ,S55HGheWTT WET 

REET BA ABE OY BET OS iste ent our cn 

mnie 6090 

we 
SELEC 

wre 
ours play, press oF thes 

9 GET ANI acme 263 GA-oN-At Sv aRO GAM! Hen aes 
rs: OSU 1 eeteeted omme Siaoe: Genes Mor PorE MoO) 6OSUR 4m: PUKE” 359,62: PORE 2 21a s0n GOTO" sinh 2m 3988 A 5880 

IF 6th 
POSITION N- BOSUB hese. 752.Nt 

Ne: PORE 82..48: PEEK 568) pina: PORE PS,MLEPORE P1863 
TE? TQ WIazPORE 0 To U:Pone Oust 

EP MSEPOSLTION LW 48) m1 ee Pm Tek Po Se SA ve 
Stee 

8300 DATA P.ALTsTsE MACE 
8310 DATA 72,169-22-141 +10.212, 141 .24.28 
G, 104,64 
nieéa 
SeLe PORE io) 
ghon IF HOGS THEN S818 
9238 GRREHICS HOEPOKE 718.4 Tone Seesnisdt on SOTO Sine -SoBe. 408,9500, 3000 

00 VOU REGUIRE INSTRUCTIONS? ¥. 
P5S.2552GET WNL AHEIF He73 THEN 

PORE 553. 

+ they are reeoved ey placing 
trom Une pack by placing 

{roe the. avscard pile Peaealt fos” aiscarar sebto $09 23 Caras, are await 
or ae the packs" > 3319.2 coy tae ina, ay 2 Bterevent Fiele Cs Soon then Uck saveen king “2 

S30 7 tana pressing eutton,"s60T0 10000 Ssoe_) ae carer are deal face win 3 ioe ia’ OF the game. 2 

“place tne cursor over army cara 

‘on turning Tana 4 
jaoo 7 cuntsl all tne cards are reversed 2TO0TO Lee 
3500 > "25 Cards are dealt. in 9 SES Layo GerTnwcbsect oF Une gece Is 'torpair ort 
Il the cardssR puircan only 

spe takers it, tney are next 10 68 
FiiSther"in ans” “airectionest? * UERT 
ICAL. HORIZONTAL oF C1Re0N. 
Bpau cPime cursor on card and press & 
9536 7 “you cant go,then place cursor on 

pack and erese Gatton The Cardy ir Ure iii’ be redeait =, 
We any Paces. The Layout w: 

reressed to 25 cardi iron vie dec et) 
=25 Cards wre gealt (rom tne 

‘bu one. Place each Cara. unaware 
SYorrd to ame tne best 
spoken hands Once Laide Shien tne arid, ine "eaicuiaces "5 
for 1@ handsa=i7)* 5 2cros.5 

Gen and 2 diwgonalssi? “The object bens To get the best store possibie™ 
1e908 7 57 “PRESS START TO BEGIN" 
1OO10 IF PEEXC S279 2 ON THEN LOL 
10828 GOSUE 116827 ")"2RE TUE 

Tisting for Packet Boat 
tee fe ne 2 ie Se Toe 15S ie Foe ora we 
woe Vue i eect Pa Rs Reg to a er esr iD wap Som rion ance cae? A PRR As Ae biases oo rae Sema, 
fan tle a seni ed nn Bye a2 tat 0 ve sen voir Ee PU aera? BA Ae ialhae fies Proteate es eh cic ri Ss eater 
se By ane anna Ga 
fat fS=O: T5=24: UP 31138 ile fess exesenrer tian SSSR ar LE Spe DetProcatsrcarcee- ce 

YONI30 THEN goto 17 
240) 

NTC¥/16 2-H2t IF PL 
2119 IF YoNL38 THEN IF DC R.RONL CON THE fear. 1630 
2ted IF #138 THEN 2608 
2138 IF OCh.R >No THEN GOTO 1698 
2135 Qos 00S SSR: SET=MAEFOR VENI. TO. NAS CO pewee EST UPI VoNS4 THEN O2-OR 
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Lege Fos 
(3 THEN DONE=DONE FOS: PUSITION W3ei3 

‘SCSET =O BARS 0 ARS =O eBOTD 2175 
2216 Tha a z=: =I: GOT 2188 
738, oa 2018: PuST TION. 3-18 7 las pus aa 1 aliseclecr si =SulTePlteene 

WO, ORO AR HD NO. Ved Dar ait) 
NSA THEN TF OCRROHL SHO THEN 

34 THEN 2358 
2255. CoD 4s R-M1 2 6OSUB_508: 1F en Conch: G0SUB "50826070 1698 
2539 RSRGRICRISETSIF Smt THEN FSA 

natch T 

foto ara 
2390_D« RR mS SET 2 SET=SET-HL:R=ROHL GOT 02380 B70 TF oone-N13 THEN GosUe 1200:6010 99 
471 IF 02-100 THEN SET=Nexc0sue 2000160] {0586 PIPE TP SETH THEN GRAAL RIAL 

2A7S SET=NO: IF 029188 THEN 02=02-100, 
2488, C02: 6056 S@6:POS1T LON ALINE HS 8) She-Ner? CARDS: PUSLTION. RLENS-H2RLSNCN| T608U8 290: 60sUE 2808 
2490 DAL /RI-Ni 990226070 2550 
ge ,009ue 1 18a: PoE LION ANNE NEAfeNeS Bibs Pst LOW aes ne rane GSR 

S58 1F OOME*NL3 THEN 388, 
2555 IF STRIGCHO2HO THEN 2550 
2568 GOTO 1700 
2000 IF 2996 THEN T=T+ — UP3=H3:G0TO 264) 
2620 IF UP3CHL THEN PICK=NL:6OTO 1690 
2622 GOSUB 2690: UP 3=UPS-N1zC=PLT D1=C26 Tab Soe neTcHec:60sUB 2008PCT HOE T=T+ Miz02=1802 1591S 
2625 PSMLZIF UPS=MB THEN POSITION M22-H BLAKE:60T0 2ba8 
2630, POSETION MEB-UPSAMI7E? * 4s 4 46 6 
Seao toms RIoRt60SU6 110926070 1703 
IE STMISTHEN POSITION W1Z,NI7:? BL 

aA amie Penaeus kat Hin huSend te? Buawas Bor 160 Dee THSTIGIIF ThoenL, THEN 2058 eco TLSUPSUPSOTL TF THRE. THEN eset be SSE ee ese FOR 20 19 N22sPOSLTION Utit7:? BL aeeesher arte ts Naa Toe eae veh oe Fon MU To neZsPU LO YM? fos: o0ste i Mosibaie Ell anobto ese. 298 TF Tee THEN 1-23, Bose IF PT =N THEN T=TON26OTO 2699 Se55 RETUmt 29 TES 130 AHO 296 OR PSMD THEN 
82 od Balt ORE | cee Eee 
+60SUB ‘SaboreoTo 2 56 {Pog csiSetsens Lone 
Foo non MO RAR Ow SET TEN 2 
W bcasp mor scoot boetosreo'o 
2738 GOTO 1690 
SegR. (ELEM TREN POSITION Nez Ni7+7 d dens: UP: 
35, PoSiTtan Neeser? “ SUP 
Zone Ice-T POSITION 32-H17#7 BLEEKSITE 
S10 POSITION 32,N17#? CARDS: RETURN. 

i 



ATARI PROGRAMS 

Boon 
PORE S 

mo G6 su BE 

"eet ae Sa Fien hi ron 
é SITIO 
Wrdtnecl 

= cz 

oe) BECK ARE TX 

fio AL=HO THEN 

10 33m Tro Pick 
fac 

3 GOTO 3160. 
{90 TesoL02! LF 

36, WEN PIERRE: T2 
D308, 1p 12 

ae 
190) TF STRIGENB 7=H0 

Fare GOTO 3058 

MIKEDGENE Developments: 
The chart-hitting And now- 

a Mad Martha Il 
sas itt Nate 

ea Fon 49K SPECTRUM ONLY £6.95 0s: packing sop * 
‘Agame toinvestin...tunny genuinely Marvelous adventure, vay dot Grd aainegashesr grea! arateshingchange Yom some ofihe _‘* Feat mat —cpt me commands oom ty pa Ex Noy to begin the Spectrum doomiaden programs encountered “te Wit itligent replies to commands ——e_Skiievel eet for began, Srighoesie, Seawereccces, *Myiininkkees +8 tuna, and the hunt on! {9010 tho nox! stage without solving en cei ess, eer es Personal Computer Nows the resent conundrum ‘Thre exing rcade-type games asa intgrl part ofthe adventure Popular Computing Weekly ‘i Fallelp fact and savegame command 
‘Available rom rota outets or ict rom 
MIKRO-GEN, 1 Devonshire Cottages, London Rd, Bracknell RG122TO _ IIR OR PHONE YOUR ACCESS /MISA NUMBER: (03-44) 27317 (Gam-Spm) II) 
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Adventures 
in space and 

time 

Veena
 ea REE | 

Our reviewers’ verdict: son 
pacing new releases for 

adventurous micro owners 

MES OPIEENZ 
te Paenensongliny 

ch Drive 
né wh are detailed ae

 

: constantly 
Uy Kenema, 1 Marlboret 

Te avon SB22 0DQ ines in ac 
ofSaanand grid 

ones ot erties Decisions 

ai nts TOOmuer ace 
on whether 100 

fombat with & 
[tor leaves the 

The immortal oF 
hose br 
Temple col 
adventure 

ide in. th 
ig 

await yout fool 
fe to find, riches 

evond dream’. 
The monsters ¥ 

Spevil, Vrock 
da jaculi; you may 

1 will en. 

punter include 
aur, Erinye’s 

4 tif dropping down 
sroppdpoots, clearly 

iy reduces YOUr 
‘eich  drastical instruction’ 

y, because of the playability 
wiers in the graphics 

metrrastrated value for MONEY large number of mo 
they aren 

Pirate 
The displays are very 

32K BBC £9.25 Men tingle 
5 Tore the scene graphically at the 

Somerse the narrative at the bottom 

people, and ight for the youngsters who are 

om ing Teletext graphics, and 
Chalksoft, Low 
Tonedale, Wellin 

aimed at 
ne at colour RFAPHICS. —FiKely to bs 

sed exten 
imation and sound . 

‘Sound petitive sea sha 
tnation qe capaih of @ piFALE —atthough th 

saeesatestmunt steer nous! jes began o grate afer ANG 8 

shinand Yfreetsandisiands,al- sound on/off feature woul Nery 

tng wh ter sis 10 collect een nice. A game SAVE facility 

jewels and treasure fe sensibly includes, 
wels and eeerully complete“ More sntresting and colow 

pall Phe wommputer wi 12 8 quan plain narrative aden uty 

Da ne pe function keys Ghutgren should find Tos te in 

are we fr theo nad ak, erst them bee Da. 

ing ertcate with the COMPUT.” jnstruetions 
mimctions are displayed ON playability 

the cassette insert, and more are paysti 
able on request in the inkt- 

the funeral dire 
ment of nearing BE LUOST Sy 

Drag
on £9. 

Dragon. 
ae 

oe 
on the tee ae 

mad ben writen i 
wad could un ali 

nwith ne 

ally or many totally, 
There are ™ a 

graphic adventtt 
Brad this one with interest 

ad cou 

J's a great adver 
would ot 

White Cry 
or maene that really does make ght 

ture gare of the capabilities Of re com ae al £04 ei 

a Sol ye jatal anid expect (0 Oe 

pour do n0t expla 
a 

ally he fabled crys 
playa 

7 ‘You control & walking stick ar sey 

ane and mast travel around Me 

n 
x x* * 

mn to you what 

powerful laser I 
powid or you receive t 
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| NOW AVAILABLE FROM W.H. SM | 

| 
| 

SUPER SPY ° Dragon 32 
Locate the secret island hideaway of the mysterious | 

meglomaniac Dr. Death. Follow his trail across 
4 continents, through complex puzzles, coded 

messages and 3-D mazes. Discover the entrance to his 
H underground lair — but beware — even with your 

death-defying gadgets his evil henchmen may still 
Mh \ win the day! 

—<———> +S ——= = a eae Ly Saving the world may | E>, take some time —so we've | 
included a ‘save’ routine for 

part-time secret agents! Credit Card Hotline 
06286 63531 

SS Le 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME — GENEROUS DISCOUNTS | 
Adventurous Programs always wanted. Please send sample —generous cash payments! 

RICHARD SHEPHERD SOFTWARE 
ELM HOUSE, 23-25 ELMSHOTT LANE, CIPPENHAM, SLOUGH, BERKS. TEL. (06286) 63531 



iS 
ASP SOFTWARE | 

A STEP BEYOND THE ARCADE... 

Demon Knight - The Valley - Strategy 1—Invasion - Strategy 2— Bismark 

White Barrows - Detective - Cells & Serpents - Stockmarket 

Conquering Everest - Cloneit/Renumber - Gallery of Death - Planetfall 



ASP SOFTWARE 
145 Charing Cross Rd, London WC2H OEE 

Tel: 01-437 1002 

Now available from: 
Tevtord Et 
Inside Bombe 

John W Bagnall ta 185. 
Stafford ST16 24, 

+ Computer Centre 

pera 

3 Lichfield Passage Wolvernar 
WMistand: 

Avenue 

Wigmore St wt 

Ossett 
Waketont 
Nor 
MicroNorth 
7Broad Steet 
Bury 
Lanes 
4 Mst Computing 
67 Frargate 
Preston Lichtieis 
Lanes St 

New 
Low 
Prices 
SPECTRUM GAMES 16 or 48K NEW! THE 2x £4.99 PRINTOUT BINDER £5.50 |") ntroductory offer £4.99 0 at only. £4.99 pls 

£4.50 Postage ‘and packing £4.99 ther 
£5.50 = tistom built for £4.99 touts £6.50 3 heavy gauge £4.99 3 Additional £4'50 eves in packs of 10, £4:99 99 plus 50p postage ond £4991] packing 
£5.50] Binder 
£4.99 Se oO 

ite £5.50 /7) ee usiat sive 30 Tunnel ESis0f] 3th ZX Microtar 
Send cheques or P/O 

Sleoves 

48K only Hobbit £13.99 Mad Martha £6.50 Penetrator £6.50 30 Combat Zone £5.50 
IMPORTANT 

Your discount vouchers are 
still valid. Existing customers 

an now save up to £1 a 
ame 

A FULLY COMPUTER + 
COMPATIBLE + 

Cassette - 
Recorder) 
ata realistic price. 

* THIS RECORDER IS DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR COMPUTER USE 
* TESTED + GUARANTEED FULLY COMPATIBLE 
WITH: 
SPECTRUM 2x8) Bac ELECTRON DRAGON LYNX SHARP ORIC APPLE TEXAS TANDY GENIE 

FEATURES: 
“DIGITAL COUNTER *JACK AND DIN CONNECTIONS *BATTERY/MAINS OPERATION *SLIMLINE STYLING 

New COMMODORE CASSETTE Now youcanuseyourVICICAM64 INTERFACE! with most standard cassette 
recorders. ONLY * Full Computer Control. 199 * Comes complete with all necessary leads fey ete \ o free *Simplyplugin. Trade Enquiries Welcome 

‘Send Now for Instant Despatch orTel24AR =] CreditCardLine a ES 
S5DATEL 27 HOPE STREET. HANLEY, 
ZSELECTRONICS Fea 
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har the maze is ridiculously et 
wise completely mtEpass 

Working on a comple 
different principle 
ARI ave es the 

UNPLOT tungtion \ 
ne available display treat 

Lis imtialise the prograun 
REN 100, The cunning tin 

ery ony may Lathe tw 
hones an EAST mode t prod 
eames Ladvise setting it of 

While it gets on with k 
Wher it has produced a 

Han ZN printer is attached 109i 
EPRINT a copy ashi 
aise ts an audible signal 

V flashing cursor en be 
wvanuputated through the wing 
Passtges by mei r 

being anale. U 
STOP th 

AP EXUSE rand 

wi alex 

‘ou pur 
VSTOry ine anne 

he ply routine 
‘You va SLOP the program it 

we sist. Butt dev nor se BREAK 

Simply 
uthedy oN 
i the program 
code 9 

vue finger on (in 
and hoki the 

ps with 
pay Festi 

here belt off, GOTO T 
Te isnot necessary to STOL 

erie SANE 

or appears. Type at progr 
Fevenaer then press NUNC ETN 
VOADed i wilt cares 
SAVE abo works once. th 

W will carey f 

here yan 
Wyo 
fam al this stage, sbitted 7% 

A-mazeing 
we will go 

At last, a worthwhile maze- 
creation program for the 16K 
2X81. Our expert, Nick Godwin, 
explains how it works and how 

to use it 

Having produced 
nay well ppls 
possibly 10 ame, This will 
ehiail (ransterrng 1 to some 
wher program, oF to a blink 
BASIC area. There are machine 
code ways of doing this, 
most purposes BASIC will su 

Page 60) 

LET L=22-INT ty 
CET C=INT (x72) 
PRINT AT L,C: 
LET Z=PEEK’ (PEEK 5+256+ 
16399) 
LET O2(X/2=2INT (X27) 424 1Y 

2=INnT (v72)) 
60 LET P=(Z=128 GR 

OR Z=2 AND NOT O OR 
Z=1 AND G=2 

S AND _O<3 
OR Z=4 AND O23 OR Z=5 AND (O=1 

OR @=3)_OR Z=6 AND {NOT O OR O=3 
) GR Z=7 AND O¢>2 OR Z=129 AND O 
21_OR Z=130 AND © OR Z=151 AND 

GR Z=152 AND Gi>5_¢ i@s2 GR G=3) 
(NOT @_ OR G=2) OR Z R-Z=133 AND 

294 QND (O=2 OR O=2) OR Z=495 Ari 
Oo Os2) 

639 RETURN 
100 FAST 
102 LET SAVE=340 
103 GIN C$ (2660) 
i@4 LET CN=5 
105 LET Yi=a2 
106 LET Y2= 
210 LET D$= 
220 LET E$s" =* 
130 CET X=II (RND 
14@ LET CE=CHRS X+" 
150 FOR L=1 TO 

T L 
180 FOR J=1 TO 
290 LET X=CODE 
300 LET Y=CODE 

10 UNPLOT X.Y 
2Q NEXT 
30 UNPLOT X,Y 
@ LET XM=X 
@ LET YN=Y 
S CET CS{CN TO ? CHRS X+CHRS 

5 LET _CN=CN+2 
7 IF CN>LEN C& THEN GOTO 1000 
2D 
oF 
OI 
et 2° 6 
2 CHR$ (125*(P=1) 

> 
2 
ro) 
2 THEN GOTO 550 

3 “M™ THEN GOTO 349 
4a FAST 

345 IF INKEY$="S" THEN GOTO 995 
STOP 46 IF INKEY§="9" THEN 

“stop” THEN GOT 
5. 1808 
330 FOR J=1 TO 4 
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ie, and thai is the 
describe here 

' r 

jollow the procedure described 
above. Neat. press shitied A 
SLOP the program, and do the 

PORK 16388.64 
PORL 16389, 125 
NEW 

TOAD the program again, and 
press hey 1 STOP HL, Now 
dk the following line 

9000 LET R- 32063 
9010 FOR FEO 704 
9020 PORE RLCODL /SUb 
9030 NENT 
wia0 STOW 

GOTO 9000 (aL RUN and 
when iL stops (with report code 
9/9040) either enter NEW or 
FOAD the program fo wtich 

vin te) Hanister the mae, WH 
he following line 

9000 FEE ZS 
GOL TEL 22003 
90 FORT 110 704 
MOROLET ZS 7S. CUIRS 

PEEKUR 1) 
W400 NENT 
WSO PRIN L ZS 
9000 STOW 

1.9900 (or GOTO 9000 i 
have data io preserved, Whet 

< progrant slaps with repor 
ode 9/9060, there Is Your maze 
Hisplayed on the screen and 

red in ZS. 
Fomake use of ie, 10 beable 

© puish a Mashing cursor through 
40) you will need to write in lines 6 
through 69, and 1161 through 
1300 from the maze routine, with 
the following alterations 

HOLET NM. 30 

This maze routing ean double aya 
uty niahiny 
minotaurs, cic). To do this, bs 
gest changing the DIM statement 
i line 103 10 DIM CS(1000) oF 
less, and then touching-up the 
resulting sparse maze by means oL 
1 simple UNPLOT routine (lo 
add caves, connecting pass 

atc). 

Quite spar 1 the aesthetle 
msideraito 

1 which 1 believe 10 be 
inethinie ot a bre 
ims of ZNST 

pera 
through 

D 



See a ea a ST 
2X81 PROGRAMMING 

likes 10 PLOW and 
UNPLOL LET x=xt 

Assuming Sand Vay POL eee 
co-ordinates, the subre ber & To LEN 

(RND £4) +2 
Bs 

ve of interes 
mets starts 
esto the econ 

two-byte values in at str 

lin 
pro 

670, This 

Bae Falla as IF CODE 5${K)=D THEN GoTo = Input io the routine is the 
1 fine and ¢ column of the — See Pee cuicans ales 
character it) whielh the N.Y ce LET BS=BS+CHRs © SO At ile pene 
ord pair i situated IF NOT GOODE AS(1,9) THEN Go Soh Seneca 
7 the character code at that 621 cde ay translated inte 
1. location, 6osus 
PUL Gt that N.Y logation is Per Suisse Be Seen booth 
already PLOTted, otherwise toe sar rod peste thiod, heme 
P=0(ie, if UNPLOTted of some LeT x 1 esa OMe eek 
other character). ter Yarna rom beginning to end. 
Q is retuned with GosuB at approximately the 
tirou LET AS(2,0) =<CHRE (426% (P=1) |] middle the siting, it bivects up. 
othe NY ova pat within that Resor Ss wards it XS (variable R) i renter 
LC location, as detined in f tet a: an the value found, or 
1 downwards ‘if it is lower, and 

Fepeats the process until it either 
finds the identical value, or finds 
Iwo successive numbers, one 
lower and one higher than XS 
(variable R), 

Inthe former eave, it jumpsour 
he routine at either line 780.01 
n this case returning 10 line 

Anyone who is involved in 

680 IF LEN E THEN IF x$>=E$< 
155ey ANS XS tsegta vo) THEN GO 
$85 IF LEN O$>CN-E-1@ THEN GOTS 

690 
700 
F190 
220 

O 
2 

NT (S-(J-L) 72) 
ce —(=2eINT (U2) 3 
iF x#ads(U TO Uta) THEN GOT 

J+1) THEN GOT 
PLET Hau 
TF _L<H-2 THEN 
LET Og=Ds¢ TO 
GOTO 900 
CET LJ 
LET J=INT (J+ (H-J} 72) 
CET GeU+(ss2eINT_ (07233 
TF U<LEN D$-1 THEN GOTD 7a 
IF X#(D#tU TO W+i) THEN GOT 

20 
SES IF X#=DS(u TO THEN GOT 

LET D$=DS+x¢ 
CET XM=CODE c¥# ta) 
CET YM=CODE C&iR+2) 
TF _LEN_ES=2 THEN LET E$=x$ 
OTS 278 
IF LEN €$=4 OR RNO<.S THEN 
630 IF E$>" THEN 240 

ae 
$ (e-BeeetT 
240 LET ESsES+CHR$ INT 
+CHR$ (CN-2565INT 

GOTO 730 
<2) +XS4DS CU 

ura 

GoTo 

(CN7256) 
tON/256)) 

Se 464 

@ NEXT 

EHP EREBBEEEHORBER ER BBs 
PPE BBE ERE R ER SOG 

ia2i 
3 

a2 Ler 

serious work with PLOT and 622 NEXT O 
UNPLOL will recognise the 625 IF Y=42 AND CN>LEN C$/S TH 
Value of this routine, anditiswel | | N_ GOTO _93e 
worth the trouble to isolate eco Cet Ene. ae THEN.LET! HeRse 
SAVE iit separately tor we in] | (268e7e gts) -CoDE ES) -CODE ESt2) 
other programs, BSORE LESS 

Although itis quite fast as itis, 650 CET R=2*INT (RNDSCN72) +1 
it into machine: 670 LET X$=CHR$ INT (R/256) +Chi 

§ (R-S56#INT (R7256)) 

g45 LET START=xM 
349 GOTO 230 
990 UNPLOT xMa 

2000 IF INKEY: 
1002 POKE 16437,255 
1005 IF LEN 
1020 LET X=IN. 

ter yey-i 

20 FOR v=1 To 704 
30 LET Q=0+1 
4@ CET 020+ (PEEK O=119) 
@ LET Z$(U) =CHR$ PEEK O 

IF INKEY 

ieee IF INKEY$=" 
1223 IF _INKEY: 

D=(CINKEY, 
6° 43# CINKEY $ 

=xM =m 

660 10 tind another randon 
Wit does not find the 

it inserts it into the vor 
nthe string, and jumps 

=: n that 1 have 
» thank for 

* able concept; despite the 
+ ]] tact that Hailed my maths course 

(miserably) with the O.U.. 1 
| | nevertheless learned a great deal 

that has been invaluable in my 
subsequent dealings with the 
ZNS1 

Ha 
STOP THEN PRU 

THEN GOTO 1100 
RND#SA) 35 

THEN GOTO 1203 
="S" THEN GOTO S93 

STOP “ THEN STO 
$="Z" THEN copy 

“) 43% (INKEY 
J} 444 CINKEYS = 
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INPUT 3 
If _X$2"" THEN SAVE xs 
GoTo SAVE ONSVES66s 

OGLES for Bact 

a 

GARNES 
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AVAILABLE z SEOHIBAES St tai Ml, 
no aL 86 Sait S 

> THe ay > 

TMEFABULOUS WANDA Syne s 
7 wove an ineaaenes ore a 

PHEUNIVERSE AND EVERYTHING Zeten 
ior COMMODORE ta At 

BARRELOROP! for ax spectaUM VV 

Sedee 

95 
SUPERSNANS for 16K oF 48K SPECTRUM 

595 

(NACHINE 

Se WARNING! Vu . 
SSK LEVELS OF SKILL ANYHODY WHO CAN 00 [EVEL 6 SHOULD WRITE ANDLET US KNOW! 
ARITHMETIC FUN-TIME for Tid 

SEND TO 
GAMES MACHINE LTD. 
FREEPOST, 
STEVENAGE, 
HERTS SG1 27H 





SPECTRUM GAMES 
SPECTRUM DARTS (48K) 
Five games of darts for 1-5 players, 501, Cricket, Killer, 
Round the board, Noughts and Crosses, four levels of play 
pergame, take on thecomputer or friendsat thesegames of 
skill and judgement............ : £5.50 

WHE££LER DEALER 
As for the Commodore 64, but now available for the 48K 
Spectrum, Texas T199/4A and Dragon - £5.50 

VIC-20 
GAMES AND UTILITIES 
JACKPOT 
This is it, the ultimate Fruit Machine for the VIC with 
nudge, hold and respin 100% machine code. “Overall 
Jackpot is a beautifully written simutation giving superb 
graphics, animation and use of colour. In fact, this pro- 
gram makes Commodore's Fruit Machine cartridge look 
unbelievably cheap and nasty."" Home Computing Weekly 
No. 20 19/7/83 £5.50 

KWAZY KWAKS 
Accuracy and speed are required for this Shooting Gallery, 
superb use of colour and graphics in this new and challeng- 
ing game from the author of Jackpot. 100% machine code, 
joystick or keyboard control. . ) 

PACMANIA 
Choose your own game from the following options — dif. 
ficulty 1-3 speed 1-3, size of maze 1-3, visible or invisible 
maze, still or moving power pills, define your own key con- 
trols, any combination, if this is your type of game, then 
this is the one for you, for the 3K expand VIC... .. £5.50 

SNAKE BYTE 
Guide your ever hungry snakeround the screen, eating the 
flies and wasps, to stay alive you must avoid the deadly 
mushrooms, quick reactions are required for this biting 
game, keyboard control, for the unexpanded VIC. .£5.50 

BUGSY (Joystick Only) 
This is a Minefield with a difference as you step on the 
stones whilst collecting purple boxes which give your both 
time and points, they disappear from beneath your feet. 
DO NOT DESPAIR! “BUGSY” will randomly replace 
the stones but avoid bumping into him or its sudden death! 
An original compulsive and challenging game £5.50 

MINI-ROULETTE — PONTOON — HI-LOW 
Three great games of chance for the VIC, try to beat the 
computer, hours of fun, full colour, sound effects and 
tunes £5.50 

DATABASE — create your own files and records on tape 
Viens NeeeRe “we £7.50 

SUPER BANK MANAGER — A full feature version any 
memory size, but needs 3K expansion. . £7.50 
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COMMODORE 64 
GAMES AND UTILITIES 
WESTMINSTER 
A game for up to four players, can you lead the party of 
your choice and win the general election, you tour the 60 
Constituencies (seats) buying votes, when you can, (just 
like the real thing), this must be one of the first board type 
games specially written for the computer. Why play on 
your own, have fun with your family and friends playing 

STMINSTER » 45,50 

WHEELER DEALER 
A game for two to twenty players, become a tycoon of the 
motor trade, you must obtain gearboxes, tyres and engines 
to produce cars for sale. Form syndicates, buy and ex- 
change parts, buy dealerships, but be careful, you may 
become bankrupt and have to liquidate, find out what you 
are made of, have you got what it takes to become a 
WHEELER DEALER soneeer £5.50 

LUNAR RESCUE 

Our new version, avoid the asteroid belt, to rescue the 
stranded scientists, then fight your way back to the mother 
ship, fast reactions ar required to safely land and dock 
your lunar module. : » £5.50 

PONTOON — ROULETTE — ACE’S HIGH — More 
powerful versions, that make three great games of chance 
for the 64. « £5.50 

CHIPMAN — Contains a one — or two pass Assembler, 
Disassembler and Monitor. A programming aid for the 
development of machine code programs and routines on 
the CBM 64 neha £12.50 

BANK MANAG! 
for the 64 
Now available on disc with added facilities 
Full documentation with all utility programs. 
Other software available for the VIC and Commodore 64, 
send for free brochure, including RABBIT SOFTWARE 
at £5.50 each. 
Send Cheques/PO’s to: 

MR CHIP SOFTWARE 

Dept iow , 1] NEVILLE PLACE, 
LLANDUDNO, 

GWYNEDD LL30 3BL, Tel: 0492 49747 
Wanted: High quality software, of all types, for export 

and UK distrubition, 
All programs now available on disc please allow £2.50 

extra 
DEALER ENQUIRES WELCOME 

2R — As our Super Bank Manager, but 
+ £7.50 
£10.00 



| 

Unhelpful 
assistants 

Can you please explain why 
being the owner of a Z 

(0 make you seem 
of freak in the eves 
sistants at the large 
es that are jumping 

8 the computer band- | 
wagon? 

The sheer on of the | 
ZX8] when you speak to one 
of these shop assistants | 

akes them look down thei 
ie at you, and that is the 

end of any help you arelikely 
Yo get — at least 
bridge and Peterbore 

unemployed, and 
It that by. getting 

cheap computer — after a fo 
of hard saving out of ray dol 
money — | could learn 
program, which I did, 
ium now in the process of lear 
hing machine code 

In actual fact, all | yeem i 
paye done is’ give shop 

5 a good laugh, ex 
when they sold me the 

2X8) 
Is it wrong to learn com 

puting instead of killing col 
‘ourful Martians? 1am no | 
aying there is anything 
wrong with games, but be 
fair — live and let live. And 
remember that the 281 was 
fnce as popular as the Spec 
irumm is now 
B. E, Smith, Huntington, 
Cambs 
W's the shop assistant that are 
at fault, MOT you. AS anyone 
who has had a lor of ex 
perience working on main- | 
frame computers will tell | 
vou, the ZX81 isas powerful | 
‘as machines that used 10,flla 
whole room a few years ago. 
Even now that more 
sophisticated machines have 
come on to the market, the 
2X81 is still an excellent way 
Of learning programming if 
you're on a tight budget, 
Lastly, you can always point 
‘out fo those assistants that it 
was the ZX80 and ZN8/ that really opened up the marker 
for low-cost home com 
‘puting in this country — if it 
wast for them, lots of com: | 

hops" assistant: 

Iwritetoinform your readers 
‘of my personal award for the 
current most lousy supplier 
‘of equipment, The company 
is Fuller and the supply of 
their FDS keyboard for the 
Spectrum. 

{placed an order and sent 
‘my cheque tothis company at 
the beginning of August 

‘At the end of that month 1 
received an acknowledge 
‘ment informing me that the 
object of my desire would be 

Send your letter to Letters, 
Home Computing Weekly, 145 
Charing Cross Road, London 

WC2H OEE. Don't forget to name 
your c juter — the best 

letter could win £5-worth of 
software. Got a problem with 

your micro? We'll soon be 
starting a queries page, so send 

your technical questions to 
Queries at the above address 

— 

mu sail 

a further 21 days before ar 
rival 

At the time of writing 
(mid-October) 1 am. still 
waiting. However, that’s not 
the whole story 

When the keyboard did 
not arrive on or near the 
given date I telephoned 
Fuller and was told by a 
gentlemen that there had 
been problems with produc | 
tion and that I would receive 
it at the end of that week: 

Two weeks elapsed and 
again telephoned (this time it 
was a Frank Lawton who 
answered): "Sure, no pro 
blem they are going out this 
week, I'l put you at the top 
of the list. 

The following week 1 
spoke to a Miss McKenna: 

There's been a problem 
with production, They are 
going out this week." 

By this time I had noticed 
several advertisements in 
computer magazines with a | 
whole list of dealers stocking. | 
these magazines witha whole | 
list of dealers stocking these 
products and Fuller making 
claims for their excellent ser- | 

T phoned two dealers: the 
first told me that the 
Keyboards had not arrived | 
yet and he didn’t know when 
they would arrive and the se 
cond said that Fuller had 
made a mess of the d 
network and were scrapp 3 | it for the time being, | 

wfirmation of this 
(0 gained from 

rash of 
would seem 
the fact that the ner 
advertisements ap 
without the dealer ist 

have tried on several o¢ 
casions to speak 10 the 
managing director, a Mr | 
Backhouse, but Iam always | 
informed that he s either not 
in yet or that he is out 
David B. Drury, York 

Keith Archer, for Fuller 
said: ‘We have had very ex 
tensive production delays 
with the keyboard. First the 
base of the case came out 
warped. Then there was a 
problem with the printed cir 
cuit board. Then we had a 
fire, in which the injection: 
‘moulding tool for the 
keyboard was desiroved — 
that set us back two months. 

We didn’t at first realise 

how long the delays were go- 
ing 10 be — we've been gel- 
ting the same promises from 
‘our suppliers that we've been 
passing on 10 customers 

But now we're not 
quoting delivery dates, All 
‘can say is that the old orders 
‘are now going out, very slow 
Wy — we re currenily process 
ing orders received in early | 
July 

Private 
Lines 

revisited 
While Andrew Turek's att 
cle Private Lines (HOW 3 
Micro Tips) was. very. in 
teresting, Ie is incorrect it 
stating that INPUT LINE X$ 
makes it impossible 10 use | 
BREAK or STOP on the | 
Spectrum 

Tt Mr Turek had studied 
his manual, he would have 
readthat CAPS SHIFT and6 | 
stops the program from | 
within an INPUT. LINE 
Statement | 

Having sad that, there will 
be many’ who do ot know 
this (ike Mr Turek), so the 
routine may beof useto some 
readers 

further improvement 
would be replace the NEW 
Statement in line 10. with 
RANDOMIZE USR 0, This 
will reset the machine com 
pletely, including UDGs and 
finy machine code stored above RAM(op. 
Raymond Blake, Rayleigh, 
Essen 

Small and 
friendly | 

from the ad: 
all shop sery 

small area, I only retail 
computers, ike Ata 

Commodore and Sinclair, so | 

review of Ramlop's sale 
ledger purchase lc 
accounts I have conside 

oft. Pave he 
for the small 

in my arca and 
reed that it was a 

quently 1 sold a number af 
sompl cig 

Tithink there's a big 
iil to be filled in the home 

npuling market especially 
n the small business sector. | 
ean one man shopsete, that 

id benefit in time and ex 
pense from a type of system 

like this instead of having to 
pay about £2,000 for a 
normal business system 
B.D. Howatt 
Busy B's Computers 
Rossendale, Lanes 
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

3 Deep Space 
32K BBC £7.95 

Postern, PO Box 2, An: 
doversford, Cheltenham, Glos 
GLS4 SSW 

1 was really looking forward to 
nis program, It loaded perfectly, 

 F donned my 3D glasses 
waited for the 3D images 10 ap- 
pear 

The illusion comes from view 
ing a red and a blue image 
through separate eyes, and. the 
instructions say best results come 
rom having as pure a red and 

blue as possible 
1 thought. my TV/RGB 
onitor would be ideal but iry as 
might, 1 could not see a 3D ef 

{plugged into the TY port but 
hat’ Was no better, | dragged 

friends and relatives in 0 see if 

couldn’: see it either 
T tried another pair of 

I tried both pairs at once, I tried, 
nother TV set, | tried Viewing 

from two to 10 feet. No 3D! 
read the setting-up instruc 

tions several times and the only 
Tdidn't try was a TV with 

s medioere 
chief attraction being the 3D ef 
fect which would be marvellous 
Vim sure, if ic worked 

Do get a demonstration before 
buying. The 
my findings. 

‘atings are based on 
1W 
9se 
33% 
20% 

playability 

value for 

Flying Train 
Spectrum 

£3.99 
20 Cotton 
Manchester 

Random Records 
Road, Withington 
M20. 
Chris Sievey’s claim 10 fame was 
his novel idea of putting ZN#L 
programs on a single 

Apparently he has now aban- 

offering for the Spectrum ap. 
pears 

ingle for you to play 
he game 

perly 

As you may guess, ne th 

n cassette. SUill, He throws, 

self is one of the 

gh the window of a flying 

rain to fl 
‘4 and landing safely back o 

earth is not easy 
Your mission to the m 

split into various task 
You must put the 
To be honest I couldn't get past 
this sereen, and so I cheated by 
altering the listing to suit myself 

Afier you have put the trait 
jogether, you must nav 
through ‘a stargate, watch 
wupernova and then return safely 

to earth. Only. then are you 
granted the full title of rail 

playab 
iraphics 60% 

Bird TI-99. 
£7.95 

is 

Phoenix Software, 48 Rannock 
Mansfield, Not 

Your, our all over the place. 
SWiuh ever-increasing p

ani YON 

race about UyinE 10 © 
(abouk amping on the 

the Fre PY age oot that YOU 

ins happen 0 eases a, a0 
ot, and tents 

Hato flames; be 

*ndif through bud fic 
from indifferent 

jit/Early te (Stampit/ Bary syns 

Drive, 
ne 

around 
ing. 

ea Sr the worms and 
nightmare, thal’s oval feast % 

A fireman's nial stat Ihe worms a 

A frcmtnywodeserite Sta Ing 10 3 by 

eon eas garam me ounTY —Nihyoul” Bene SE ehing 

‘when spar pull 

ea we grand daddy wort 
Mmpfire cause Hites tuna rand da MO 

and the game ct 
ree lives have all 

Bird, 

with a 
wateond game, Eatly 
ce ypically English 

cis beset with 

art oe the early bird 
arden making. 

“ars 

tose a lif 
our ds when your 

een Ws 

prznteds with 
rae ard printed on aS 

playability 
raphics 

Games with 
a difference 

Our reviewers try out some 
new games with new twists 

Fach 

al Tour Palmerston. R h 
R He graphics in thie 

South; iampion 

To cross gam 4 few how laying 

turtles ‘may because the  Playabiliy 
without suddenly y 
4 watery gravee’ 4¥iN8 you 10 ¥alUe for money DS 

Ityou fancy your changes you. 

HOGG EF ajc imansion at pate ex 

and the abject aten by hero in this game. In addition t0 being 
i to move him through a set of -Orrible "Orris, or using. the 
four caves. Each cave is filled wrong doorway, the cruncher 
with dots which are caten by the will be eliminated if he hits a wall 

s to retrace his steps 
are very good and 

including @ very 
Cruncher as he progresses. 

In the far corner of the cave is 
a piece of cave caviar, and bonu: 
points are awarded when this is 

In order to pass from one cave 

Graphic 
sound effects 
Catchy signature tune 
cellent DB. 

to another, you must travel instructions 90% 
through the monsters’ mansion. Hlayability 80% 

At this point, a rather un-  Praphics 70% 
friendly chap. rejoicing in Bre TarKiOney. 808% 
name of ‘Orrible 'Orris app 
on the scene, and his one ain in 
life is to chase and eliminate the 
cruncher. 

ae ee es 

ores futher oF ay Saar 
which must be cles? OF Ira 

knw eee Hime time wining 
Honksilva, Palmer the turtles sink monn 2088 House, 1s ,f!Mersion  Pary — someritaes Sink More rapidly sah 

per with eae 
floating “skye 

7 sane ees ; stealing on the sytings Rogeih0uecrmtrg® Ana teehee 
thee MEE Micto 4 

malo wel 
4 quite addictive ie be re Ono ae 

Ou could gate 8 aun ren i ive Mul On the iver” eran se 
eee 

MUP Of each game, "TMAS the Which fi 
ee a 

DA, 
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NATIONWIDE SHOPS & DEALERS 

MIDLANDS 
nC * 

SPECTRUM # TEXAS 
COMPUTER CITY 

pray SOFWARE Soe THES, Atta ne Tay 
Manic Mi 

FOR BBC,SPECTRUM& ||| i callers wei 
ROCHESTER SOFTWARE ALL LEADING MICRO’S hae o ||] Road, Rehmen OCIS SIE] | | srarrono:s9ronecare st : S COMPUTER CE TEL o7as «169 

STOKE-ON-TRENT: 
MARKET SQUARE ARCADE 
__TEL 0782 268620 DO YOU HAVE 

ENOUGH STAFF TO 
COPE WITH LISTING 
YOUR SHOP IN T 
SECTION? FOR MORE 

CARVELLS OF 
RUGBY LTD 

3/7 BANK ST. RUGBY Access/ Maclay Card weleon 
38, Dele Road, Rochester, Kent TEL: 0784 68275 

Teh ORAS, PHOENIX £XN : a CUSTOM Fuad | 
SHOP AND peered CENTRE 1 ccoutttc th SHOPAND, b 

DRAGON, Ori 1, " + BBC B, Onc, CRM 64, RING 01-437 1002 Shectitst come EXT 213, 
PENNINE COMPUTER ] | | 5 Sr 9a 

CENTRE Barclayea 

RECRUITING? \ 
SELLING A PRODUCT? 

OR A SERVICE? 
GET MAXIMUM BENEFIT FOR YOUR MONEY 

FIND OUT ABOUT OUR WHOLE RANGE OF PUBLICATIONS IN: 
24 Gloucester Road COMPUTING ELECTRONICS 

VIDEO RADIO j 
Simply telephone { 

ASP CLASSIFIED 
ve 02-437 1002 fe take Recess and Barclaycard 

ITLAND 

AT Chapel St, LEIGHL, Lanes, THE GAMES SHOP AND 
Te: Legh (2) GOA COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO BE INCLUDED 

CENTRE TEL NO. 0224643740 IN THIS SECTION 

RING 01-437 1002 

(Please inciade my business details in the next available Issue of Home Computing Weekly 7 1 
| Business Name =e | 
| Address 7 2 et e H \ $I Piao | I { ry core | | anderen, | 
| Ls Sot Nat | Tal. No, AE co" | og i | Open nrs: 

| us ! Contact (Otiice Use Oni) | L_ Post To: H.C.W. (Shop 
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HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY CLASSIFIED 

Spparverd a] 01-437 1002 
| Semi display: £6.00 per single column centimetre EXT 2 1 1 . : Send your requirements to: Ring for information on series bookings/discounts Base Sipps 

All advertisements in this section must be prepaid. ASP LTD. 
iments are accepted subject to the terms and 145 Charing Cross Road, 

London WC2H 0EE 

rene CASETTE DUPLICATING 

squipment always required. Yo 
ist in Berkshire 

84423 11-99/4A HIGH QUALITY JOYSTICK 
' Arcade machine j tick. Steel frame & shaft, heavy gauge 

‘able, long life fire button FUTURE 
| falue at TECHNOLOGIES 

K Ram Expat (HCW) 1 Hollybrook Ra. SI 
stand alone unit, £125; Southampton 501 6RB 

Send S.A.E, for detail WHERE DOES THE HEAT GO? 
WHAT DOES IT COST? 

| Order to: Arcade Hardware, 211, Horton Rd, Ca 
1 F nchester M14 7QE. Max 7 days wait, Spectrum 16K £99.95 i ow rocuy costs 

fiware Cheave PO w itself with this program 10 

unit [SSeS SPECTRUM & ZX 80/1 giving areas where money can be 
wey} f) fl USERS aved. £5.95 incl, p&p lo: 

J \o0K Graham, 
way BUY OR SELL 2 Red Lane, Claygate, 
faut HARDWARE Surrey KTI0 OEP 
ALL THROUGH H.C.W a 

| ary H.WARE SECTION. IF RADIO SOFTWARE 
| wines YOU'VE ALREADY DRAGON AND COCO 
| Sra few ik aetgned by a Spectrum veer Pu on» che BOUGHT WHY NOT ITTY TRARSCLIVE St ste 
| Move iCall in one go. Made of pokshed Mahogany, ply or ADD-ON? MAKE SURE ey a 

| ; Me eoaionns YOU APPEARIN THE [i aay 
| 1/09 The Vineries, Enfield, Midds. ENT 9DQ RIGHT SECTION, MONSE TUTOR. Any sped, any pico 

RING 01-437 1002 AMTOR SYSTEM. A 

HARDWARE EXT 211 AE for ful dal a 

GROSVENOR SOFTWARE (Qh 
COMPUTER SALE: BBC mode! B" SCrawenn Ron Sat 
£394.95, Atari games console £87.95, ie 28 
VIC-20 (starter pack) £132.25 1 BAIT 
VIC-64 £215.00. Dragon 32K qi 
£170.00, Colour Genie 32K £165.00. SOFTWAR 
{Laser 200 colour computer with 16K 
RAM pack and joysticks £117.00. APPLICATIONS 

KAT TED PERFORMANCE 

VIC-20/CBM 64 

1 WU STAINES &00,, UNIT 2 
HODING 
TONDON ROAD, 

PSSEN, TEE: 01-591 2000 Spectrum 16K £97.95, Spectrum 48K 
£125.00. All prices inc. VAT. Please 
adi £2.50 p&p. Send Cheques/PO 

| FOR HIRE made payable to “MAJORSOFT 
to: MAJORSOFT, 65 Winchester 

fo Mire « Computer from 2x¥1 | Road Bedford MID OSA ran 

Caledonton Réy NI AB. T AVE 15% ON 11-99/4A Expansion Box = RS232 | | pybictfuc hace Contes! 
Gear nig SOFTWARE including Epsom serial | | files SPECTRUM 

| Orie Software Library BBC, ORIC, Dragon, ZN81 580 oF i PLUS FREE Hew 
pire nual M C20, 6- pectrum, ond 

and ities by MEDSOFT TIGIORORTUAREETE|||||’ Dewin: Barbe: Ante 61 Arden Road, Doncase, 
South Yorks DN2 SER. 

1 CAN EVEN COPY ITSELE 
SELL YOUR 

PROGRAMS QUICKLY 

Write or phone now 

Vic20 SOFT 
CLIPSTONE AVENUE 

PATONS, 
jadmorton Road, AND EASILY EL STREET anes. BBII 3 

NOTTINGHAM ie: 0242) S321 RING 01-437 1002 | [Ne Mansi tien EXT 211 
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TAPE = Petes sneer TID974A 
COPIER for ANY SPECTRUM avai T199/4A Ownet She MICRODRIVE ConPaT as sesoreerse 
Peat? LOOK at SON Of sent] | | Par large catalogue (Over 80 UK & Imported programs). Please send large SAE Yo: 

SOFTWARE 
FOR YOUR CBM 64 

BOR roe sins eecottwnre, 10 Abtoge: U1) AT ATTACK ©1.95 PURPLE TURTLES £7.95 tae na SAH. Mail Order to UK only BRANDS £7.95 KAKTUS, £8.95 npn HOVVER BOVVER E00 LORD OF THE 
'We oiler » FULL MONEY MAck| ORIC SOFT —— | | FALCON PATROL £6.95 BALROGS £9.95 

‘DEFENDER’ GRAND MASTER KONG £7.95 
SOFTWARE peed aay cae CHESS Ole Maree ahd GAMES rome cuts TANK ATTACK 895 MOON BUGGY 195 

4 SPECTRUN-——J : ' THE GOLDEN BATON £9.95 THE HOBBIT £14.95 
PROGRAMS RING OF POWER £9.95 ARCADIA £5.50 Gnasher £4.95; Arcadian QUINTIC WARRIOR £7.95 ROLLERBALL £6.90 

£4.95, Escape £4.95, . maa aag ais fe 
Backgammon £5.95 MICROSONIC ORDER 2 CASSETTES AND DEDUCT 10% 

sal ieaeunai intents Programs for the POST FREE S.A.E, FOR FULL LIST: 
Crossed cheques/PO’ ‘Cheques/P.0's 10: VYAJYS HK of SAE. F ° 5.25} ne @ iutriisc co vats tic. 1 || [AeAtack eS BYTEWELL 

Margaret Aas Austell, |] |Grand Prix 203 Court Road, Barry, 
- lect go Keeper South Glamorgan CF6 7EW Computer games, aiscount prices | [PPe ener and Tel: (0446) 742491 Free catnogue, Sen a. 10" A epttees 424 : >. Software, 17 West Sircet. Wath | | 

Upon Dearne, Rotherham S63} | Au prices are in Jetpac. Increas: + wanted, Good price i sors ailable live Mari, VES, 400/800, In 
we man, 16 Chip VIC-20, ete, Write only 

ord BDS 0 I Sutherland, 14 Middlefield cre ALL THE BEST nila cent, Aberdeen, ABZ 2PW 
GAME 

For Spectrum, ZX81, DO YOU OF ERA VIC-20, Dragon, Bee ane one ale Oric and .... We IE SO WHY 
é raceme LL THEM 
ommodore 

ABOUT IT? PS TEXAS/COMMODORE Send for Free list COMPUTER WAR GAMES: RING 01-437 1002 
stating your machine Wipe bled aa Spe to: Panda Programs, my Nase i a a SECTION 
PO Box 2, South 

Tx @ Shields, Tyne & 
Wear, NE33 LEY TI-99/4A Missile Aleet on cassette 

Optional speech /joystick £5.95 = 
meses |] LOADETSTibrsts, eee SOunWARR artes | ] Cy tame (EW) 88 Upp ar on BOFTWEAR ( AREA WE SHY” |] Newt Suggs EH TEN) | | 1 SHIRTS and SWEATSHIRTS 

ed Mine, Can you LApple 6 'm User Feendly 
hquakes, floods | FJ yaa 014 see pee ar 

‘ Poriniare| EOUCATIONAL im. Soe sew fie N. Rigby, 13 Wordsworth Close, | T1-99/4A Christmas Greetings. Our | | Stade ta wkd oe sy Ormskirk, Lanes casseite plays “Twelve Days of me 
Christnas’ 'ed graphics and "hall, medium, targe ORIG-1 SOFTWARE ] | seasonal greeting. 3 each. FREE a ene ee 

(MAIL ORDER ONLY) with two 0 onal game ae car te | | with two of cational game 
owacr (HCW 18.10.83). WASHBROOKE Kfewtirepe = ss EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE, 9 Novren i Sweet Close, Deeping St. Jame D OF YOUR pevaoens #83 Peterborough PES 8QW COMPUTER? 
lictecvexe Ps Pat] WANTED =f iy Norseni rn 

4ND BUY A NEW ONE 
WITH A MINIMAL WANTED AMOUNT OF EFFORT E s msec || RASS 

Morgan Camera Company JER. 72 Sherwood Road 160 Tottenhare Court Koad RING 01-437 1002 Grimsby DN34 STI London W1. Tel: 01-388 2562 EXT 211. 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT 

Advertise nationally for only 35p per word 
(minimum charge 15 words) 
Simply print your message in the coupon and 
send with your cheque or postal order made 
payable to Argus Specialist Publications Ltd to 

CLASSIFIED DEPT., HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY, 
145 Charing Cross Rd., London WC2H OEE 

PRE RRED CLASSIFICATION 

Tel: 01-437 1002 

se place my advert 
\icate number of i 

¢ Computing Weekly for 
ertions req . 

weeks. 

POOLS PREDICTION 

18.00 
POOLSDATA’ 

£18.00 (5 yoor £92.80. Ta 

SELEC SOFTWARE (PW) 
37 Councilor Lane 
Cheadle, Cheshire 
061-428 7425 

1199/40 SOFTWARE 
PILOT £5.95 
A gre f game f unexpanded T199/4A. 
Graph trip and terrain map, plus updates 
instrumen’ for take-off, landi 
instructions included, Graphis 
TEXAS PROGRAM BOOK £5.95 
35 programs for the unexpanded TI99/4A, including 3-D M: 
Lunar Lander, Caterpillar, Horse 8: 
Arithmetic, Alien Attack, Organ, Evasi 
Send cheque or P.O. 

invader, Morse Code 

APEX SOFTWARE poz EN Swiss Cottage, Hastings Road, 
St. Leonards-on-Sea, TN38 8EA 

Tel: Hastings (0424) $3283 
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GEOGRAPHY 1 
ZX Spectrum 48K 

AT LAST! FUN FOR ALL THE*FAMILY 

An addictive Way to become Ynére 
el around 

untry, Sea or 

ests. 100’s of Countries/Coun 
GREAT FUN! GREAT GRAPHI 

KEMSOFT ye wooo. anos 
Software KEMPSEY, WORC'S. WR5 3NB 

DENIS THROUGH 

THE DRINKING GLASS. 

Norman Tebbit, Ken Livingstone, Mary 
Whitehouse, Robin Day and all the other lovable 
characters are just where you want them in this, 
Adventure 
Can you find the Cherry-Blossom? 

Do you know what to do with it? 

Funny, enigmatic and 
very difficult 
48k Spectrum £5.50 
inc p&p 

APPLICATIONS, 
Dept HCW, 
8 St. Pauls Road, 

Peterborough PEL 3DW. 



CHRISTINE COMPUTING 
FOR TI99/4A 

6 FLORENCE CLOSE, WATFORD, HERTS WD2 6AS. 
Tel: 09273 72941 

HARDWARE 
TI99/4A Computer (16 colours, 3 sounds + 1 noise, etc) £104.95 

TI compatible cassette recorder £24.98, interface leads single 
recorder £4.35, Dual recorder £5.45. 

Recorder and single lead £28.75, Recorder and dual lead £29.75. 

Computer + Recorder + single lead £133.50. 

Speech Synthesizer £44.95. 32K ram expansion (requires either 
Extended Basic or Mini memory), stand alone £125, Periferal Base 
Mounting £110. 

Cartridge Software 
A-Maze-ing £12.95, Alpiner £21.25, Chess £29.50, Extended Basic 
£51.50, Home Budget Management £21.25, Invaders £17.50, Mini 
Memory £51.50, Munch Man £24.00, Music Maker £24.00, Parsec 
£23.50, Personal Record Keeping £33.95. 

Cassette Software 
Blast It: disarm bombs with wire guided robot 5 levels of play etc 
£3.50 

CORE! disend to the core avoiding objects as you go, 3 stages etc 
£3.50 

SPUDZ: collect potatoes before the sun sets, 4 levels of play etc 
£3.50 

SIR Slurp-A-Lot sip as many drinks as you can before closing time 
£4.95 

Croc-ward a hangman variant keeps kids amused for hours £4.95 

All prices inclusive, Cheques PO’s to above address or SOp for full illustrated 
list (refunded on Ist order). 
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Officially Licenced ry Pierre di 

Available now for the ZX Spectrum, Commodore 64nd Oric 1 
and soon for Dragon 32, Acom Electron, Atari 400/800 

MORE FUN @ MORE CHALLENGE @ MORE EXCITEMENT 

Ralli Buildings, Stanley Street 
Manchester M3 5FD 

Ocean softwarél 
available fof 
OOLWORTH 
W HSMITl 

IB jonn Mena 
selected branched 

LASKYS, Maj 
Department Stores 

all good softva 
dealers. Fora 
nearest stod 

phone: 061-8329 


